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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION' 



Societies  

Few technological changes have had.so  
profound an effect on the human condition 
as the development of telecoMmunications. 
Man today lives in a maze of eleCtronic 
signals;, it is certain that their 	- 
influence on the quality of his'environMent 
will be even more important in the future . 
than4à  the case  today. 	• 

Final Report President's (U.S.) Task 
'Force  on. ComminiicatiOne:Policy, (1968) 

The ProsnectOf:InfOrmation:Overload_in  TeChnolOgiCally Advâncéd  

' 	• An extraordinary feature of . modern•teleCommilnications sys-:, 

terne,  present and projected, is the Sxtent'to which theY  are : 

characterized by rapid and accelerating technological change . . 

The introduction of innovations  in the field of communication, 

particUlarly for systems Of  information transmission,  has expan 

ded froM a.-trickle to a.stream andis nOw turning into a torrent. -  

In some respects telécomffiunication appears to stand now in terMs : 

 •of. comparative development where transportation stOod nearly 

a half centuryago, although the comparison May actually un-, 

derestimate  the dimensions of the-present transformation,. One 

or  two examp4s will help to  show thé extent of the preeent rate, 

of change.. -.In the 'field of computing where - the entire develop- -  

ment has ocCurred since World -  War II, the krowth is illustrated • 

in Figure 	• 	• 	• 	- • 
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FIGURE .  I- 1..  

James T. Martin, Future Developments in-
Telecommunications.: . 



Whàt  Figure I . shows is that the computing-power-to ...cost' 

ratio has been'increasing.by a factor of 10 (exponentially) 

every five yenrs: The introduction of  Mass-produced LSI 

.(large-scale integration) circuitry*will assure  the continuation 

. 	- of thi“rend, .nt least in  the  immediate future. 1   

The transmission of digital information still làgs behind 

. computing càpacity; however at least one company (Datran) is _ 

proposing a'system which offers up to 14,400 ' bits per_sécond, 

and . ITT has nnnoUnced the deveropment . of-a:DigitaI Data  Network. 

Other  transmission rates have been eXhibiting trends èàMeWheLY 

comparable to those for data computation 'rates. rigure4I shoWs. 

trends in the transmission of telephOne  conversations

A similar pattern can be-observed with  respect  to increa- 

es'in radio bandwidth: suCcessiely, we  have  seen the intrci-. 

:duCtion of long wave:(frequencies lipto - nboilt 100 kHz)thé-. 

"broadçànt"'hnnd (àround 1 MHz) . , nhOrtWnveS- (àround 

millimeter : Waves  (large-sCale use ofifteçigencies 	10,000- 

Mhz). 

Satellite transmission is of eVen more recent-origin.(froM. 

one satellit . in 1965 with a capaCity of 240 voice s circuità èo . 

 11 in 1971 . With a total capacity of 10,000 cirCuits). The pre- . 

sent capacity is predicted . to expand.very rapidly in the fbre- . 

 seable future, and satellites have the additional impbrtant cha- - 

 racteristic that they largely•eliminate the.usual  association.. 

1. For discussi=, see, for example, the February 1970 issue 
of Scientific American.  
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between cost and distance. 

The examples given here are siMey indiCativé of an overall 

phenomenon, the,consequence of which will.be  to facilitate imme 

diate and,universal information availability. 	. 	• . 

Increaseé•in the rate of transmission of information invol- . 

ving long  distance communication have,reaulted from two related 

types of technolegical development: 	• 

a) increases in channel capacity, 	net_additioneIn 

•the volume of information whichcan: be-  transmitted- froffi 

one point  to another in a• given tiffie, and 

b) increaSes in switching capability,  i.e., an  expansion• 

• in the Meana available to form•combinations  of •intern6- 

. 	. 
dal links int .() diseriminably different . networka. 

Chanel.CapaCity 

Growthjai channel capacitY'±hastesulted-froméhangea - in- : 
• 

thè apeed and.Violume Of transmiseion'of  signal, additions'to the 

kind Of signal that . dan be effectively transmittecrat high speect 

over  long distances - voice, print, image - and,  by deriVa _ 

tion, in the quality - of representation  of the  original  message 

which can now be achieved. Changes  in quantity and kind of trans-: 

mittable signale  came about  with the introduction of new  modes

siich as radio (voice), television '(image) :,  and facéiffiile•trans- 

mission (print). The establishment of standards with respect - . 

to quality of transmission  has been eigradual 

phone transmission, the goal of engineers has ,been typieally 
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limited to the "simulation àf .  presence", 91- ,dlevei at which .  

	

sufficient stiptalinguistic information such as tond of voice, 	- 

inflection, etc... is transmitted, as well  as mdre basic con-

tent  information, te create - sàmewhat - the illusion  that anothet 

person ià present, at least in part,  depending:on the sense - mo-. 

dality empleyedk the visual equiValent 9fsimUlation .of preSenté: 

remains,to be - acCOMplished.H 

IweVery-field, however, the - conattaints Of cOst are grà-- 

dually Yielding tà technological advancé.. 

.(7)witching:capability 
y 	- 

.Among telecommunication systems, - .fully sWitehed netWorks, _ 

are repreaented by the postal service  and the telephone-system-

Their flexibility is obtained at a cost: :both systems have  li-

mited local channel capacity. In the past:there seenia in'fact 

to - have been  a  tradece between Channel .cdPaéity and switthing 

capability TelevisiOn,,with greater ‘ chEinnel :capacity thaniel 

ther telephàne, telegreph, - ot post,.has . been until recentlY càns-

dered primatily an arearwide distribution system. However while. 

it may  have bnée appeared that greater  information transmission 

could be gaineeeither through increases itichannel .capacity, 

or  through  more flexible • switaing patterns, bilt_not . through : 

 both, this'Ocinstraint in tiirn seems - 116W in thé procese'Of being - 
••, 	• 

slowly pushed baék. Eventnally, we may-lOok fOrWard to - fully 

1 . It is Worth noting, parenthetically, that inéteases in 
telecomMunicative channel capacity:have . .been accompanied 
by increases in memory.capacity.as  the variety and-fidelity' 
of recording mechanisms has evolved. 
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switched maximum capacity systems with, for practical purposes, 

unlimited range of geographical distribution. 
• 

The effect on the individual 

For theindiVidual, the effect of these deveropments has 

been that (a) he is each year (as part of .an accelerating process) 

the target àf more messages, each with augmented informational 

content, and (h) because of hiè access to larger and more diffe-', 

rentiated networks, he  tends to interact within larger•syStems 

having greater complexity of organization, which in : turn is corre-

lated with increased variability, and hence with greater  informa-

tion.  Thus, 'on two.counts, technological adVanceinthe -field .  

of telecommunication-is closely.assoCiated'ilth the aMount of 

information available to the individual'.. It seems reasonable. 

to assume that Such a precess must:evéntually . teach.a 

which.is  the liMit of.individual human beings tO accept andiziro 7 ' .  

cess information.• . • 	. . 	 . . 	. 
_ 

. 	. 	. 
' • . il.n a metropolitan area'of 5 . million population, 

•about 4,800 hours per year,per'capitakor about,' 
•thirteen hoùrs per day) are deVoted tà 'various.' 

•. 	. . 	modes of recePtion of socialcommunications, such. 
• , . 	as reading; - television, lecture and discuSsion„... 

. ' 	observation'of:environment, radio, film and .-... 
. 	. 	miscellaneous..., At Various estimated.receiVing .  

. 	,rates . of.mon-redundant bits per•minute, the per 
. 	çapita average receptiOn of-information'is •100 . . . . 

. 	millions bits per year orroughly,300  bits per 
•Minute. It'is startling to'note . how.close thia , 
ii -- within a factor Of - .5--to  the 1,500 bits.per .. 

 . 	. 	. imihute.taken as the limit'of human capacity to - 
• • 	• bsorb information.... 	: ' ' 	• :. 	. 	•  

_ 
As'  the amount of-necessarY. information per capita\' 
grows, the - limits•of'human icbaCity may be : ilreàeied 
at least formany-(2)..  

(2) Meier(19,62), alao cited in  .a report of the : American Com- , 

mittee-on Telecommunication, National ACadeMy:of•Fngineere-(1969): 
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It has been More than once assette4 and recently strengly 

reiterated, that the individual's eàpacity  th  function and 

to make decisions must eVentually . break down under the strain 

of environmental overstimulation -.. 

"The striking signs of confusional breakdown we 
-see'around us 	the spreading  use: of druga, the 

. rise.  of mysticism, the recurrent outbreaks of 
'VandalisM and undirected violence, the politics 
'of  nihilism and nostalgia, the sick apathy of 
_Millions 	... may well refleet . .the detérieration 
of : individual decision-making .  under conditions. of 

-environmental overstimulation". (3). 

Lipowski.(1971) has similarly . attributed unrest, anoMie,, 

and 'violence te -the influence 'of the widespreàd exposure.ef:in 

dividuals'Iiving in affluent ,  technolegical and open society 

t6 what le terMS an:"oVerload of attractive stimuli". The - 

condition in:Which . extreme'information preceaSing demands resizit 

in teMporaryor permanent systeni breakdoWn haa 

formation  overiead. 

The motivation for  the-present - study:: 
à . 	  
The preSent study'was Undertaken in 'reaponse to theeident 

need to Obt.ain'a eléar: idea  of: the danger.ef:inforMationover-' 

load, insofaras it can be - e.sSeaSed new from sCientific inves - 

tigations  conducted either in a:psychological laboratory  or in 

natural settings-. Initially,'the objeCtive was  in,, essence  to 

conduct a simple review-of the available literature on the sub», 

jèct. .The  report of this work takes up Chapter - 2r', there 

:in:fact an extensive literatUre on the topic. 

(3) Toffler, 1971. 

been termed in-. 
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However, while a number of interesting and useful  conclusions 

can be drawn from the literature, most of. the relevant research, With , 

rather few exceptions, has been conducted within the limits  of psy-

chological . labOratoriés e  rather than  in the field For a!report!Which 

is intendedto have practical implicatiàns with  respect  to the deve- . 	- 

lopMent of social  policy, this strongly peychological(and theoretl- -  ! 

cal) orientatioh , presents something of a dilemma. As we shall find : • 

! 	- 
ln the second 	chapter, the kind'of individual. information9roces- 

sing studied *ithin the psychological laboratory may often appear 	! 

to constitute a véry specialsubsét of . .the.Whole spectrum of inforMation 

transmission behavicirs tà be found inItaturalistic'social,eettings. 

..The term !"information"  itself iàassigned a very particular Meaning ' 

 which onlyyèry partially reflects What weusually'think. of.as.infor- 

mation. 

• 	This deliberate-reStriction of the fiéld.of inquiry has dis 

advantàgés and advantages. The main diàadvantàge has already béen . 

 alludeeto:' 'the great difficulty in generalizing from laboratorY 

findings to .- naturàlistic conteXts. .This problem is not unique tà 

the questions of-information . overload e  Ofcourse, but in no:other .  

field is the conàtraint more irksoMe. 

The great adVantage of the experiMental methdd, in spite . of - . 

its  substantive limitations,  is that  the concepts which!have eveved 

ate(teMarkablY)moré precise than those developed in field inVesti 

gàtions e  and conclusions are more  solidly docuMented:by !firm evidence.. 

The.domain Of cognitivelmychOlogy,.-WhiCh!! 
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is that part of psychology concerned With the investigation of - 

information processing system's within-the individual, is presently 

in a state of very liyely development. .Exciting,new ideas and 

approachesiare..rapidly'being realised. The very theoretical 

bases on whinh the - literature on information  Overload was first 

constrticted are themselves, being modified.; :  It thus, is unthink- 

• able that we should'ignore these developments... 	• • 

. 	How then have we attempted to Meet:the dileMààY 

.he dishonest to pretend that the whoiediffiOulty-has either 	. 

been:resolved or.can'so easily be-wished away.-  HoWeVer Wé be• 

':lieve we have fOund at, least a partial'réSolütionii .  

the discovery of the crucial  link between an approach narroWly 

based on clasSical information - theOry :  (in its more limited-Sense 
- 

and one which aiffis to - say something about real persons in actUal: 

. 	• 	. 
•Social céntexta,ia'a task for CommuninatiOn'éheo 

-pin between individual and , societY',18:cOmmuniéation.• In the - 

third chaptertherefore, an attempt is made to restate theori.- 

gi flai psychologically-based theoi.y . in  terms of communication  

theory, .andto reeicamine some evidence concerning inforMationHover- :  

load in the  light of thisstatementi 

The net àffect of themethod adopted here may.bé a doCu-. 

ment which appears somewhat abstract: this is' •. unfOrtunate 

.btit it seems preferable to atteMpt a rierous, - if very'incompl'ete, 

attack On the question of information  overload, rather than to 
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become mired in doubtful if exciting generalizations about trends' 

in 	society, based on dubious and sketchy information. -  

Situating the present report- with respect: to previous research 

• 

 

Modern discussions of the ptobleM Of information ovetlead 

reflect the influence  of  . two basically efferent approacheS to'. 

the  study of:the human organism as an information proceSsor, 

one : deriveeftoM the field of engineering,  One psyéhologioal 

.in origin. 

' 	AMong engineers, intètest haë'for seme.time been foCussèd' 

.6n the role of humiffl  as OoMPopents'withinlatget.systeMS. By 

the beginni.ng  of the  twentieth centur.;:t1.14seconcernwas'airqadY-

Well established. -As the  coordination of wotk activities  in  

. industrial societ3i.becaMe »functionally  more  Complex, theteWas 

à strengtheningefinterebt In the pesSibility that the:ope-tà. . 

tions petf6tMed by . Mèn-could . be  analysed.in terms:coMpatible -wIth: 

those used:for  machines. H The schOoi Of !'Seientific management". àà-. 

sociated with the name of Frederick Taylor (1907, 1911, 1919 '; 1947). 

became interèsted  in theprOblem of how to describe with ekacting 

precision the taslyperfermance charactetistics : of the hiudan Compenént: 

Through "tiMe:and motion".studies: it waàhoped that physi .cal tasks 

perfotmed by humans Could be specifiecUin the forft,of detailed : . 

 pregraMs of behavior, or "methods", and:eventually, thtough:syste •-• 

matic training,''.thàt. the Work efficièncy-of individuals Could be 

radically'upgtaded and.their notorieuà Unreliability reduced. .The 
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emphasis of Taylor  and hid.associates was,on sner.transforming • 

tasks. 

	

The • original scientific managemént.movement Was gradually. 	, 

absorbed intO other management schoels - Of thought pre6ccupied 	• 	. 

. 	- 	r• with the grewing trend.to  automation (Dlebold, .1952), It Soon 

. :became evident in any case that Taylor and his followerS had 	- 

seriously underestimated the importance, of MbtivatiOnal factors 	• 	H 

in work performance (Màyo, 1933; Roethlisbérger &.pickso41939). 

However, hùman factors engineering receied a fresh new impetus : • . 	• 

dùring the périOd of the second World War. with the emergence 	, 

:ilf ébernetics:asà dbmain:»in itS owtright..H(Wiâne4:« .1948;-. Shànnéni, 194). 

The attention of enginpers accôrdinglyturned from.theânergy 7  

. transforming Capabilities  of the human organism to his  informa- 

tion-processing charaCtèristics 111,14, whilè.Sinaiko and Buckley 

(1957, 1961) . state their  objectives in termareiminiecèflt of-thOse 

of Taylor:  

Machines do . not operate:by themselves...Even 
in an age of automation men . wilt be involved . 

 in.one way :Or another . in every system... Me n . 
els -well as Màchines•ars components of systems.> 

• Since mechanical and electronic components are 
now available with very high speeds.and capa-

* cities, the design  engineer's task of .integra-
ting men and machines into'smoothly function- . 

 ing systems. has become,more difficult. If 
the characteristics -- limitâtions and capabi,. 
lities -- of humans-are known and understood,. 

..better man-machine•systemS will be designeà 
and built, 	• 

neverthèless e the list  of variables  to be considered now• includes 



.of reactions by humans since the nineteenth century, indeed since 

the emergence 9f the.discipline  mite .Modèrn.form.. 

, 
• 	Psychologists' intérest . in  the  probleffi  of huMan 

-

informa- 

tion proceSsing appears to . have.beén fUrther encouraged WA 
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• a concern not'only for energy-transfOrming,constraints (the phy-

sical dimensions of the individual, his capability for Motor 

activity, hia.physical needs) and motivational'factora.(psycho-

logical needs, capability for learning,: -, 	' 

sensitivities to Social environment),' but also for information-

'processing constrainta (capability . for.data sensing'and Procés -7 

sing). 	' 	 - 	• 

PsycholOgists, on the other hand,. have been interested 

in the proceSses of perception and theiteOrmational determinants 

_convergence of the•paradigM of informatiôn transmission:used by 

Shannon with modéls'of.tha organism employed by-psychol9gists 

in the field 9f . learning theàry.:,BOth the:philosophy and the 

methodology'of behavioristic S4t. paychol9gy en9oUraged  the  in-

vestigation 9f . humansasÀnput-output'systemS With éSsentialiy 

linear transforMational properties -(~r some stochasti,c approki- 

.mation thereof); the role 9f learning  or Conditioning is to 

assure that,présented with a given stiMuluS e 'thè organism will -. 

produce an associated set of résponseS:(with-the absociation .  

between stimilluS, and response  meeting certain  standards of re.-ç 

'liability). - :The study of . huMan-behavior,.in.this perSpective f - 

than reduces:t9the proper  description of ensembles of stimuli . 
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and responses, and the observation of behavioral correlations 

between them. •  

It seems to haVè beenin part because-the . comMunicatioiL 

Model of Shannon càuld not only be made-to conferm to this -tra 

ditional psychelogical:paradigm, but also ,  promised a' more  accu* 

rate quantification of'stimulUS-responsé ensembles; . that the, 

work of Wiener and Shannon waS so quickly,abàorbed into  the',' , 

mainstream of psycholOgical reseEirchMuch of the work reported 

in this study is set - within thisintègrated S-R and information-

transmission  juidel. 

: 	• Information theory, however e .is bY no neàns -the.bey:cgiltrI 7  • 

.bution of Cyberneticà to the illumination .of the.  probleM Wearè-• 

• studying in •this inquiry> . For one thing,- Cybernetic theory,pro : : 

'vides an alternative model:telthet of the - reflex:arc, 

eVen long'after being•officiailydiscredited inipsychology fr, seeMà .  

. .to have continued . to.exercise a»pèrsistent ...(and often hidden) . - 	, 
. 	. 

influence on the design and interpretation of psychological ex..... 

periments.HIn simpleàt ferm the cybernetic Model •of  the indiL,  f, 

vidual information-proceseor is i llustrated by a cOmputer . pro -

sram which is executed.step by•step and which utiliZes.inputin -

order to perform tests and  operatiOns in order toproduce ,an 	- 

output. -.111 this model, output is a function both - of input and 

of the internal state s. of the .orenism.. The application ef-  • 

this alternative cybernetic model : for purposes of experimental 



dingly devoted ,to a review of some of the main insights which 

'have animated : Subsequent discussions set Within -tha4y.bérnetiC: 

framework. 
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research has ocCiirredrelatively slime/1y, presumably beéause of 

the rather great change of perspective which, is , required . 

by eomparisen - withrthe use of the slMple -S-lt'mode1. 

A major goal of the present study is to reexamine the literatu-

re on information overload ln the light of 'theseneral-eyberne-

tic model. The remainder of this introductdry chapter is aCcor-, 
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Communication and Information: a brief review of some basic concepts  

• 	Much  of the sUcceeding discùssioni::particularly Chap;. 

ter 2, assumes a : basic knewledge of communication  • heory. It may  be  use':  • 

fui  therefore in . thià introductory chapter to digress briefly in:order 

to sketch in some Of the principles underlying the MOdern theory of com-

munication and control. For  those .  interested in à fuller explanation, 

many excellent treatments exist e  On the other hand, readers : alreadY:fa 

miliar With the theory of communication and:control may want te omit this- . 

'section e which rehearses ohlY quite wel“noWn'materïal. 

The contemporary - approach to  the  study  of communicationand côn-

trol centers on the use of matheMatiCal Models to describ&biological,• 

 social•and artificial syatemà.  'The  mathematical-models are*nèùtr.41 . in 

the.senae that they are axiomatiC-in their deelopmént,.ànd hence, While 

they_may be:internallY consiatant, : inand.of : theMselVes they'make néistate. 

ment  about  any world. :.Their • application to actual systema requires - an 

act of interpretation. Ne • shall éee in Chapter -2that Whil&Such theorè- 

. tical models May providepoWerful explahatery toe's, they.mayfa4oimPoàe: 

theirown limitatiâns, dePending:on.heWthey . are 

Communication and Networks, :  

The concept  ofeommunicationimplies &network: in its .reduced 

. form, the•communicaton situation contains a'sender and :a receiver (though 

on occasion sender and xeceiver may be the same individual: eg aoMeône 

writing himself a memorandum, to be read at a :later. time). Claude Shannon 

(1948) proposed the folloiling sbhmmatic diagram of a general communication 

system: 	• . 	. 



turn-opérates'en . the Signal to produce a 

the  intended:reàpient of the massage:. 'NeiSe  

-,iessage. for the  destination,*«:,  

or interference, .is concelved. 

as an  . additional -  (Unwanted) Informeion source which Introducea eIgnals.  

lnto thasySteM which cOMPete with  the  Main transmissidn,..andmayi 

thus make it More diffieat  for the  Intended meésage-to be clearlyinter 

• 
Information 

- source Transmitter -Raceiver Destination 

CD ,-4  
› w 	r  

.'g 

e• te 	L 
Message . 

Noise  
source. 

The Shannon séheMatic - diagram :of a general Communication systeà 

In Shannon' model the information source is responsible for 

the  production of a message,  orMeiisages .,WhiCh are to-he omMunicated-.. 

The. transetteroperates on the  message  ordérto transform it into à 

signal,. Which i then".transmitted through à thanneCto a.receiVer,  which' 
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pre t ed 1 . 

The communication situation can also be conceptualised in ano- ». 

ther way. Let X =. (xl , 	xn) bea set of potential -comMunicators. 

Then a potential network eicists if there 

is a possibility . for at1eaSt one cOmMuniCator toexChânge MesSageswith 

•

ano- 

ther communicator,.i.e., if there exlsts a communiCation.channel•(channelS) 

by which  messagescan be transmitted from x to * and from x J  to xi . 

: ming fôr  the  • sake of simplicity that all channels are bi-directionic1, al-

though,the assuMPtion ofsymetry iS not.requited).' .  

Ar- 

• 

• 
/ 

Foill'allyJUstinétConimilniCation iiiitworkS  
_ . 	_ 

-r.OnewaY. in whiCh'these intuitivenOtions:c fan :-be formalizgemàtheMatiCail 

we% 	 ' 	9 

iS to define - a maPping, 	 the .Cartesian prochict**X- '(whère X'is 
- 

defined  as  before), such'thàt (x * x ) 	 and only.  If x .can'commu- , 	j  

) ig à graph,  and (xi  xi )•is called  an 

arc. In this way,  the notion "graPh" has been equated with=thet:of .  

work, and that ofnard'with the conCept.of  a  nchànne". 

nicate with x° Then•N =- (X, t" 
j 	' 	• 	. 

Vitiations due to noise are shown as'entering the system - at the point 
of the channel;• this isra - convenient abstraction, sitiCe 'interference 
may  equally well be due to characteristicS of'èhe.encoding - and:.deco-
ding.  process. ..* . 
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Three.principal  questions 

This development of the idea of channel_of  communication  is 

highly  restrictive in  that it deals oniy with the PoSSibility  of - ceMMuni 

cation, i. e.,  the existence of a channel by Which' to cemMunicate: never7. - 

 theless, it allowà us  to ask a number of questions which will serve . to 

- Hintroduce certain:essential notions of  communication  theory'. First, - we 

might want to knoW how te describe the capacity  àf the channel, rémembe--.. 

: . ring always that we are to measure the transmission, hcit ofmatter, but 	- 

of information.  111.à ià essentially the queftioh:which Was posed by'Shdnnon: . .. 
• • • 

Second, àupposing that  we kpoW something.aboutlIew . individual 

.elements of the netwerk.béhave when presen • ed With certdin meSsages,.what 

can  we usefully sày about thé behaVior of theAlètwork  as  à'Whole, 

what are the prebdbi e.  outputs of  the:whole rietWOrk fer giVen inputs,:,:and - 

for given internai etdtee .  This is theepestion.Which was'askeeby McCulloch 

pand  Pitts, in their classic paper 

Third, whicen be àaid with repect.to the:explanation  of  pnr-

posive behavior . if we supposé 0.11.eléMent  or a netwerk t 

environment by a retnrn leop?  This  is the'question- Whichlintereàted .  Wiener 

	

:(1()48), and Ashby (.19. 452). 	Together:these three  topies constitntethe 

	

. 	. 
starting point ferthe modern theory  of eeheral systemà , 

and control-.... 

Shannon's theory of informatiôn transmission 

Weaver (Shannon and Weaver, 1949) identified three levels 

be joined to an 
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on which the communication of messages can be analyzed, each of which rai-. 

ses a somewhat different order of problem: 

LEVEL A. 	How accurately  cari the syffibols - of Communicatien . bé'' 
. 	transmitted? 	. 	• 	. 	_ 

,(The technical problem) 	' 

' LEVEL  B.  How-Precisely do the transmitted syMbois benvey the 
. 'desired meaning? (The Semantic problem) 	: 

LEVEL C... 	effectively does the.received meaning  affect 
'conduct,inthe desired way? (The effectiveness pro- 

Shannon.  originallY enti'tled his paper The Mathematical Theorï 

of Communication, and in it he.was' uniquely concerned with Level: A oroblemài, 

that : is to say problems associeted' . with  the transmission of signal:S.. The:H 
. 	 . . 	 . 	 . 

• • . 	 . 

definition-be gives te the term  "information" has'therefore a limitedd 

)main of application, .so much El(*, indeed that it has #nce,been propoèed 

that he miàht  more  properly have termed . his paper - "The Theory  of Signal 

Transmission and 'Ceding" (Ber ..-Hille14  1964) 	In similar vein, MacKay (190)'' 

discriminates between "infermation"-:and."emount-ef-information"'or "in-

formation-content", where the.lattér terms refer.to . what Shannon 

"inforMatien". While these  distinctions  Will become important in our la- , 

ter discussion, for the moment all that is neceSsary telbear in mind is ., 

that Wiener and Shannon have a . restrictive . Sense in mindyhen they  use 	, 

the term, one that in no way  captures  all of the meaning usuely . assigned' 

to the wore - in et:1r nrdinary discourse. 

'Information ancr.probability 

The Mathematicaltheory eg  communication, as)déVelePed-bY . Wiénei. , 
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Shannon and Others is closely related to the mathematical theory  of  

probability,:from which it deriveS most.ofits . postulates.':As in: , • 

elementary.probability• theory,•:it is Convenienttodefine an  ensem-

ble of PosSibleoutcàffiée of an observation  -(elich:as an  observation  

of the behavior of a potential communicator). .Thenra comMunication 

event (i.e.'• the transMission of a signal) is !imply, the  occurrence

of a dubset pfthe,ensembie  of  possible events... .TO illUstrate e 'sup- 

pose a traffic policeman has manual control over a traffic light. 

The ensemble in whichthe motàrist iefor the moment interested con-. 

sists of-the:possible states (three) of the treffic . lightt red, green. 

:and amber. If only one light occursat a f time, - ice,  if the posSibIe. - 

communication  events are.mutually-exclusive, the : traffic policeman 

canSignal permission to Oncoming motorists.to pass by:Causing . green- 

,to appear on the  light standard', catitiOn . byamber„.: and:non-,permiseion' 

by red. The : meaning  of the'eventa, PgoP e  "slow", "stop"  ::lehowever 

not of,immediate relevance to'the 'mathematical. theory Of 
_ 

tion,  In  this example,  the ensemble  cOnsietà, of the  available .• 	• 	. 	. 	• 	. 	• 	•• 	 • 	.„ 	• 	. 	• . , 
bols, .(. 1rée .,.'!ambee, !"green").  . Message-transmission  depends ui;lon• : 

 theoccurrence  of • a,signalfeven4 . -i.éel  the  occurrence of  pOrtie' possi-

ble  combinatiOn of àymbolS, signalà Which  are  . 

tranemittedthroUgh channels, and our task 

'city of channels. Information is simply a meaeure:cfthe freedOMof - : 

choice  in the  seleCtion of a message from ah available Set of MéesSgee' 

...(where-a•message ie Construed to fileanan_accéptablecoMbination. of 

YMbolS).' ' 

_ 	. 
• telat We want to.know is how eusch freedom of Choice is to ibe. . 

— 
.Measuredi .L.e..whàt is an appropriate- metric,;or measuring  stick? 

Supposethé ensemble (or reperteire) to Contain n symbols,. and 
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suppose further that each symbol is equallylikely,to . occur, independant 

•of the occurrence of  any previous symbol. In. this case it is obvioui—that 

the measure-  of  amount of information conveyed by thé occurrence of any 

message-event (containing just one sYmbon'shoilld be a direct function 

•of n, since the freedom of choice increases (decreases).as n'increases . 

.(decreases). It.might even seem' reasonable at first to . take n itself as 

the measure of aftoUnt of information. 	 . 	. 

'This solution is, however, not adequate whén we relax  the  

. .constraints to  permit compound  message-events, i;:e those containing,More.. 

: than one symbol.. Suppose thé ensemble of "simple" messages (i.c.:mesSages 

-having just one symbol) 	'consist  of  two signals, eg., "yes" and "no".. 
, 

Suppose that all transmitted- Messages actually contain three sYmbols. In 

thià new  ensemble of compound meàsages : (combinationà of'symbolà).there are 

 . - eight possible occurrences of message-avents:. 

1. .Yesyes, yes 

‘ 2. Yes,' yes, 'no .  

3. Yes, no, no 

4. No, no, no 

5. No, no yes 

6. No, yes, yes 

7. Yes, no, yes . - 

8. No, yes, no 

'Sinbe a ."Complex" message containing.three symbols'can bé thonght 

of as being built up out of elémentary coMpOnents'équivalentto 

ges drawn.froM an éndemble of n =.2,-and.assuming our-measure of information 

to be - the size of the ensemble, the combined informatima.œntent might be 

presumed to.be 3 x 2 ;=.-  6. The actual n, and'hénce'the informatiàn content . , 

of the compouni-évent.enséMble is e .  however, .8. ''Thus to.take n .itselfas 

a méasure of information leads- tdcertain complications. 
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. This'inçonsistency can be resolved bymsing an appropriate ma.; 

thematical transformation of n, (in fact a logarithmic transformation),. 

.Any number can be expràssed as a logarithmiè i transformation of another 

number, so that  the  use of logarithmà as à Measure of amotint,of informa- . 

tion implies no loss . bf information; in the présent case smch atransfor-

mation proves to..be.convenient. Shannon,  for  inttiitiVely-good reasons,. . 

chose the  number 2:às the'logarithmic  base of informationthsory. . 

returning to›the exaMplegiven above,' thé amount of information  (measure 

• of freedbm of choice) of an ensemble with two àymbols is log 8,-= 3, so 

that messages,whIch'are compound events conSiSting of .combinations ethreS. 

symbols have exabtly:three times the informatibn ::cobtentdf-those made u . 	
. 	. 

of a single  symbol,.as- intmitively they should.l:The:term bit was coined 

to  express the  idea of  the  amount_of . InfcirmatiOn assbciated with , the - oc-1 

uurrenceof one  of  twb eqüally  probable  signalà.:. The.obcUrrence:of 

sage-event drawn•frOM the ensemble ôf ,ei ght' pbèSible eyenta,. in theexample.-- 

given above,..thuShaSan . infdrXiatibn .--cnntent'of:three bits .',A "biC. 

therefôréis the basic 
. 	 -

unit of informat ion 
. 
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Essential notions of probability 

In the discussion above, the notion of probability has been 

introdliced by theiDdck door : Since it cannOt freely be-aastimed that message -- 

events always havé equal likelihood of 'occurrence or are unaffected v by 

the prior occurrence of other message-events, it is:important to develoP 	: 

more fully our concept of probability. We can do so with the following" 

example: suppose the basic message-évent to, be the throw of a set of dice.: 

The source of thé message-is "Chance", the mechanism by - Which the  message

is transmitted ("thé . channel") is the throw  of the  dice,.and the actual, 

message-event iS  the  combined value Which .:Shows  on the  tWO  faces of the 

dice whiCh face upwards,  j e a natural:number -between 2-and12. The  

-Message .  is drawn. from -,a .eneemblè whichisigustrated.in  the following., 

diagraM:. 

Die # 2 
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• 	

• 

From this  diagram, it:is evident that certain combinatiéns . 

of simple messages.are lumped together to create compound messages: thus' 

- a 1-6, 2-5, 3-4, 4-3 e 	or a .6 -1 are ail calied a "seVen". .From'this 

fact, and assuming that the dice are "unbiased" . to start: with (i.e. that- .- 

. 

 

the  chance of occurrence of every'simple mesiage•ii equal), We can draw- 

up  the  following , table Cf probabilities: 

Compound meSsage-event  

1 / 12 '. 

5/36 

SinCe we haye.s..uppOsed the probability of'occurrenda:Of:eaCh 

symbol . (i.e. 	4$  5, or 	bé equat:for-'each die. taiçen:indiVi'.,.. 

dually, theruthe • amOuntof : information tranSmiteed by'each throW Of a:: 

single die is l ~g  6  = . 2.585 . 1ets:(or 5.17 bits'fOr two  .throWS . Cf.a single 
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To.find the information-content of the cOmpOund event associated with the 

throw ,  of the two dice together, we use the forMuia: 	. 

-;E: p log,) :13 	or (2(1/36 1og:1/36). +.2(1/18  log  1/18) 
i=p 

+2(1/12  log : 1/12)+ 2(1/9 log 1 19) +.2(5/36 . 19É 5/36) + 1 16 log.1/65 or 

(1.0612+  .8906 + .7342 + .6254 + .2435 + .2732) = 3.8381 bits. 

•: 	. The difference between 5.17 bits, which is the amount of in- • .. 

formation whiCh would have been transmitted if eadi Of ,the 3648imple .  

message-events in the original ensemble Of pOtential symbols had boen - 

assigned - an individual message value, and the actual value  of 3.8381  bits 

obtained, is a measuté:of the - cOnstraint . which.results .  from  an -unequal 
• - 	. 	- 

distribution Of probabilities,:gnd  the  assignment of strùcture.to  the  

original message .-space'. 

' Not only may separate mesSage,eVents . have.unequal probabill-. 

ties whiCh.have to bé taken intOdecOunt in the  evalUatiOn of amOunt  of 

 information transMittèd e  there is a:further: POsaibility that the probabi--. 

 :lity,of occurrence of.a  certain message -elients iS affected'bythe ileighbot-

hood of'other symbols in which.it oCcurs. The  eqUiValent  concept in  prà- 

babilitY . theorY is:that of"Conditional probability, which:ià détfiriedfor --: 

mally as followa:. 
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for two events,..A and' B $  the 'conditional'propahility of,B,,givenA $  4é 

defined to be 

P (BIA)  ='P  (DMA)  
P (A). 

where P (A) .is the .probability of occurrence of 	 - 	. 
P (BIA). is thé probability of . occurrence  of B $  given.  that .A .  has ocCurr,éd, 

and 	P (BrIA) is . the probability that both B and .A eçctir. 	. 	 . 

.Redund.OÇY: 

• 	 • 	In nattiral languages., some letters are associated with others 
. 	. 

in special patterns: in  French and Englishi:fOràxample, thé Létter -"ti"  fol - 

lows  the letter l'cl" . with a vey high probabilitY. In the ccintext -ofi"q" 

the  occurrence of "u" has négligiblé:information-content e ,irrespective . 

 its usual  value if ie were tO conSider only  the relativefrèqUency,of oc-

currence of the lettér in thlanguage (i..e.:aVeraged over all 

its environmentS).: Such Serial' déliendénciés- - noti'llMited to first.;order 

correlationé of thé type:just desCrihed. where one symbol foilows, -  

preCedesi or is  in  some:other Way  in the in:Mediate neighborhood of thé other. 

From the létters "blan14.4 .  hi e $ 	blank"wre cOulcUwithoût difficulty ,  

fill in the "miSéing" letter, "r". In this instancei:nO'éingte preceeding 

or sucCeeding'symbol 'establishes thecOnstraint which .  allOw us to SupplY 

the absent Letter; rather our sense Of pattern is . .due to  oui sensitivity:,:, 

tb higher-order contingencieS. ' Inter-signa l . dépéndencies,of thiécharaç-

ter are referred to asTedundancyi .  and:Can be dealt with in the measürement. 

of information without .difficulty by-the  use of the  probability &act:I:us 

described elbove:. 



'Channel. capacity and coding 

. 	- 

To this point, we have  been côncerned with:developing a means 

to measure the quantity of information transmitted - by a givemeequence ôf,. 

message-events. Se . now turn to two slightly different questions: (1)- 

how can we ascertain:the. capacity of a given Channel to transmit informa-:: 

tion? and (2) hoW can messages be re-coded in order to Make the best pos , 

 sible use of a gieri Channel CapacitY? This latter  question  will - lead:in.: 

turn tothe problem ôf . interference,-or noise i  and means.to . combat it. 

Messages are transmitted over channels (physiéal Media  of 

 some kind).by meçhanisms.which are capable of:being  in  one  or the other - . 

of .a certain number Of different states (eg.,  a telegraph transmitter,: 

. the human  speech  production.syStem, etc). ISuCh à mechanism_is capable . 

of transmitting a certain  set of signals, S
l
.
e  S2

. 1 ... S 	each  with à cor 
- -- 

	

responding .duration,t 	t 
. 1 	. 	n 

example, of  pulses  whièh vary in (1).intensity and (2) . duration:  The  sim- 

plest  .case  is that .of an ensemble .  of twe signals, S/  and -  S2i  of  - eqüer dia - 

ration,  1.é. t,#2  . 	Then'thè' -channel aPacity ià lôg . '2/t, - pr l/t . -  

bits per  iecond., , 'ÈuPpose:t to'be equal -  to :  1/5 second.  then 4bi'p'..cha>ppel 

can  transmit 5.  bità . per  second.  

Signalsilight take.the . form,..-for. 
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'FIGURE  I ;y4 

MessageS; 

• s l ,•  , 	 . 	- Si 

t tiltà Per -second Capacity = log 

N= 2 

t• 	1/5. second 

'Illustration  of •Transmission. of. Signals. • in 'a Gii.ren Time Period  
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• The capacity of a Channel, on the assumption of equal duration 

of signals, is limited by two factors: (a) :the number Of discriminably 

different signals it can recognize  and  produce, and (b) the number  of se-..  

parate pulses,or signals, it can heizidle in  any given time period.. ..The 

importance of these' two parameters. will be seen  in  Chapter' 

What -of the case where the signalS are of unequal durati6e. 

Here we cannot simply coMpute the information  transmitted per time. inter-  

val .and multiply by the number of . time intervals as ' we did for the 'easier 

case : recall that When signalS are of equal length, for  some tiràe period 

T made 'up of uà time period's: each of length t, the . total information tranS-

mitted iS log2 
	9 

N(T) where N( T) :is equal to .nm  and - "O" indicates  as  before' .  

	

, 	. 

the size of the enSemble. This foltows from- ..the fact that the infOrmatiOn. 

transmitted:for  the  tiMe peried T is identical Whether we think .  Of it las - 

Ili separate messages, each of  duration t-, and drawn -fterru a repertôire: of.-a : . • 

H symbols, or as 1 MesSage .  of  length T In the latter. Case the siZe  of 

. the repert6ire mru., - (An ekaMple Wel make . this clearer:: suppose the . 

• time -peris6“ is made up of two .srlialler ,  interVald each  of  length. 	and 

the  available syMbeis to be  S1  Or S 	Then- whether - there are ( a) tteo.  mes- 

sages  each of length t, in whiCh- case  the  ÈirSt One ' maY .be either  S . or 's 
. 	 2' 

(and similarly the 'second) ,' so .-that there are 2 . = 4 possible messages, 

See again, the examplè . :shown on  page I22a.lioVe: 



One message of:length-T,, drawn f;om the repertoire 

is identical.: 

4 possible messages, the variety (and hence the information transmitted) 

- 	To arriVé . at the information which'.could be transmitted when 

the signals are Of unequal. dgration:we need to , findS(T) - ) . i.e. 1  the size' .  

of the repertoire froM which &single  message of  lènàth:T Might be . drawn.-: - 

This we - can arriyeat by  a proCess.Of 	throUgh: • .- 

finite - difference-eqUations. Thus : suppoSe the initial- ensemble tO consist 

of  two signals,. S .  of length  t, S2  of  •lengtl.v2t... Thenin the:first ,  inter-,: 

val )  it is  possible  to transmit only one signal, S.  N(T) .  is therefere 

equal :to 1. •IlftWo intervala-the repertoire:of  possible messages  has threa 

:elements: S -S 
1 
 S'

'  S2 
 . The variety in N(T) when 	2t is.thus 3. 

• 	. 	l  

Higher  values  can be CoMputed by the  useof:,the',foilowing sqUation: 

= - N(T 	2) • •• 

Then y  from the earlier discussion, we can: compute  the  amount 

of information transmitted for period T . aa,log
2 
N(T) bità, and the theo..... 

retical rate ,of flow of information over  th  a ehannelas 16g2  N(T)/T bits 

per second. .Table  1.-1 shows  some valuesforotirexample of a two-aYmboI: 

channel,*using signala of uneqUai durationi, 



Information 	• 	Rate of flow in 

	

in bits 	 ' 	bits per unit of 

	

log
2 

 N(T) 	 time log
2 
 N(T)/T 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

:9 
• 10 

1 	 0 	 0 
3 	 1.58 	 0.79 
4 	 2.00 	 0.66 
7 	- 	 2.78 	 . 	0.69 
11 	 •3.45 	, 	 0.69 
18 	• 	 4.7 	 0.69 
29 	 4.85 	' 	 0.69 
47 	 5.55 • 	 0.69 
76 	 6.24 	 . 	0,69 
123, 	 6,94 • 	 0.69 

TheOretical  Rate of  information  Flow  for iit 	101 . . Channel  with 

Signals of . 'uneyen -Duration,. 

Value 
of t N(T ) 
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Rather quickly, it will be noted, the rate of flow stabilizes... 

at the figure 0.69., which is the capacity for this channel (Note' 	' 

that it is lower than for the earlier 2-symbol equal-duration ekample where 

.exactly 1 bit per Unit of time could be transmitted). 	• 

Coding. 

Informaticin theory thus is seen to. provide a means te Meatiure . 

 actual amount of information transmitted, and potential  .Càimaty. . -  

of a given channel'. it also  assures  that in principle a given meaSagecan 

be adapted to à given (noiSelesS) channel ln such a way, that the aCtilal 

information transmitted-is arbitrarily'clese to thé channel capacity (though, 

never in excesè of channel Capacity).  The adaptation of'méssage.tC:channel, 

in ordet -tà take . advantagé of the péCnliar charactetistics'ef the latter, 

implies an ability' to: .rScode  the message.._ An eicample of one  coding system. : 

 based,on a binary fission'proceas will serve - .to illustrate some  of  the saH. 

lient points. 

Our:task isHas'ecillowsit- -We wish . te convey to'SoMeone,at'a dis-

stance.the..results of a Seriei-of thtews of the diee (fellowing out earlier-

example).' .  There are, it will be reCalled e'eleven diffetent:discriminable 

"messages" which.may occur,' with qUite unequal probabilitiéS_Ofcccurrence.: 

Our transmitterhoweVer.is capable of taking one Of.only'two diffetent•stateai 
. 	. 	. 	1 	. 

"0" and '"1" (possibry standing for "open" and "clOsed) .. 	How - can we majci 

mize the amountof:information conveyed  per signal  transmitted? One . procé 

duré which Cornea close te aehieving . a Maximum consists:first.'in-artanging: 
. 	, . 	. 	. 

the-messages to be.  transmitted in-order Of probability, and . sécond, succes-- 

sivelY partitibning them into two  parts of  roughly equaliProbability. The 

 process is illuétrated in Figuré VII: 
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9/36 9/36 . 	7/396 1 1 /36 
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Unary Fisaioh.ProceaS 

•..Themessages . arelchen:17e-codedin aPpropria'ta form  as  foliOwe:, 

Originalluessae . 	. ' . • 	Côded  message  • 

M7 - 	. 000 .  
M6•

. 	' 001 
M8 	 ' 	010 
M5 	. 	. 	 .. '011 . 
M9 	

. , 	.. 100 
M4 	. 	..... 	.. 	. 	101 

M10 	. 	. 	. 	: 1100 
E 	 . 

- 1101 
E
ll 

.. .. 	
.

. 	 1110 

M2 	. 	: 	:.• . 	. 	. 	11110 
M12 	.' 	. 	: 	. 	. 11111 
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for le M-C-à-
s . (Values 

0 Dice) 
Probabilities 
messages 	• 

of1/6 5/36 5/36 	1/9 1/9 

0/36. . 	• 	' 

0 	•  

1/12 1/12 	1/18 '1/18 . 1/36 .1/36. 

. 	16/36 	-. • 

1 

0 	: 	0 

	se"-- 
6/36 5/36  •5/36 	4/36 4/36 •  3/36 	.5/36 	4/36  

0 	. 	1 	-0 	• 	'1 	0 	.1 	 . 	 . 	 . 
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9 .  

—10 M
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144,  

M22  
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The cOding is "optimal" in the sense that the màst probable and 

hence the . most frequently trànsmitted messages (M ,M,M,M,MM) 
1 	6 	13 	5 . 9 ,4• 

are .the shortest while the least probable messages (M
2' 
 M) are the •longest..  ,12 

The average length of message: 	these probabilities, and Using thia coding. 

method, is  about 3.3 . digits. Using an alternative  coding system, sùch as. 

0000 
0001 
0011: 
0111 
1111 
.11W 
1100 - 
1000, 
1001. 
1011 • 
1100 
1101 
-1110 
0100 
0101. 
0110 

, where the .repertoire of . ayailahle àyinbo1s is,suffic4nt1Y:large but,.wlièrethe 

is also !espare" capacity, ,  the average  number Of 'digits per mesSagetrans7 

.mitted is 4, whiçb is infericirto- the earlier.,tàding . eyetem.. 

Optimal-càding'systemS usiùg signais haVing unàqual duratiànà ; . 

can 	eàsily be déViSed,  and in faCt'one of Shannon's theoreMs statea that 

there exists a code whieh.precisely.matches'thechannel:s6 that Channel 

-capacity can àlwaYs, in princiPle (since the.theorem does not specifyhôw-

to obtain the appropriate code),' be utilized to the full. The difficulty, 

hOwever, is thàt thére is a paYoff betWeen optiMizationàf . the code  and. 
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' the  time required to - encode: the more nearly optimal the.coding,:the'lcifiger 

the potential delay In the act of boding. 

' 	The final distinction  due to Shannon which will iieemployed 

in the sequel isthat . Which distinguishes "noiseless" frOm "noisy" 

channels.' The difference betWeen the theory of nôiseless:and mbiby. - 

channels isicomparable to that between the theory of probability and 

: statistics. .  The. presence of "noise!' or interference on a Channel Is 

roughly, equivalent to-the statistical,àoncept  of "error", i.. e., effects 

due to variables otlièr than-those in which the Statistibian Is Immediately 

:interested. . The goal.  of communication (and  of StatisticaUinference) is' 

to  separate Out the effects due to "irrelevant" source*.from thdae which. 

cOnstitute the "real".message(thè main effeb0.- A Second-majoritheOrerc • • 	.• 	• 	• 	• 

of  Shannon ensure* that even,in . the presenceof noiseiMeormation can- 

..be transmitted over à noisy eanner at . a.ratiawhich is arbitrarily.bloae: 

to its caps:city, ,à.nd s  'with an . arbitrarily'smallerror. 

- The'principleinVolved ià thât be the appropriate  use befredun- 
. 

dancy:' It is- employed in statistics, in the sense that our bertaintV that -

we have correCtly identified  the value of a paraMeter is positiVely related 

to the number  of observations  Which wè take. As in statistibs,-where - there 
. 	. 

is a tradeoff betWeen the cost of taking additional measures in:order to 

bebome more certain, and the worth  of the information Which ià obtained - 

by each.additional observation,-so in information theory there-ia an optimal. 

coding.procedure. Thé principle is simple: -we red:ice thelikelihocid 

•confusion betWeen-the messages by increasing "distanbe":, 
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between them. (As in statistics, there is less danger of confusion between 

variables A and 3 below thàn there is between'variables C nd , '0): 

1 	- 
:One method of . cobattingnoise can be illustrated as follows: supPcise . we • 

wish to transmit the -information that the toss of a coin has come up "heads"- 
I 	• 

• We choose a Code which assigns to "heads" the symbol "1" and to "tails" 

the Symbol "0".  If  the signal "1" iSsént Over a noisY • hannel, there  is  

a certain probability that the Wrong message will be receiyed,I.e. i..that 

.the receiver wilt:be:Jed to.believe-that "taile:caMe up When in faét it 

..was "heads". Wecan,minimige.this danger:Iy using atOther. code.: Let "heads"• 

be represented by:"11" : and "tails".00". ' Now:in the event  of noise, if 2,\. 

 one signal only is affected,..the•receiverwill.know:that therehas beon' 

Interference, since he will.receive either , an "01" or a "10"', neither:of: 

which have any assignment within the given.code,. There is still a certain 

probability that:he will receive'a . "11"-whén . a 1'00" was intended,  or a "el : 

when a "11" was•actUally transmitted-, but this possibility has been reduCed'.'. 

If the coding:"heads" =."111", "tails" ...7 "000" iS adoPted, the probalid.liy, 

of absolute confusionis further - reduced. If one erinr only occiirs.in tranS- 

• 
mission, the distance between signals ia new Sufficient. .that mesàages can 

still be identified correctly in spite of the effects of noise: "001", 
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"010", or "100".would be Obtained from a "000"  :if one error Only'océurred; 

a "110", "101" or "011" from à "111" in the saMe-case. The occurrence 

of two errors will still produce a faulty.intèrprétatiOn. However-if the 

alternative coding "heads" = "11111", "tails" = Pp000v is introduced the 

risk is further considerably reduced since three errors would •have to occur 

in order to result in an erroneous reading of the original message.  Sup-

pose that initially there is a 25% probability of an error in transmission 

occurring for each digit: the  probability theta mistaken.interpretation 

will occur has noW been reduced to 1 %, a very.considerable gain in relie:. 

bility of transmission. • 

- 	This çompletes our cursory (and partial) exaMination of infor- 

mation.theory. The'rdeaning of the term  information, as employed-by  Shan-

non ïsrelated to thé degree to which a given message reducèS the Uncer-: 

tainty  of the receiver: more explicitly, it is based-on the average. sur --- 

prisiAness  of messages drawn:from a certain ensemble, and:hence on the' ' 

average prior likelihood of occurrence of symbols in the enseMble. ILls 

the subjective state of thé.receiVer before the arrival-of the message ' 
. 	„ 	. 

which determines itS infOrmativeness; thus  information theorY,like Prcj 

bability theorwiS concerned withexpectatiOn). 	. 	• 

Nowhere in thiS  formulation  is anY reference made:to the meaning 

of the signals tranémitted. .This has two  implications  with Which later 

chapters will le concernedl (1) the model is of very wide application  in..' 

the sense that it'applies -40 	phenomena we might not Wantfto think 

Of as communication; (2) it deals with 	 • • 

1.  It is wise to note, however, that around the concept of "expectation" 
there has centered a controversy among mathematicians dating back to 

• Bernoulli and some of the issues are still unresOlved; the interpreta-
. tion of information theory suggested 'here is tbus not necesSarily non.- 

controversial.,- 
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- one aspect only of the phenoMenon of human communication, namely that which 

can be explained by the use of a Model which is bàsed on probability theory., 

Modular métworks and communication  theory 

The Shannon.model deals explicitly Cmly with communication in - 

one-way two-nodé . (i.é. simple  sender-receiver) netWOrka. It taked us up 

to the point.of reception of a message by receiver; it does not éxplicitly 

take into account processes .  of re-transmission, and hence patterns Çf  in- :  

formation flow throngh networks . composed of many elements 1  In thià Séé-

tion'wè.take'a very brief look at ,Élomb apProachea to the : study of the•bébel 

• vior of complete . networkS. 

In the:suCCeédingdisCuséign e . we:WilI-be.considering 

• - information  transmission and  overload  in  two kinds of networks - -the - human -

-nervous' systeMi. arid 'social:groppineof humanS. -  In this'.  seCtionwe :  

• will loàk at two-clasSic papers-having to do -with:the fMrmer, reserving our-. 
. 	. 	, 	. 

, discussion of môdelà Of groups ., forapter  3. 

The nervous System of .a human being ià à network of formidable 

size and complekitY of.connectiOn. On the other hand, the  information-  

retransmission charaCteristics of  individual 'cells in the .nervous system 

are  quite straight-forward and rather well'understood. T1iis lattemlact 

means that by impOsing.relatively  simple  restrictions it:ià  possible to 

-produce a model Using onlysuite'well-knoWn mathematical operations .  whiChH 

nevertheless  captures seme:of the characteristics Of the neural SysteM. 	. 

and evokes.the pôssibility :of grasping the principles . on Which the:func-

tioning of the' brain:is based. (We shall àee later . that:modelling:of.grOups 

processes presentS èxactIy the opposite pràblem: while the Complekity Of . 

connection is not:poténtially very great for sffia1,1 groups, the actual'ele „ 	. 

mentary informatlxintransmission 
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processes of evolved are enormous.)' 

Single-cells  of the neural system(neuràns) are.composed of .a." 

central cell body (called a soma), to which are , attached fibers . called 

dendrites e .and onesingle long fiber eéalled  on  axon) which in tùrn bran-

ches into a  network  cf smaIler fibers (called telodendria). * 	, • 

Cells *are,  interconnected W1th each otherintuch away  that  the 

telodendria of one.cell terMinate. at (Synapse:upoli).either a dendrite or 
_ 

the soma of another cell .. Each Cell Operates by transmitting:electrical 

impulses (or,spikés) from the Soma 'along the axon until they reach à synapse , . 

or synapses, with other Cells. •Iiihéthèr or not a cell emits an impulse 

at a given time, depends on the-strength of the impulses Which'iriput -  upon 

it from other cells, that is e - the number and lntensitY of egnals arriving • 

from adjacent cells at:the.aeverai synapses. If insOme: finite interval 

the incoming signals, to a cell together summate to a given value'(called 

a threshold) the cell firesI• otherwiSe it is silent. 	Input signals,àrriVing 

during the refractory'period will not cause thé cell. to respond. : 

1. Actually there.is  some  (non-zero) • probability that the cell- will-fire in 
the absence Of external  stimulation. In addition, thresholds values-  may 
vary at different:timès. In general the .explanationgtven here .  fs highly- 

: idealized.- I'or.à. more thorough treatment:see for example priblam:.(1971 



lend themselves to precitgemodelling of neural'netOrks, Using ohly  the  

instrument  Of the . ordinary PropositiOnal . calCulUs of:mOdernMathematical 

logic. 

They àhowed that bYassUming,  for  example', ..that all cellS fire 

: 	The interpretation of a neural net in:terms of'the Shannonm~ .- 

del 	ideal communication system would suggest the following,: each 

cell functions in turn as a receiyer and a transmitter of messages. 

Messages areConstructed by the use of a simple binary Code ("fire - not firén). -:- 

Differences in intensity at the input level to-  the Cell arè reflected  in 

the frequencies  • t which Output impulses are emitted (the greater the 

input intensity, the higher the output spike -freqUency). 

To. undèrétand how the nervouà systeM - Can represent the extèrnal 

world in all its . complexity,,we haVe to turn. to &higher level of expla- -  

nation. 

In a Pa:per which has since becOme a classic, McCullOch and Pitts 

(1943) showed that the characteristics of individual cells described - above, 

- .with the imposition of certain  not excessively limiting further - assumptions, 

in phase only at Specific time intervals, and by-ignoring-differences  in  

the time required to transmit impulses form one cell :to:another,_emodhlar,  

network" (i.e .. One coMpoSed of Modules having well-defined mathèmatiCaL 

-properties which represent certain essentiat neuronal Characteristics) 

can -be made to perfàrm operations similar tà what we usually, would call 

"thinking" i.e.,:such networks  are capable of'"reasoning". 

In a:basic propolitional logici'twO- major  types of linguistic. 
• 

elements may be discriminated: a) a set o£ elementary propOsitionswhich' 

may be mapped to states -  of à possible real world ("The-sum is shining", - 

"Roses  and'red", "i Missed my breakfast thispotning");  and ll) a set of . 



to be true in the réal world) 

. 	INVERSION (NEGeI01).. 

trué 	11 false 
false .: 	.true 

B. CONJUNCTION 

true 
true 
false 
false 

true 	true . 
false 	.' false 
true 	. 	falSe ...'" 
false 	. 	false 	'' 
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logical cônnectives, by means of which comPlex  sentences  maybe built up, 

out of simple units, to any extent desired ("I missed« my .breakfast this 	. 

morning since the sun Was shining and I wanted to look at my red roses"). 

Certain of these logical Connectives ("not",,ffland", "or",. "if", "then"...) 

have excited the . interest  of modern logicians, sinée their . 

mathematical specification has prcivided a powetful tool for the:analysis -

of comprehensive systems of thought based  on  complicated trains of'reaso-

ning.. It has beCoMe common practite to use what are terMed "truthtàbles": 

to define soMe of.thèse logical connectives. Some examples. are given be- 

low'(the célumn(s)  on the left specify the assuméd conditions in the real. 

World,'i.e. •  "trtie", "false", correSponding tothe extension  of the propo-

sitions linked together 133 .7 that particular logical.connectiVe is:still 
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DISJUNCTION 

' D. 	IMPLICATION.. 

trüe 	true 
true 	'-false 

. false -  ') true 
faiéé 	*false 

AlB 	II 	AVB 

true 	true 	true 
true 	false - trne , 
.false, 	true 	:Èrgo 
false. 	false - 	falSe. 

A-4 B 

true 
'falée 

- true 
' trim, 

. To - illustrate: if the.  statement "Roses are not:red". is:trtie, 

then to say l"Roses  are red" must  be false,.and 'vide versa.(Negation). -  

Similarly the stateffient "It Is cold and - It is raining" Can . be true-cinly 

*Alen both stateMénts',"It is cold"and "It is rainine :iire trUe - (conjunctiOn).- 

:1-lowever if we -SaY-"Itis either-Cold_or it ià .:raining '(or:loth)":then  the  

only  condition  under whi -Ch the'àtateMènt'isfal-se iS'when both"It is Oold", 

and "It is rairdhg" are untrUà(diéjUnction). -  11-ie 'Statement 	ràins 

then it must.bé côld"A.“Egseohly-ip the CirCumitancéS whereHItl's raining" 

is true but "it - is cold" is-not. 

- 	Any onè of these . "trutlitable" definitions of'the 
: 

nectives of negation', ccinjuncticin s_disjunètion and implication can-be 

eséily realized by a Modular  net. . For example, the folloWing net, with 

threshold "2", with two  inputs, and one output, • sufficient to repreiént 

the cOnneCtive "cOnjtinction"i; 

thisAefinition of the cOnneCtive 	then.:." is rather 

different frOm that normally eMplOyed 	language' 
N.B.: 
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A e 	 

A & B 

The'cellfirea(i.e. ›  A & B is true) - only under,the condition that 

both A and BlIresimultaneously 	A 'is.  true and B 

› mm can xePresent. -”diajunctionn:as «follows: 	• 	- 

• ' Since the cell  has  a threshold of 1;.'an•output occurs wheneVer 

either input is éctivated. This ià equivalent to saying that A V. B is 

' true whenever A is trile'or « B is truei- Hence thiétypef cellular arran- 

gement can be aaid•to representiaomorphically the logical connective of 

« diajunction. 

By pining cells in more cémplex aséeMblièa,- logical:Weaa-of 

considerab1e eomPleicityCan be:nchievéd. -  

. 	The : princip/eMeMbàdied'In'the:McCulloch-Pitta article are  

exactly thoééwhich MMré:being eMployed:at tb'à time in thé develbpment 

of modern high slieed:digitàl computers.  A digital computer  is  in  fact 

a realization of il MeulloCh-Pitts modular  net  It'can perform simple : 

logiCal operatibna, Whichtan'bé combined into çomPlex_!!PrégraMs",  and 

 depending on the ingenuitY of thé programmer, the-reault is an.bébof: 
. 	. 	_ 

yery'cônal4erable comPleXity„:Which begins tO rival'', if not'sUrpasé in 

certain - respectai that of i man.• The teMptation is  to  identify machiné 
. 	. 

"thinking" 'end - hùààn- "thinking".. There existé .in,fact a - theoreM•which statea-that 

a'suitébléModulér'netctin be:Made to reProdnWthe behaViôr. - of-,any finite 



aùtomation(i.e., any organièm haVing a finite 'number of internal States) 

. 	. 
providing of course that We could specify exactly the input to the auto- 

mation, its internal States, and the output  which.occurs for•any'given 

combination of input and. intèrnal states.. 	' 	• 

McCulloch. and Pitts never claimed of course that their 'modular 

net in fact really:represented the functioningfof the actual nervôus'sys- 	- 

tern, and it has becôme increasingf:y clear over the yeart : that while  com- 

puters and humanè may both be said to "think"  they hard4i - do_sô.in:anything 

like  the  some kind of way.. To some extent.indeed:the strengthsof:one arè : the-

wèakneéses of the other .  In  most contempôrarY approaches to . thé modelling  

of  the human nervous System, the wavelike éharaCter of neural aétivity ' 

, 	. 
and the-ilétterniùg'ôf'. 'shoWerS . of'lieuronaiiMPUlées is.giVeiv_greater:éMphasi, 

Von Neumann  aguéd.,.. On ths-basià Of Shannàn'à theory .of optimal Coding and ' 

because  of the  known unreliabilitY of 2 indiyidual neurôns,:that more attèn-

tion shàuld be paid to:thé .,Statisticd of the  neural:SyStem.:'Nhat . MCCullOch 

and Pitts stiCcessfully demonstrated,.thus, was .not so much how the human • ... . 	. 

nervous system aétùélly worked, bgt:k.'àther how,:t.oeddreSs-the general .eoblem- 

of modeling cOmplex networkg ... 

A'seéond - ,papet of=ôqùàl.influénCe to thatôf theMcCulloCh  and 
 

Pitts e isthat of Turing  (1936): A Turing Màchine haàsôme control over 

its own input, and W a consequenCels.able to determine tà •éù eXtéht 

its own pattern Of . Stimulation, and . cari acéeSS its oWn meMàry andst6rèà- : 

programs of' behavior. A Turing machine,' in  conception, is an automaton' 

to which is attaChed a potentially-infinite tape,upon whiCh  are  insCribed 

a certain'number Ofsymbolé (including thé null symbol).- These are read 
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by the machine $ and the machine in its .turn subsequently'inscribes sym-

.bols on the tape (if necessary erasing those which alreadY appear thère). • 

In some  respects the organization of a modern cOmputer is simply à reali- . • 

satioruof the principles:of the Turing machiné.: Thé computer . reads in data$ ,  

accesses information.stored in memory$ performs (one . at-  a time)  instruc-

tions -which are part of a predetermined program,- calls up subroutineS$ 

and writes output .  data. Thé ressemblance of thesè plierations to,thoSe 

performed by humanS is suggestive: 'indeed Turing. himself propoSed that 

it should be posSiblé to producé a Turing machine which could so .  succèss- 

fully "mimic": human:behavior that.protocols Of.their behavior would be - 	. 

undistinguishable.. .1.# fact. Turing propoSed as a critérion  for the  design: 

.Of such &machine not that  it be."really" like a •humém bsing, but only . 

that  it be  capable of  reproducing .human-like behavior with.sufficient si- 

militude  tO be indiStinguishable . from the 'former. 	. 

• . 	. - Two charaèteristiCs . ofthe Turing m&Chinè.should be noted- . 

since theY are related to Som&'ofthe discussion which .folIowst firat; 

unlike the nètwork,of McCullbch-eitts -  neùrônsi-thel Turing Machine is able . : 
. 	. 	_ 

to . take.information only one'stép at a time, i.é. it-pro'ceéds - byféllnwing 

a sequence.of.,operationsone after the othér. This'will appear to bé 

equiVatent to 'a,"single-chahnél" caPacity  as the concept . iS tn'bè'uéed 

in the sequel. .Secôndly$ the Turing machine  exécutes "progràms" $ - Which 

only in part dépend on the state of:the.environment. It is :not totally -

"itiMuluà-dePendént".1. 

Communication' and  Control  

n our discussion of communication in networké, we—have. 

freely ùsed the notioWof "inputs"  tà  an griWità$  which Might:ConsiStOe 
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a single cell or a network of eleMents4  and of outputs. TheinpUts and 

outputs considered have been thought Of as the reception  and  transMissiOn •  

of massages, which are a special subset-of all-the eventS which might consi; 

-titute inputs and outputs  to an organism. We-haVe been led.to  think .Of 

this process soraeWhat air'réliCeetattr:belOW: 

In  this •=del the...output of the. organism•at time t ± I would Usually be _ 

expected  to  show some  influence of the input attime t. •ThiSaSSumption 

has been • IasiC to all  the discussion  to this point.. . • • 

It  seems equally $ reasOnable, hOwever, to-ask.whether the 

input at timet 	iS notiuturnilikély tO  show  an éffect due to the 
- 	• 	 • 

output attime t .1. If  we Strika.aipianô . key, we norMally aXpeCt to 

-Iear a sound afterwards. 1g we'say:nellerto someone We expacthim . to 
...• , 	... 	• 

return the greeting.  The  raason We are able to make this assumption .  iS 

•that we May assume the organism(S) to be.coupled to another en:tity (Which': . 	. 

we term "environMént",. (E), in order . to'leave  open the cfuestion*as to 'what 

kind Of-system is concerned:. animatenanimatei human, non-human,etc.):,- 
. 	. 	. 

in  such a way that the output  of  "0", constitutes  the  input of "E% and 

vice versa. In thiS way Organism and Environment constitUtaa'Closed:loOp: 

Output.(E) 

= Input (0) -  

Such a -system exhibits "feedback". 

•Massage 	. Message 

Output 



(always assuMingtherà-is:a subset of acceptable outputs available . to the 

. 	- 

Two systemsso.coupled:are:now in a position to affect eaeh-

other. Some of the inputs  to "0" are likely:to be judged more favorable 

than others. This may be because seine activity of "E". threatens the semi-

rity (what Ashby . calls the'essential Variables)  of "0". It may e4ually 	• 

be thaé keeping "È" in a certain State ., as signaled by . "È"'s eutput, •  flexes 

in à plan of "0". If "0." is a pilot conpled to a plane . flying actoss.the • 

Atlantic, keeping the plane In a certain state (flying at a-certain alti-: 

tude, headed in:a certain direction) AS necessary beth for: reasons.of se_ 

curity and intentionality. problem IS this - to maintain guidance, or. ' 

dontrol,over the behavior of the ,plane.  This he ean onlY hope to.achieve• 

by being able•to yarY hiiown outputs,: ..• • _ ' 

. 	To illtistrate,•stipposethat PE": is a network haVing the 

:following  form (à,11 whie év#Y cell has à threshold of "2")1 

Note now that if inputs 11  and I2 
 occurand'at the same -tiMe inputs. 1 3  

: 	• 	
e- 	 . 

- 
and,6 not, then:Outputs 03 and 04  will fi* while outplits01  and 02  

will not. Since . any.automator,„ as we have,›seen, : ean be:represented byamo- 

' dular . net , it only requires suffieient access to the inputs of the auto- 

, 	. 
to  assure  that - its outputs .  are Maintianed Within :aCceptable limits mator 



is shown in the following net: . 

parts. 

. 	. 
I-4à • 

automaton). We may have to perform a number of experiments to see which 

inputs to it will prodUce the desired outputs... What this means is that 

eventlially we shoilld be ableto learn to flys plane by ourselveS, pro- . 

viding that a) it  Will flY and'b).we don't crash While -learning to'fiy. 

In terms Of the earlier discussion, we may think Of . the actual„.' 

outputs of "E" àsdrawn from-a repertoire of available .  outputs. The' size 

of the repertoire is relateto the coMpleXity of the environment "E"; 

the potential  information value of the messages transmitted-by."E" 

its  outputs ennsidered now in the perspective of information theory> is . 

 thus in part.also à functiàn Of environental complexity. The information 

value of CommuniCationsfrom "E" is also, follbwing : theargument devéloPed 

earlier, a flinctiOnnot only'of.the Size of repertoire butsalso 0  the 

 probability Of  occurrence nf.each to the outplits. However:Since:= "0" and 

'"E" are two elements in a'coUpled system, thé Outputs of "E" are not inde-. . 
• 

pendant of the behaviOred 	...hence,'each-olitpUt'nf"E" Can be 

..'as a probability . Conditional'on'the-outPuts ..of "0",' 
. 	_ 

•. 

expreased- 

One difficulty WhiCharises is thât:the enVironiSent may  dis-

play  memory, i.e.,'it maY reflect inits output net oniy'thè moet recent 

behavior of "0" but'alSo earlier actvitY. .Ftirthermôre, if the environment 

is organized'in snch a 

internal organization, 

output may becômevery 

way that it-h4s .  retirrri, or feedback, loopi . ip.its: 
_ 

the ectual funtionarrelation between input ànd. 

diffiCult to  comprehend.. À*Very siMPle. exaMpleY' 

This is the prinèiple of the "black  box", i.e.,'the method Of understanding 
systems by éxàbining their behavior:Under varying conditions , of  external:.. - 
stiMulation'withoUt regard to  an analysiSof.their internal.working , 



output a 

output -b iz:,  

Input ai  

Input bi  

We 

PE" 

Cell A  
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•-Here, if inputs a and b 	•Oebüe ,  •iultaneously, Cell A -with'threShold• 
.• 	.- 	• 	-.- 	.• 	. 

1. 1 2" will not ffrei - Int Cell 13, àlso will threshold "2" will,:and output 

b
o 
alone will,occur. If,  in the  next time period, the same inputs, à › 

i 	• - 

and 1 • are . repeated„ the output of the netwill , now be:differehtthe ' 

output of  Cell B,  as a result:of the first input,:ià sufficient, - whèn -

'combined with  input  ai'.e  to cause cell,A:to . fire, and hence-thistie.Out+ 

put a. will OccUr  as  Well Wb 

time - • 	A *second problem 

its organization-maY  change, 

Sithat ."E" m#y.eXhibit 

and jilturn the contingent probabilities of 

environmental kniëpig. ,  for given . outpnt'ofl . "Co„ may_alter. 

Finalty  
• 
oommunicationlfroM  

must take into aCCOunt - the possibility  of."noisy" 

to : "0".' In part what happens in the envirOnment . - 

is due to externàl distUrbances,.eXtenal  in  the sense thattheys4due 

to unexplained'factors, which. nevertheless iliayact on .the cOnpled'oeganbm- 

-. environMent sYstem. Such external disturbances yesült in inCreases in  

the information cOntentof messages received frOm "E". 

We aremoW in à pàsition to statethe,principal_of:a cYbernetic .  

control.mechànism. Hince"0" has deterined goals, and since the Outputs 

of "E" can  be evaluated against the CriterionOf whether or  nt  they are 



'Output« 	. 
	F ,Evàluator 

. .Control. Organism 

Outputs ( o) 

Disturbance 
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1 	I 

a ufervoinechanism". 
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• . 	. 
consistent With these goals,.we may Açhematise . the complète syitem as'fol- 

lows: 

•This  is a .  model of à càntrol system based on the principle of error-àontrol. 

 It  operates to reduce  thé  difference between undesired prodUcts  of  environ-

mental activity-, and thoée'states  of • the environment whiàh . are acceptable, 

according to its Own, set of goals. The systeM-may'then exhibit:what.ap-

pearS.to be ,goaldirected behavior. 

• 
The (Eltent to -which'regniation is  possible,  even:Ain - principle, 

is determined by,What :Ashby. terma - the'filew of Requisitè Varipty".(.Ashb e ' 956) 

Successful Control of,the erivirOnMent implies the ability toredtiCe the' 

- - 
viariahRity  of  the enVironmentaLontpUt to:within some set of  acceptable  

limita. This output  variability can ànly be rechiCed if the'àrganisM-has 

available  an  appropriate repertoire of outputs,AuffiCien€- in.faCttàas+.  

sure that  for  Whatever change in the Anvir6nMent, there - is Ah adeeatà: 
.e _ 

respànse. ThAvariety in "Oule.outputs,mustequal that of'"EA, :Output:. 

- information mist .  be greater, than input information. 
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Plan of sticeeeding chapters 

• . 	/ 	• . 	. 	 . 
In chapter:2, we turn to see how some of the ideas just outlined . 

. 	. 	 . 	. 	. . 	. 	. _ 	. 
have begun to figure in the design and interprétation of experiments 

We present an hypethesis of  information overload,:based on the Shannon 

 model, and look atthe experimental findings which have . fellowed.outef 

the use of the medel. . We then . examine a - second framework of explanation • 

which incorporateeothar principles:diacuesed in this chapter,  and  begin 	- 

to look into the nature of the organization of information-related processes 

within the human (alays at the . level of the individual) 	Finally we turn 

•to,the  question ciflDractical implications of the- -experiMental'evidence,. 

and begin the exploration  of  a -framework  for the,analysisand design of . 	• 	: 

. real-world sYstems. 

In chapter . 3 the essential insights of'Chapter 2 are expanded 

. 	. 
and extended-to à new area  of investigation, the social grotIP: A commu- 

nication.theory of  information transmission emergee•: -: two types of lnfor- • 

mation are specified: referential,  and relational. '1'hel.ink between 

communication and seciaf relationéhip is developed, :TInally,.the  question 

of  network  overload is discussed. 



INFORMATION OVERLOAD: HYPÔTHESES AND FINDINGS 
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Organization of the ohàpter  
• • 

• 

The objective of this Chapter is to consider the psychological 

bases for a theory of information overload'atthè level of the Individual. 

The intuitive idea of information-overload is étraight-forward: 

the processing of information  is work, and aà.for other kinds.of wérk àc-

tivity, highly stresSful conditions (pressure of time, feàr',.etc.) tend 

to affect the capability . of the organisM to  carry out tasks, to  a point 

indeed where he becomes - ccinfused and performance begins to deteriorate ' 

rapidly. When deterioration sets in, we refer to the condition in which 
1. 

the organism finds himself as l'overloaded"; information overload oCcurs 

in communication syétemé and inVOlVes .  tasks which havé an information 

prOcessing basis. 

The  first Part of the  chapter is given .  oVer toSn'eXaMination :  

of one particular,theOry of ovèrload - its thebretidal  bases, - the eviderice 

which, has accumulated in.favor of'it, and some  of the  criticisms Which - 

have been direOted.àt it. 'There arétwO xoàéonti for choOSIng this  parti 

cular starting  point a)'first, 4OaUsé ithas been,Sistôricelly. , 'around 

this particular theoretical andrésèarch tradition'th4t most cnrrent exprès - , 

 sions of concerm about the danger of a : èurfeit.of information.in r our 'sodiety 

have centered '(such  as thOsOallilded to in OhaPter I), and . hende it séeffià 

prudent to have'cleàrly:in- mind on what fOnndàtion theée reCent statements 

are bàséd, and b) seçondly,'becanse the theory.ln queétion-MakOs relàtively-

simple assumptions, and thus, : from a presentational.point of view seems 

, convenient point of entry.tO the more  general discussion to:follow. 
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At the 'conclusion of'this -introductor 	Consi- . . 

der arguments to the effect. that the Original  information-oVerload -  theory 

is inadequate to account for all - the'known.evidence.. .We,tliirattempt_ . 

to show the theory fails on two  counts: ,  a):empLrical. , - in that it fails 

' • 
to predict correctly certain'phenomena,•and b). heuristiC . - in that it limita 

excessively the type of experimental situation whiCh can be investigated 

with its aid. 

• Wè wil,l then, accOrdinglye offer .  an  alternative explanation for. 

-the findings which constitute - the major support for the information over-

load hypothesis.' In ao doing we will be forced-to discard  the concept 

of human. -channel CapacitY, as the.term has.  generally been èmploYed, Without 

hoWeVer abandonning the idea of a limited central capacity to - which . the 

concept of a "Single'channel" has been relatéd.' The explanation Which.' 

is tendered attempts-to avoid some of ambietiee and cOntradictiOna.whiCh 

have:plaguédsome of the.existÏng treatMents Of ëlle atibject. 	• 

The discussion of:a_liMitedcapacity . central proCessing Mecha-. 

nism will lead in tiltn Into a‘COnsideratiOnof the cirenilation of human 

behavior, and 1:OW it is affected by . varying levels  of information availa-' 

bility. At thià point We-will .propose a concept of "prograMoverloae-. 

Sre will then,look in turn:at- théories  of the reception of  information, ;  

internal transformation proceases, and thé execution of tespOnses. 	- 

We will, finally, in summarizing the 'contribution, ôe Communica-

tion theory to the understandingof why and hoWninformation oVerloadn'oc-

curs . point out soMe of the areas where additional work isindicated.. 
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Reaction time experiments and'the  concept of channel-capacity - 

Psychologis1s weré.attacted in the early 1950's to the  .Shannon.- 

Wiener model of 'a communication 

new tool appeared to shed light 

1885, Merkel had found that-the 

channel primatilY, it seeille, because this 

on some old prOblems in psyCholOgy.  In 

 tiMe taken by  a  subject : to' Make a correct 

:respOnse'to à . single stimulus When.a.number of eternative.stimausl-respOnee. 

patterns' were availàble .Simultaneously was - affected by thénumber  of 

 presented. That is to Say,  suppose the subject to bé required to: 

Push U biltton_under his  index  finger-Whènever'a green light appears:_how 

long it takes hiMto.Coplete the resPonse push the i blitton) has . 

:hiy# many other to do with how many Other . lighte might  have lit'up, and 

:.buttonehe Might lave - had to push.-Commenting .  on Merkel 

Blank (1934) and Woodworth '(1938).'observed further thàt 

obtained infact . varied as Ufunction of the .logarithm.  

alternatives. The  coincidence'of-this'finding with  the  

'e- • experiments; 
. 	. 

. the  reacti,on timee 

f the number' of 

meant:me dvelOped :. '_ 

by  Shannon  was.iMmediately  apparent, and  in  his 1951 bOok,:lJangnUgeand  

Communication,  George A. Millée : reViewedMerké0XPerinlents,. making ex..' . 	. 

Plicit the ConneCtion between reaction time and thé information: content 

of the stimulus disPlay.:SiCk  (1952), and  sUbséqUently drosaman (1953).: 

and Hyman'(1953) 

. dings, then went 

ulso beginninefrom a re-examination 

on  to Conducteurther experiments and  

of the Merkel fin- 

to establislithe 

foiandation for a . more COmpreherisie .theory of'the rôle ,of information 'in 

.determining_Subject,output. - 'We turn'to lookat their experimenti in 

 the next Section.' 

• Before we can properly understand thé original  concept of in';-•

formation overload,.We should first be cleUr about how thU,domminlicatiOn. 



of a l-l:mapping betWeen'stimuli and responses. 
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• 
Channel:model has been used in these cis:ace réaction tiMe experiments. 

Two main contributions of information  theory are evident: a) the use of 

an information metric to measure features of the stimuluadisplay, and 

 b) the use Of the Shannon paradigm  of anideat.ComMunicatiOrisYstem - to: 

• .modgl the experimental:situation. 

a) Because. of its:great générality . (see Chapter,I), inforMation-
. 

theory provides an excellent Instrument for deacribing atiMulua-responSes .  

repertoires. By varying the rate of presentation of stimuli, the elm • 

of the stimulus enaemble, the Probability of occurrence  of  thgwarious 	' 

Stimuli, and  contingent  probabilities frOm.one. stiMultis event:to the next, 

the amount . of  information  presented can be varied systematically', alloWing 

for easy 'comParison across . a wide . variety of experimental - sitilations.. 

b) In order to understand the utility -of.the Shannon-Paradigm 

as an Interpretive toel., we reqUire some faMiliarity with the notion of 

a .:fireaction tinte eXPeriment". 

Reaction-time (RT). is theAag between:presentation-of stimulus' 

and  the  subject's reSponse. DOnderS (1860 - described three  types  of reactions, 

a-, b-, and c- reactions (and by derivation,-three types of reaction-time 

experiment), In an a-reaction the:subject makes a  single response,to .a 

single stimulus. Thià is also referred-to,as a "simple!' reaction. In . a 	- 

b-reaction there are.at  least 2.stimuliand an equal number of reaponees, 

.and thé subject makes a single response foriach  stimulus onthe"basis 



particular one  of thé  two Stimuli : JP present.: 

• bé confOUnded. In'géneral in:the'llteatitte - concerning . inforMation 

is•the. chnice 

Now let us''ÏoOk- at :hOwtheChOice. reaCt ion' time experiment  has 

, been intoépreted With the aid  of the  Shannon. model.  of an  'idPal  communica- 

tion  System. One sticlOnterPretatiOn -ddà tà Laming ( . 19,68) is shOwn in the 

. following-Figure.. 

11 7 5 

Since the latency 6f response of the subject in this situation ié terMed 

"choice reactiOn time" the b7réaction exPeriMent proVides the basic mOdel:. 

for a "choice, reaction - time" (CRT) experiment.. In .a o-reactiOn there are . 

two stimuli, and a single response which iS 4o be produced_bnly when - a 

In a simple reaction time experiffient, the only.uncertainty- :  
• 

concerns thé time of appearance Of thé stimulus :. the identity Of thesii-

mulus  and  Of the responPe iri known in advance. In  a c-reaction experiment 

therejs•both uncertainty  as  to whenthé Stimulus Will appear,:',and Which 

ptiMilloS it will bà... The nature of thà-. responseis pre-déterMined.H-In .  - 

a choicè.reaction tiffieexperimeriti time of stimulus occurrence  may be 

either known in,advanCOor leftoncertain. In  additionp.there is both:• . 

stimulus uncertaintyan6 respcnSe Uncertainty, WO indeed the two tend to 



Source 

--;11uman subject 

. 	. 	. 
An interpretation of. the choide-reaction :experiment in terms Of  the Shannon 
model of an'ideal coMmuniétitioneVstem. 
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FIGURE 	1 • 

In the CRT experiment,: the sequenéé of stimulue signale.can bé*seen as 
equivalent to the Message output of the doUrce;.the responses . Of the sub-, 
ject are then interpreted as the message receiVed sfter being:transmitted .•

through the human channel. .The . capacity of thé-  "channel" is thé number-Of 
bite which can lé triinemitted per  second, which depends  on  the nuMber Of 
accurate responSes made by the subject. The - informational. Content  of the 
messages emitted by  the source  is:a joint-functioo.of the rateof-emission, 
the Size -of ensemble from which the iteme were drawn, and Of the:prObabi7 

 lity of appearance of each. -  •: 
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Laming's interpretation is not thsonly one which has.been used. 

Hyman (1953). 	provides a'slightly different explanation. 	' • 

"The cheice reaction-time experiment-can be lookedrPon as-a • 

model of a cemmunication system. The displayrepresents atrarismitter 

of information.. Each alternative stimulus or signal  represents a Message;.  

more information' can:be transmitted the greater-the numberof  messages  • 

' from Which one can be chosen.. The channel  over which the signal is 

transMitted can Éiè conaidered as the air  °Pace between the light and s, 

and might also include part. of 	visual afférent system, 'The .H acts 

- as a reCeiver or decoder•in that-at some point he decodes  the signal  inte 

- its  message  and.réacts .  with•the apprepriate reapohse  (the  destination:0.  

the  infermation 

. 	' 	Thé tWo intérpretationa differ in'terma• of  hoW'Much  of the trans- 

mission process ié assigned't6 intra-individual eriénomenal .  'for:LaMi.àg 

the presentation  of the  etimùluàdieplay.côtstitutWa)signai . and:everY-

thingÀ/hich.foll,eus,ineltiding . theeriedding of  the s'eurces - Mesaage•in thé . 

ferm of à signal :(recoded  in a  :ferim 'suitable fer  transmission  throtigh the 

human "channel"),:occùra whithin  the  beundary of the orgaaisM; Hyman Woilld 

limit that 	wliich takes place - within'thè individual to Part  of the  chan- 

and to reception ii - or decoding,  of messages.  .Hyman thus.a:SaignS te • 

non-organiamic processea the encoding:ef  messages.  

Both hàming andllyman interpretthe subjectsl•responaes as•ccir-. 

responding to that cemPonent of Shannents medél termed  the "destination"  

of the infàrmation. • The•effect of this iiiterpretatien is te telescope inte:: 

one  event tWo separate phaées of behavior; ,a) the receptien of eneasage, 

and b) the eXecutioivof a response,: This  introduces the implicit . - assumptioti 
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that any•novelty  in the responsès of the subject is due to events which 

Alltervene.before or.at the moment of reception of the message, dàe perheps 

to characteristics 6g the. encoding process, or effecte of . Channél perfor- . 

rnance (which constitute in the Shannon model ."noise",  but  which we might-

equally well interpret as more or less eystemetic disturbenCes which are 

associated with:the 'peculiar characteriStics:of the humàn bystem'as-a „ 

•  channel or decoder). .. 	-  

One important consequenée follows:-  the use and  interpretation' 

of Shannonls mode which we have just discussed is appropriate only in. 

.those situations where the -person's output (his behavior) . is a direct ' 

..linear-function of the Messages he receives.  In  this instance the 

vidual. is a simple tranàducer,that is, he,is Merely a relay in a communi'- . 

 ,cation network. As it happense the conditions of the reaction tiMe eXPe- 

riment are such  as  tip make  plausible sùch an interpretation; - 

 ,.-we can generelize 	other:Situaione will - have tolpe'àeen. 

o what extent 

'.The interpretetion assigned.by  Hyman, Laming,fend dthers in . 	, 	. 
. 	. 

the same tradition,rto the.ShannOn.Model is Clearly not the-seme  as that 

 offered by-Shannon himself (SéeChepter 	Shannon had in mind the trene- 

Mission of information  between two nodeà in 'à network; we have j'ustbeen 

. considering,.. on. the other . hand,'the case of transmission  Of  information 

through  a node. • The  mere- existence . of - such a differencèià not  soMething 

which in itself ought.to disturb us: as we noted in the preCeeding'Chepter, ,  

- mathematical models, like that of.ShannOn, begin .  by being purely axiomatié; 

.and.can often, legitimately, be applied in seVeraLdifferent ways - to 	. 

minate,real . -world phenomena. The criterion is,a simple one of efficiency: • 

- 	• each time we are led to ask What extra insight hes been .  gained by the use 

of a particular . model, whether the explanationSareconàistent with all the 
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available evidence, whether the model is productive in the sense of generating' 

hypotheses, and on. We may elso want to enquire whether in the choice 
• 	. 

,of model we - have sô reduced our field of inqUiry that we have begun to 

leave out of account many phenomena which,:fer other reasons, we are inter- 

ested in studyinà:, 

In the following sections we -shall accordingly look at Some 

of the applications of the communication model to choicereeictiontime . . 

experiments,. and We will then go on to esk-whether,-on the whole,,.la*: 

model is efficient,:. 

The inforMation-theoretic interpretation of choice-reaction: 

time experiments: early experiments 

In Hickls original experiments ten pea lamps Were arranged 

éct was -previded with ten cor-',. : in a somewhat:irregular circle enethe sub 

:responding Morse keyà on which.hià fingers rested. SiCk measurergaetion. 

times to several Séries  of signal 	(100to 20timuWin lehgth) ., 

varyinà the énsemble:giZe . froM::tWo to eight.- -:Frequencieg.:of.each signal 	• 

in 4 series were approxiMate4 equal and firetordèreutoborrelationswere 

- eliminated. His  data confirmed.the : assuMptiOnof an underlyinglogerithmic 

relationship betWegilehôice'reaction, time - end the nuMber'4# alternatives 

available,. when eorrected_tb take into actowk the temporal uncertainty 

. experienced :by- the Einbject,es to when.the,reSponse Would be requiredi 



• 
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The equatien which best fit.  hia data Was 

(I) 	• 	n) 	b log(n + 1) • . 

where RT(n) is interpreted as the average  reaction time. to one of -n - equally . 

 probable stimuli, .b is a conatant,.and (n.+ 1) includes a factor to account 

for temporal uncertainty as to when the signal Will appear, which Hick took 

to be equal to the uncertainty due to an increase  of  one  in the  size of - 	- 
. 	(1) 

the stimulus ensemble. 	From his reCults, Hick.eatimated that subjects 

reach an average rate of  transmission  of:from 5.5 to 6.0 bitsjper second. 

HiCkis motivation for the use of a logarithmic (rather than ef, 

for eample, a simple linear) function in his equation was as fellows: 

there is, for each subject, following the presentation of the 'stimulus., a 

certain time which is required  'for  him to identify:(recàgnize) theaignaL 
1 	 (2)- 

There are.several ways in Which stich a proCess of recognition Coà1d àccur. 

*Hick proposed as a likely  candidate, in VieW of thé.faCt that It would  pro-

duce the  type of reààlts which can be fitted with èteiàtién (1), a "progres-

sive classification procedure. 'The - method ià similar to*the ceçling  tech-

nique of "binarY 'finsion":discussed in-0 -hapter - 1:. In thelfirst test, the' 

subject places the  stimulus:.in ene'Oftwo eqàaliy . probable classes.  Depen7  

. 	. 	. 
ding on the reCult of the-first test, a. second CUt is Made.which in tUril 

. 	. 
subdivides the appropriatelialf of the  original pesebilities- intotwo . _ 

equiprobable halves. -  '.The process ia repeated- until the subjecAereeC 

on the correct  identification of the stimulus (somewhat in thé same faShion 

-as onedoeC in a game àf "Twenty . QuestienS").' Obviéusly, With this prode- .  . 

dure i. each time-the:number of elements in theensemble of available stiMuli 
• 

(1); In his,original;papér Hick.used:logarithms . tethe base:."10": in this-
discussion we will Continue toassumé the base to.be  "2", as ia the' 
more general càrrent practice. 

(2).-Sickts assumptions  are diseussed.in greater detail' later  in the chapter; 
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• is doubled,  one  dichotoMizing Step ii'alsO added. 1e it is assumed that 

each dichotomiZing-scanning phase consumes 4n 'equal tiMe, than the desired 

• logarithmic relationship appearS. • 	 • 

Crossman (19 53 ') followed up these experiments :of HiCk.by -testing' 

for the case of stiMu•i-which hhve 

Crossman assigned his sUbjects the 

linequal probabilitieS of oecurrenee.- 

•task of sorting a deck of ordinary 

A3laying cards into various clasSes, eg., by suit, :  by number, by . colorl  etc. 

His method  had the - edVantage that it.perMitted an evalùation  of' the  effect 	* 

of varying the a priori  classes into whiCh  stimuli  rnust bè asSignedi. * 

His findings Supported the earlier result that  the  response 1.agis in fact' ; 

prOportione to the.uneertainty in the signal Source, and that this relaion-.. 

ship continues to hèld uP when signals 4re not equally probable He'disce- • 

vered further,p.: . Is.  we should expec t .  if recognition  were the:méchanisM 
. 	. 

primarily  responsable for  differendes:in reaction-times e that the : desCrimine 

biiity of signals:was able te  affect the  outcomeà Significantly. 

CrossMsn - 414O introdUced'eXPUitl:y  for the  first. time . the Con 

. 	. 
cept of channel eapecity ,  and  hence  the  theoretical*POsebility of an  upper 

limit constraint-Ion the'iudount . -ofinfOrmation:whichrsubjectS - Chnirànàmtt .... 

display consisting' of a Matrix'of Small lightS with one to eightpoSitions 

in which the light Might . be expected . to  appear, .Subjects reSPrinded.byut-, 

tering a matching nonsense syllable cOrrésponding to, each light .  position. 

- . Hyman varied not'only the  number of signals with.probability.heldéquel 

and the  frequenCieS of Signal ocairenee (the-number of alternatives remai- 

ning the same), but'alsa.first Order sequential dePendenciés (whtle hoWing . 
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constant the relative frequency of signal occurrence). He found the mean 

( 1) • 	• RT-to-information-content function,to hold in.all conditions. 

By 1955, Bitéker found It possible to review the:aVailable 

ChOice reaction time...studies and conclude:that the evidence was sufficient' 

to state with some confidence that average . reaction time could be plotted 

as a function Of the InforMatièn in the input: 

(2) 	 ORT 

where .cliT is the average reaction'tiMe, H is the introPy Of thé stimulus 

ensemble, the interCept . a is a factor to accdunt for Simple, reactiOn time 

and the Slope 1,reflects.the time required to react to a stimulus ln 
. 	, 
(2). - 	' 

two-choicn situation. The notion of simple reaction time is that_of a 

threshOld latency:determined e in Part at . least:, hy'the tiMe reuired 

to marshal arm output aCtivity.,. The interPretation'of the slope fp,as 

reflecting an 'internal . classification prOcessLis siMilar to that  of Hick. . 	. 

The experiments Of . HiCk'i - Crossffian'and•Hyman . demonsteatèd nm-: 

piricàlly a relationshiP.betWeen . latenCy - of renpOnse in a'choice reac-

tion time experiment  and the information-content  of  the  stimulus diSplay. 

They also introduced the . pi.inciple that thé hUMan'sùbject COUld . beV:iewed 

as a channel through WhichTinformatiOn (presented - in:the fOrm of stiMuius• 

signals) is tranamitted (as the Subjectià responses):. *Hyman (1953).nOted .  
. 	. 

the underlying asnUmption: - . "These hypOtheies assume that (n).  the rias 

(0' Hyman's results.in'certain respects raise difficultien With respect 
to a, communication model interpretation which will be diècüssed'in.: 
à later Section. • 

(2) H . could more;properly be interpreted as information transmitted,-.4i; 
but in the case of a 	S-R mappingand loW error valiieS.InfOrmation 
transmitted àpproxiMatescloselystiMulus entropyi.Hê 
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ponses are completely determined by . the stimùlus series... (this) assump-

tion demands a one-to-one correspondance'between Stimulus and response 

series". This assùmption can be represented es follows (where effectè I 

due to - nciiee, or errors, are diaregarded), 

. 	The general  ressemblance of.this model of theluffian.sublect 

to that of aScèulloch-Pitts neuron May be rioted:'. in particular, 

responses ocCur (the'subject "fires") only when Oeitain threshold eti - 

mulus values  are  Present; ne Other.transforMation,of the information 

is assumed', and inparticular:no.MekorY ôr_learning 
n 

in the experiments cited, learning effects were treated as a sourceof 

contamination). , The,isomorphism between the - model of the'human subject 

and a.neùron hàs enCouraged, as we.Shall,':new-see, an atteMpt to.state 

• a general hypothesis of information 'overload. 	. 

The Hypothesis ofinformation ôverload  

In.none Of the experiments Mentioned above was - a direct .  attempt 
. 	. 

made to measure 'channel capacity as such: in most caseS,4ndeed, thé: 

- information oàntent was - deliberately maintained at à - level belàw ,that 
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which would result in any appreciable number of errors occurring. 

However, Alluisi, Muller and i'itts (1957) using as a stimulus 

numerals projected on a screen (varying the nuMber of alternative  nume-

rals in the expetimental ensemble and the rate of ptesentation) fOund 

that as the rate of presentation of the stimuli was increased, the sùb-

jects began t6 make increasing numbers of errors, and in fact that al-

though the rate, 6f information transmission first leveled off, it then 

began to decline.' 	' 	• 	. , 

• 	How should we account  for the decremert6f performance after 

channel capacity-has been, preaumably„ - reached and then exceeded? In 

a series of articles In the eaiiy 1960's, James 0...Miller : (1960, 1962,- 

1963a, 1963b, 1964a, 1964b) set out to develop a general theory of in-

formation overload: (a) he stated a hypothesis that under certain cir- 

_ 
cumstànces the subjaCt WOuld,petfOrm atsub-oPtimal.information-trans-. .1 

- 	. 

mission Capàcities ‘dien . ,cosipai.ed With:an ideal Channel, and (b). he furthét 

attempted.to shitmthat .the result's obtained in 6116ice réacti6n'expetl- - 

.ments constitùted merely one example of a more general principleaffecting 

organisms as simple as the single cell, and as coMplex as - Complete So-

cieties. He went on to Identify some  of the  typical syMptoms aSsocia 	> 

ted with commùnication situations where the ,organism becomes. overloaded, . 

ranging from eleMentary strategieS of adaptation tnfull escape . ' - 

. 	Miller's hypothesis of information overload can be Stated as : 

follows: when input information  in bits per second is,increased,-thé • 

output at . first follows the input more ot'less ai a lineat function, 
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then level's off at channel Ceq:41city and finally - falls off toward zero, 

(Figure II-2)  

The channel capacity.  of 'systems,-  Miller argued, shotild differ 

aCcording tô the level of complexity of structure of the OrganiSm!s in- 

formation-proceSS.ing system.. 
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of Information Overload: 

, • As information input increases,.output first refleOts.the 
• increases infomatiOn content:Of the input until an asymptote 
.• is reached, beyond which point informationànsmitted declines. 
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• . 	. 	. 
In deVeIoping, Miller's argument for his'hypothesis of infor- 

mation overload, we shall proceed in two steps: a) first we will look 

at some Of the experimental evidencewhich has been adduced in support • 

of the hypothèsiS;-and b) we will look more.absely at the theeretical 

foundations of Millèr'i Position, whiCh in tUrn will lead into a-discus-

sion of the general Merits of the communication model of Shannon as a 

theoretical underpinning for thé interpretation of:choice-reaction-time 

experiments: The advantage Of proceeding in'this fa:shier' is that it 

corresponds in general to the . twe levels Of-MillertSreasoning'-whiciiY 

first:attempts to.show that . cértain very general laws'of behavior apply .-. 

across systems of:Very different levels  of cemplexity of  organization 

and secondly. attémPts to-situate -human behaVior Within the general'fra-

mework of explanatien we have.been discussing'in this chapter. There . 

is the further advantage that in reporting the ekperimental evidence 

for organisms at differing levels of organisatiOn. the  essential-points 

of Millerls.argument become quiteclearl this,thus e leads quite naturally 

into an . examinatten of the theéretiCal foundations Of his  position. 	• 

Overload at the level of the cell 

Much of the persuasiveness of Miller's argument dérives  from-

his assumption that the same channel capaCity model :  Which appliea.to 

individual cells  of the nerveus system.is  equally  pertinent for more 	' 

complex organisms. Miller has been able to accumulate an iMpressive. 

volume of evidence i to show parallelisms in respinise .to varying information 

conditions betWeen Organisms at . very different levels of organiZation,. 

from the simple -cell to large social organizations. Much the most con-

vincing part of this evidence hoWeVer-referà. to behavior of the cell. 
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For this reason, 4s well-as to get a thorough àrasp of how the hypothesia 

has been tested, it will bè uàeful to look at some  of the  evidence-which 

has been cited by Miller to substantiate his:claimthat the hypothesis' 

ià 

In order to estimate the channel capaCityof .  neurons,.a pre- 

liminary difficaty'must be cleared up. The'simpleet living systeiù'WhiCh 

is capable of proCeSsing information is the cell (and-indeed the higher-. 

level information inacro-prôcessing activities of more complex organisms 

depend entirely on this 'cellular:-capability). The cells of the nerveus: 

system, or neuronS, respond to several types of - external stimulation 

such as light,'sbünd, touch, etc... by emitting a sequence of output. 	•: 

pulses or. "spikes".:. Their behavior under . different  conditions of 

ternal  stimulation  Can be investigated by Varying theAntensity-of - fre 

quency of the  stimulus..The number  of pulses enattecrper second.  is, • 

however, not necesaarily the same  as the nuffiber - of bits,  

which the cell is using 4, not :eyailableto up:lpy inspection. Suppose. 

we determine that the stimulus Will be varied aiong  one dimension (eg., 

"loudness") on whia we distineish eight. values. For us the stimulus 

ensemble -has, a maximum  of. three  bits of uncertainty. ,•11 thé cell dis-. 

criminates betwèen,Only four different  values of the stimulus. dimension 

however, for'it  the maximum information contents of the ensemble ie_four - 

bits of inforMation. - This probleffi is resolved -by Miller_by aSsUin .g . 

 thatthe number  of bits  transmitted is at least proportiOnal tO'thé•num- 

- ber of 'pulses eMitted,'i.e., that input information can -be estimated , 

by output information. On this assuMption,the validity of tWeverload 

hypothesis can be- evaluated at the leVel of the cell, even though' the 

 actual Channel cariacity.can be at besteetimated approxiMateb/.: 
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Given these constraintS,.there is extensive evidence to:sup 

port -  the overload hypothesis at the level of the cell (1). Some eXampleS 

. will be Sufficient to indicate the general nature of'the experimental _ 

results on which.  Support for the . overload hypothesià is based. 	. 

Brock,Coembs, and Eccles (1953) fouûd that when antidromic .  

electrical-pulses ware input.to the motor - neuron  of a cat at low fre-

quencies (13,20-and : 28  pulses per secone'there was a corresponding SoMa 

-dentritic spike:output rate. When the input pulse rate was increased .  

to 42 pulses per second,  pulses  occurred only at every secOnd-input. 	:- 

At 61 inPulses - per Second an output occurred with every fourth input; 

and so on, with  the output  pulse rates falling gradually from'a . recOr- 

ded maximum of 28 44111ses perssecond. Thé. theoretical ciltve'bf'Figure 11'r.2 

thus gives  a good general fit to these .data. 

. 	Some -adjUstment proceises can be atleaStindirectly inferred ' 

from  research aonchictedbyGranit : and Phiilipa (1956 ) , who  found in their 

work with cells in the Cerebelltim that'when the interval betWeen input 
_ 

. pulses was less than 3 MilliSeCânds„- eVery  second input elicited an out -

pût pulse only 4()% of..the . time, and when the.inter-StimuluS:interVal 

was less than'2 .a .iilliseconda, the intensity  Of the seeild  output pulse 

 àlso diminished. Other  research  appears to indicate similar alternation ;  

of attong'and-yeak impulses,' prior'to  more  pronounced declines - lû,the 

transmission  rate ( elall,. , Lettvin, MCCulloCh and Pitts, 1956).' .  

IthasalsO been found : that while the neuron apPears to be able 

(1)  The  evidence will be reviewed extensively - in Miller's forthcoming' 
• book Living SyStems,  Chapter  5. Dr. Miller was  kind enôugh to pro- 

• vide us with an advance copy of histext. We have greatly benefited 
- from his generosity. 	 - 
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• to discriminate beteén differences in the intensity.  of  stimulation, 

and tà indicate these differenées by changes . in,the interpülse .frequences 

of its output sequences, there are limits to the reSolving power Of its -

discriminatory MechémismS.-  Mountcastle (1966 )  obtained results which-

show that the output appears to be able to reflect up to beteen 4  and  

5 categories  of input, but  that . beyond-this limit, the -Cell does'not 

respond separately to further differences in intensity.: (It Will-bé 

seen later that this - limitation in diScriminatory pôwer haean analogué 

at the level ofthé'human.organism, andbre - provideian'explanation for 

' the phenoMenon - of thé "span of • abSolute JtidgéMént", intheterms:àf 

George  A.  Miller).. 

Additional eVidefice fer the assumption that the niiMber:of SPi-

kes Per Unit time is a coding mechanism which.represents differehées of- 

intensity  in the  stimulus has been noted by De Valois (1958). More  
- H 	• 	. . 	- 

portantly, there ià'very.sood- eyidence to'indicatethat thé information -,  

so encoded by . receptor neuronè ià:Preeerved intact' atIligher leVels of - 

the nervous system  (Jung and  BaUMgàrtner ., 1955 - 4 Tasaki  and  Davis, 

In such systems with numerciUscells sYnaptiCallY:,linked, thé - refractory- 

period is hoWeyer longer than,for theindividualell'(MoutitcaStle 

and Berman, 1957)-. :  

. - From theSe'results the follewing  conclusion  Canibe drarn'r 

the neuron is an effective information 7tranSmittingChanneLwithin'spe7 

Its  ability to encode and-traneMit'information- With-

: high fidelity ià.liMité“o  stimulus ensembles  containing  not  more  than 

2 7 3 bits of information  and'to  rates of  Presentation of abôut . 3à>éignalp.• 

per second. When  rates of  presentatiôn are inCreasèd to the point whe#e• 
"• 	• 	• 	• 	• 

_ 
the cell has Insùfficient time  to recover ità-disCharge 
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potential before a new  stimulus  is input,'.it exhibits aigns'of disorga- .  

. 	. 
nization Which increase until breakdown.occurs and  information transmission 

• . falls-close to zero. • 

Hence.the efficient functionning of the cell iS.particularly 
- (1) 

sensitive to variations in the rate of arriVal ofnew.information,. 

(1) . 	The explanation for the observed deCrements in performance 
of thé cell at theA•ligher levels of stimulus information is as fstalows: , 
in their normal rèsting.StatS the membranes of neural Cells.arselectri, 
cally polarized,. - the outsidelbeing. positive (because of the - presence 
of free sodium and potassium ions). Thé potentialHpf the cell is .positive. 
As the nerve impluse passes along the nerve fiber, sodium ions flow'into 
the membrane, thus briefly altering the-electrical.balancai After the . 
implulse pesées, the original balance is reStored,' but :the restorat.ion 
period (during which the cell is refractory to frirther inputs) seems . :, 

. to take . a minimum of about. 30 eilisecondà. 	. 
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Direct evidence of overload at the level of the individual  

organism , 

In this section.we shall examine some evidence which shows . 

that the same hypothesized decrements of performance observed at the - 

level of the cell also . appear,'With certain restrictions, at the level 

of the organism. .:- • 

The type of Choice reactiOn time experiments reported earlier 

in this chapter turn Out. to-be unsatisfactory as a source Of direct -der 

monstration of the oVerload 'phenomenon :  The reason is simple: CRT 

periments  have  not in general exemplified high levels of input informa-

tion,  certainly not 'of an order sufficient to lead to breakdoWn..' Rate: 

of presentatién of .signes Is generally moderate (Sometimekleft to  the  

	

subject In the -form  of  self-pacing tasks). 	F.or : the.most  pat ensèrnbles 

have been restricted to 32 e .lements and usually less::. (or a-:maximum of 

	

• 	. 	• 	r. 	• 
5 .  bits input Information).. When  this limit:has - been èXceeded, as in 

Hilgendorf (1966):Where the:ensàmble Was,incréased . to - _s maximum of 

1000 (9.96 bits per  stimulus), 	error raté nevertheless reMained. very 
. 	• 	. 	• 	•.., 

low (less'than.1%):and, - as We should : suspect,'there wasnO, indication of 

breakdown'. .Hié subjects màiàtained, aCcording to HilgendOrf's estimateS, 

a roughly constant.leVel of transmission of'inforMation of about 5.5 bits .  
. 	• 

per second, for all:leVslé of stimulus uncertainty. 'CRT experiments are 

in fact structuréd.tià keep error rates low.(not, more than:10%-in any event),. 

so that overload isi as it were, "designed out" Of  the experiMent. 
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A bet:ter source of evidence are ntrackine:experiblentS, 

which the subject has.to adjust his behavior'tomatch features  of long 

 sequences of stimulus.Presentation and tesponse'.: In'this situation suh 

jects can be pushed to the limit•of their'information-transmiesion•caPe- 

. 	. 
' city and beyond. We will begin accotdingly by looking at seMe.ofthe 

results which have been obtained  in  these experiments. 

Tracking experiments'. ' 	. . 
, 	 • 

Vince (1949) reports e series Of experiments in which input' :  

information was presented by - passing a mOiring horizontal band of tape 

before the subject'at various rates' of speed. The information was co-

ded in the form of clumps of dots, arranged horizontally, vertically, 

or in groups, and of nuMerals printed on the tape. Dependinion r the 	' 

number'of dots, or .the value  of.. the  numeral, the subject Was required 

•to produce.an  equal nuMber of.tapg on a telegraph key.- The dots'wete • 

.spaced either equally or unevenly  on the tape at intervals which resulted : - 

in the following ratés  of  Presentation: 1.0, 0.5, 0.3,. 

or 0.1 second intetVal between déts .  The presence or absence of -a dét .  .:•„• 

was counted  as one bit of information. The resùlts are shown in Figure 

• 

 



was provided with five keys arranged  

could press one equivalent lçey for,. each,;•11ght. 'The 

from:two to five lightS  per  SecOnd'e ; •iti sSequenCeS••àf 
. 	. 

The findings  are  shOwn  in Figure I 4.  

. 	 . 	 „ . 	. 
SiMilar :pattern So: 

tacit ..•;•l.ight 	The. 

 

ensemble enib. 1 ,wS4:, ;Varied ••'.. . 	. 	. 	. . 	. 	. .". 	, 	• 	. 	. 	, • • • 	, 	, 	. 
,.:séquenCes ...• cif  100 

l*Z4 

At slower input rates, s' ubjeCts are able track suCCeSSfully: 

As the rate of input of informatIOn, :s.indreas'éd,;.: the .n.u.Mber:,s-.6f 1',-it'Otal• 

respOnses  continues  to increase, but the  ritisiber  of Correct  •reSp.deeéé 
„ . . 	. 	 . . 	. 	. 	 • 	•-• 	• 

first peaks and then' falls, eventually tàj,alin.°S .t 

chance alone would be sufficient to eXpla.in the result's.  Thts  in general • 

the results conform to the predicted' iattérn. At the IS.Ster rates (i e e 	• • 

7 bits and 100 bits per. second) thetibjeCt'.;fiaS 	tap out 

	

, 	. 
reSponses very .rapidly. The  abSolutel tipper rate ''of . tapping, 

, 	„ 	,• 

regard to input, is between  5.5 and 8 0  tarn s. per Second. . IlenCett . :ilie 

faster  input-output  rateS e  the SubjeCt 'enCounters  simple  physiolOgiCal 

constraints, i.e. the caPacity to,. organiËe - effeCtor activities effiCiently; 

Wagner, Vitts, and N6ble; »( , 1-$95.4).:,.;tised: an  eXpériniéntal'deSi`gti:: : :  

similar to that  of  Vincée with the'.,•differettCe:: that ecid.itionalchannetià 

or display windows on whieh input' informatiOn 	be dis 
, 

employed ( up to 3, channéls) . ..... SubjeCts,-ye#e'Askèd....4 -i-lipress 

pr  

a moving dot came abreast. o 

of this experiment showed  also  that errors :  increased and  informationù 

transmitted declined as input rates inereaSed past an asyritptàtfc .value. 
. 	 . 	 . . 	, 	, • 	, 	.„ 

Kleininer and .Muller (1953).. emPlOYedi .'.1.4'Slightl.Y,..çliffèrent 

a 

from  one to five lights ar.rarnged an arc as the  input deirice. ùbect I. 
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•Information  preSente& 
• in - bits  per second  

Subjects' t.6tal ifformation 
' output in bits per  se6ohd: 

fl 

0 Information lost (present- 
ed but not transmitted ) 

NoiSe or .informatiOn . in 
. output not -correiated 
with  input  

. 	. 
“ 

teTransMitted ,informatioh, 

.:."Subjete transmitted . 
ihfOrmàtibrk . -.in..bitS  per 

 second 

30 

10H 

The saine  general finding .0 that obtained by Vince, and. ,13 . 

Wagner , Fitts ;  and  Noble appears 2,.. With the - dif ferenCe that snip jects are 

able to atta.in much higher' rates  of information transmission,  à result 

which is explained by. the gréatà. . cempleicity of .  the input aignaC 

. Cenrad .(1 951, 1955,  056) 
: 	- 

(1958) conducted ftirther 'experiment's which confirmed that beth, total 

input information and the number- of  -J nplit, sources affect independéritly , 

(1) This explanation raiSes another  issue  1 since the information as 
presented by KlemMer and Muller ià preaumably 'çlâser to  optimal  en-

; 	coding, and thus to the actual Channel. caPaPitY.  'of the- individnal, 
we might be led to inquire whether maximum  lrates of transmission , 
in some of the other experiments ci tee' abeve rer;resent , channel . , ca 7  
pacity rates, or  some other censtraint:  This  is a question' te .which 
we will retUrn later. 	. 	 . 	- 
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the output rate of subjects. These experimenters found clear evidence.  

of deterioration of output response at thé higher rates. 	. 

In e series Of experiments Quastler-(1956)i Quastler and- Wùlff « 

(1956a), Quastler and Wulff (1956b), Quastler and . Brabb (1955) . studied 

the question of.overioad with respect -to a variety of types. of  actiVity.-. 

In one experiment, young stùdents  of piano  Were-required.te play a:score 

which consiated Of à sequence .of single notes.arrânged inrandoM order. 

Ensemble dize (the range.of values of the notas) andrate of Playing- '- 

were varied. -The'reasults indicated that sùbjects were•able te maintain: 

an  error  free performance up to about .5 -keys per second;from'5 to 10: 

keys  per second  there waS• a . tradeeff between' speed and.accUracy with 	_ 

• the conséquence that information transmission remained . high althoùgh. 	• 

the percentage.of errors, increased;-while,ahove. 10 keys. perséeDnd  per- 

formance deteriorated. Théamount of inferMation'tranSmitted'was affec- 

ted positively bY the number of kéya up te 25-key -sifter Which inèreaSes 

in the rangé of'keyS used reaulte» in lower rates of information trans -

mission

-.  
, 	. 

Maximum rates of information 	obtained in theèe eX- 

	

periMents were  about  23 bits per secOnd._ 	wasnot'deterMined whether . 	. 

this rate.could hayéheen.incréased by requiring Subjects te  play more  

than one note SiMultaneoùsiy, following norMal. practieim,piano . playing. 

Similar experiments.Were run usin& skilled tyPtste, who Were 

presented with random sequences of equiprobable symb61s,' deawn from  an  

alphabet of 4, à,.16 and 32 symbols. Performance  was Paced by:a.metro-
. „ 
nome at 2, 3, 4, - or 6 .beats per secOnd. With  ensembles of 16 and:less 

symbols, and.at rates of presentation ofSlightly  more  than'3 symbOls ' 

per second .  average,: the «typists. made few.  errorS: -.Beyond:these limits 
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.errors increased proportionately to the increase in speed of typing. 

At higher levels performance deteriorated. The highest transmission rate 

achieved was  about 16 bits per second. Other experiments using reading 

and mental arithmetic tàsks produced comparable results. 

The theoretical basis. of the informàtion overload hypothesis  

In thiâ section we preàent à eatiOriale tnr.theoVerload hypo-

thesis, couched only Interms of informatiOn and elementary network theory. 

We will avoid the introduction of any assumptions other than those  al- 

ready  developed in eOrlier parts of this chapter. Our . objective in this-. 

disctission is.tospresent a plausible explanation, at the level of the 

organism, of why human  information-transmission  behavior, should confOrm 

.to the.hypothetieal pattern, as the findings quOted above-indiCOteit 

does.. We hope in the process •to acquire the smallest amoiint of theore-

tical baggage.poesible, and reserve to  the  next  section the  taek-nt - asses-

sing the utility of the model so . developed. 	*- 	- 

. 	. 
s .  Miller's reasoning-  Maysbe.sumMarized, as f011owS: the rate 

of information transMisàiondepends, as.we have seen in Chapter.1, both 

on the number of, signals per unit time., and on the average inforMation 

conveyed by each  of the  signals. There  are  inherent liMits associated 

with each.of these factors, rate of presentation of signals and average 

information-content Of the signals: -  we consider each in turn. s 

Signal rate of sxrival as an information parameter. 

There is*, *it should,be evident, an irreducible miniMum . time 

required to proCeee any-message' whatever #14 content (siMple-reaction 
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time5 and to get ready to'accept a new message.. The'"getting ready" 	- 

to accept a new message iMpl.ies, a period which.must be added on tô ,the 

actual proceàsing time itself. It thus constitutes "dead" time (some-. 

timeà referred to as the "refractory peried").. .When rates of presenta-

tion of stimuli are set se high that they result in new atiMuli appearing 

before.the Previdus ..ônee have been processed, an'impaired.PerformanCe 

will inevitably restilt. . This principle, it has'been seen, ia clearly 2 : 

evident at the leVel- of the cell. 	• 

How do we - relate.the decrements in neuronal performance to the .level- 

. 	, 
'ling off and decline  of  transmission ,èapaeitY:.of the organism as a whole?'.:. 

First let us reeall that the nervous system of the organishuis made up 

of Very long concatenations  of • individual cellsi  and that such systems are 
. 	. 

particularly susceptible to accumulations of error. Wiener (1948) noèed 
• 

the possible analogue to a complicated telephone connection, with nume-
. 

rous switching -points and relays: 

.The more stages -mhich are•involved, the.more . rapidly .-  
the 'service becomes egtremely bad when.a.éritical . 
level- Of.failure,is.égeeeded,:and extremely'good.:-  
when this critical •evel of failure is not quite 'rea- 
ched. Thus a switching service involvingmany stages.: 
and•designed . for a'certain level ôf - failure  shows 
no ôbvioùs signs of failure until.:the traffic coMes 
up to.  the.edge . oe the critical - point, ,When'it goea-' 
completely to pieces,' -and we.have-a'cataatrophic.tref. 
fic jam. 	. 	

••, 	. • 

. 	. 
Man, with'the.best-devéloped'nervouesyetem of all 
the animals„.with behavior'that probably depends. on: :  
the lôngest chains of effectively oPerated neuronic 
chaina,:ie then 'likely to perform-a Complicated:type. 
of behavior efficiently very close -  to the edge of. • 
an.ovérload, when he will give away in a  eerious-and 
catastrophic way..'. A point will.come 	quitesuddènly 
when the normal traffic will net have.space ènough 
alloted to it, and we shall have 'a form.of mental., 	. 
breakdown, very possibly amounting to .insanity., 	- 
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Figure 11-2 does.not however indicate a .sudden fall off: to 

explain the gradual character of the.decrement  in performance, Miller . 

has posited the existence of what he terms adjustment proceSses, (fil-

tering, omission, abstracting, etc.) which begin to coMe into play as . 

channel capacity is neared. The analogy with a telephone' system is far. 

from satisfactory since, as we saw in Chapter 1 (p. 1-44),the nervous. 	' 

system is constructed in such a way that it is - able to Combat relatively: 

high . levels of error (in the form of malfunctions of single.neurons).- 

The weapon which'is employed is redundancy: continuing with the analogY 

of a telephone system' it is -as  1f-every çall made was duplicated exactly 

by thousands of:other calls, conveying the same message at.the same time 

Assuming the operation of a simple statistical principle, .then the fall-

off in performance wouid in fact -resSemble the prediction of the overload 

hypothesis. 

• 
'Size of e'nsemble - as.an information 'parameter - 

There  are  we poSit: SfUrther, intrinsic limitatibnsthe fine- 

ness of discrimination 4x1,0geintei#TàâWilgike• and hence constraints 

on the organismie encoding abilitY.»There  are  two wayS in which Messages 	' , 

may,be enCoded (three:if we'consider the coMbination of'theother two): 

(a) ah amplitude, or pulse, modulation Code,.in 'which the transmission 

of information dependS.on whether à signal of a given pattern occurs, and . 

(b) a frequency modulation or pulse interval code in which the transmis-  

sion of information requires recognition of the lengthcE the interval 

occurring between successive markers. In its most elementary -forM, this 

second Code consists of the ° présence or absence 'of a signal 'during a sucession 
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of intervals Of equal length.. Every coding :systeffi.; however ComPlex; is _ 	. 	. 

essentially an elaboratien ôf :one - .t)r4 e other of these methods 

Both types of Code. are  Subject . o, the following çoristrain 

there is in practice an inevitable veriàbility .rifperfOrmince Which:Means , 	, , 
_ 	. 	. 

that the actual . signal emitted is at beat  an approximation of  the ideal' .  

stipulated by thé Code. It is there'fore: proper to  describe  the  ôhtained 

set of signal's in terMs 'of a Set 

If the !hitter" in the transession 	ttlô 

channel is too noisy), Or if the: riignalfe : are'f. tho 

f parameters . : eg., 

Similar tiyeach-other 

variance  will itietritabl.y 
, 

for easy recognition, the resulting overlap of 

result  in numeronS cases of .mis.identifiact.i.64 .  increasing  equivocation 
, 

Ire attendant reduction in rateS.  of  information transmission  Hence 

there must be some ' :tipper.  limit . te  -the ntimber .of gràdàtions which can be 

_ 
discriminated along any dimension o£ the marker,  and an .raCCording.  limit 

to the amount Of information per 'market: Which' cari be '4cCo ate 

. 	Since there' Is ' an . upper 	to the number .  •of absolute. judg 

ments or discriminations  which  an organisw can perforhi with accgracy .  along 

t: to the' nuMber f absolute:JU _ 
• 

any dimension, it can  bé reasoned that.  .the greater . the nuMber Of  stimuli  , 

which are to be . recognized by the subjeCt,  the  greater the iikeliheed 

that errors -  will occUr..- From ' this  fact, - and by -making àssuMptiens Con- - 

 cerning  the  probabil ity._ of inacCurate 'judgment's :occurring, à noise  'Or- 

confusion matrix, can  be . coMputed. 	CresiMan,' 1955; OhaStler, 1956;  Luce,, 1959): 

One calculatiOn based on a matrix .  as computed by Luce is . shown in Figure  

it .Will be noted that information  transmitted plotted  as a  function: of 

(1). For empirical verification of thi s principle, see pp.11-53-55,4, 
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(1) 
stimulus information follows the predicted pattern. 

(1) For further discussion and criticisms of the utility of the confusion' 
.matrix, see Llice (19:5-c), pp. 171-186).  ;For one  thing this model fails 
to  predict the well established finding - that absolute .pdgMent .  is not 

• noticeablY improyed . by.exténding the range of the continuum on which 
. the stimulus . to be estimated is placed..:. 
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At this point  we  have Completed.our developmentof*thearguMent 

in favor of the information overload hypothesis'. . • 

The Proposition.advanced as the infOrmation overload hYpothesis 

states that-as:the rate of.input'of  information  increasee th&eutpUtdoes 

not level  off  at Channel capacity, bitt rather lalls.  We Might  have, if 

 we,had wiàhed $ contented ourselves by thinking of this às a Èeneraliza 

tion based Upon the examination-of a variety6f,empirical.findinge at" 

several levels-Ofinvestigation.'However-we have  been ableto"gourther 

to.show that there are a priori  theoretical considerations - which" help . 

te'explain why perferffiance"should décline  rather thahlèvel, - Off  at channel 

capacity:, aswe.ShoUld eXpect  if the  human Silbject in , fact• conforMed . exactly-

to,the model of a communication channel. 	We shall now"turn to loélka st 

some of the - evidence leading us to rejeCt$  in part, the Miller argument. . 

at . the same time examin e. some  of the  theoretical ihortCoMings 
. 	. 

of the line of reasoning .whiCh has been  advanced in  lireceding  sections  

of thia chapter'. 

Modelling theSnmanYelà à communication channel: an asSessMent .. 

In this sectioruwe tùrn to aneXaMinationiof:-SoMe• df , tWobjec „ 	,.•:: 	, • • 

tionS which hava been raised  to  the communication  Channel Model-. ,,Thé 

objections are of two orders: those 

4terpretation of  the  ffiodel itselfand thoseWhiCh Cçineérn certain 

piricallYobtained findingS which  are  difficult tO"reconcile 

tions derived from the theory. . At the endeetheseCtiOnan'asSéssment. 

of the  utility Of.the model is Offeréd. 
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Problems of interprétation  

Laming ,(1968) has pointed out serious inconeistencies:in the 

application of the Shannon model to chniceireaction experiments. -Shan-

non's concept of channel capacity was linked to that of Coding. If the - 

entropy of the  source ialess than or equal to the channel_capacity of 

the transmitting system, then there must be -a coding system which will 

permit transmission of the source.meseage with an arbitrarily small er- - 

.ror rate. To establish channel Capacity, we wonld thue have to be asau- 

•rd  that the original message had already been récoded in .optimal 

But this in turnrequires the-examination ofmessages, if necessary,  of 

infinite length, which in turn implies a (possibly infinite) Coding 	' 

delay. ClearlYthe . analogy with most.choice reaCtion experiMentadoes 

not hold: whateVer the reasOn for breakdown, or the • onfusional state, 

it can hardly be argued that the reason is that „channel capacity hae,been 

exceeded, since  the definition of  nape:city implies'a condition of optimal 

coding,. which cannot be ehoWn:tn:hold in the choice reaCtiOn ekperiment.- 

- 'Furthermore, Làmingarguee that - the,êncoding systeM is embodied in the 
_ 

performance of the transMitter, which - is.tb eay the diagaysySteme 'and , 

 'this- is an invariant in the  experiments we have been disCuSsini, with . 

the : result that oljtimizatiOn of the transmission rate could not have-0C-

nurred. Breakdown may be associated with yarying levele  of information,. 

• •blit cannot be a consequence of exceeding channel •capacity. Hence the 

statement of the . hypothesiaitself ie based On a misunderStanding. 

"The simple manner> in which Shannon's-measure of entropy has 

usually been applied'in psychology has:already-been criticized by Cronbach 

(1955). This measure applies only to ideal 'channels, in which messages 

are infinitely . iOng,. in which an infinite Coding-delayie acceptable: 	H 



• 
as should be expected if in. fact human beings could be compared to ideal 

communication channels. Presumably otherdonstraints become eperative 

at this point, eg%...memory. 
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(though not always.necessary), and where complete and accurate knewledge - 

of the probability structure of thè signal serieà is stored in the system. 

In a choice-reaction experiment the messages are, of-necessity, very short. 

The very  design of the experiment requires that each signal must be-passed>  

completely through - the system, encoded, transmitted and decôded and the 	- - 

response registered, before -  the next signal is emitted fr6m  the source. 

Reaction time must therefore include not only  transmission  times but alse 	- 

the time , required:to encode and decode'the message and to execute  the 	• 

message" (Laming, 1968). Support for Laming'S view can be found in  evi- 

dence from at leaSt one experiMent (Kirchner, 1958), where it ià indicated. • 

that under conditions of enforced delay of response (of more than three 

signals) 1  there is-a decrement  .of  performance, rather: than an improvement' ' 

The restrictions notedby:CronbaCh and LaMing.are very périouS; 

the concept of hannel Capacity haa:to de with:only thé - transMission . phase 

-of the communication Seciuence, but all the "measure" of Man's "channel 

capacity" which We have qùoted lute together activities, or stages  of - 

encoding, decoding,: and remission Of Message from source te - destination 

(i.e. the execution of ,a response).> Thus Whatever - it is:which,hasIéerF — 

measured by investigators, it : Cannot be channel, capacity in > ità pùre fàrm. 

And - since >  the concept .of an information evèrload  has been expliCated in 

terms of channel çapacity,•the foundations of our inquiry are put in dart.- 

ger. 
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How significant a role does eficoding play in the proèéàs? • , 

While the experiment quoted above (Kirchner, 1958) indiCates that Man 

is not an efficient machine in the classical engineering sense, we have • 

against this result  the  following opinion; due'tO G.E. Miller: "The ' • 

most glaring result (of the choice-réaction eXperimentà) haà•beentà 

highlight man's inadequacy as a communication channel... It is my own 

opinion that man's -  peculiar gift iè his ability to discovermew ways té 

transform, or to •ecode, the information which he receiYes.'' It seems • 

to Me that the yery, fact of our limited Capacity for procesèing informa-

tion hasLmade it necessary  for us  to discover clever ways to abetract the 

essential featureà'of oUr universe and to  express  these features in 

.

sim- 

ple  laws that we are capable off,comprehending in a single aCt of thought.-, 

. We are constantly -taking information•givenln one fordànd:translating • 

it into alternative 'forms, seàrching for'ways to map a Strange,'new 

phenomenon.into siMpler and more familiar cities.  The search is sômething-

we call "thinking"1 . if,we'arelèuccessful, we tall lt..'understandingl" 

(Miller, 1956). 

If Miller's  observations are correct, i.e., if thé human subject 

is infact constantly trying to make sende out.of - to read pattern -into - 

sequences of stimuli, then all we have to• this  point arevery noisy mea-,. , 

sures' of human channelcapacity,indeed: 

One question which hàs excited•someeXperimental-interest Is 

the following:  are increaseS'in information transmitted due'to changes 

— 
in size of ensemble•equivalent In their effects tb changes In the rate 

of presentation of stimuli  (where it is asSumed naturally_thattàtal 

information tranSmitted is àlx4ays équalized)? ..Cirto . state • the  question' 
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another"way: since it iè already well established that increases.in, 

the rate of presentation of, stimuli beyond eicertain point result in de,' 

crements of subject performance , 	overlààd  (eg. Vince, 1949), can 

the saine effectbecbtaiUedby•ihereaSing the aiZe of the eiteable?'  

AlluiSi.and Muller (1956, 1958), Alluisi, Muller and Fitts (1957) 

used a random sequence of arabié numerals projected on a scrèen at a Uni-

form rate. The experiMental.manipulation consisted in . changes in the en-

semble of numerals employed - and - rate of presentation of symbols. :  The • 

effect predicted by ah information theory interpretatiOn appeared .  in the 

latter case, but Waemuch leéseVident  in  the former. 'Mowbray ('1960 - 

presented numerals . to subjects, varying the ensemble  from which numerals 

were drawn,fromtWo to ten'. Subjects were informed in -. - advariee which nu- . 

Merals might appear, and the size of the ensemble. No differences in -

reaction time were observed. 	• 

It may be objected.ihat these experiments raiee the -question.  

of the true ensemble, and.'aè . i4e àbserved'earlier,in our  discussion of : 

cellular transmiesion:rates, unless the ensemble is known, the rate of 

information transmission cannot be estimated accilrately.:11è dignt'be - led :  

for example to-dietinguiSh -between an "explicit" and "imPlicit" - ensemble: 

the explicit-ensemble is the one.which the subject receives:from the ex-

perimenter, theimplicit ensemble he bringswith - hiM asa result of à 

lifetime of training. Thus in the case of numerals.and letters there 

is probably little -.which - can be dàne experimentally to overcome the sub-

ject'S own personal implicit ensemble.- 	 • 
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• In Hilgendorfts (1966), experiment, types of stimuli Were .varied, 

all highly learned (principally.  letters and numbers). The following Pro r 

 cedure was employed: equiprobable stimuli wers - presented singly, in ran- . 

dom order, at the back•of a box with a Single:window. 'Subjects•held 

their hands on a palm key until they had identified:the stimulus, than 

 lifted their hand to press the apPropriate response kéy. In this manner 

it was.posaible to discriminate between "recognition timewand.''MoveméPt .  

time". Ensembles  of nUMerals of up to 1000 Were used (constituting .ap-

proximately 10 bits of information). Hilgendorf's fIndingaShow the effect. 

predicted by Hick l s:équation: CRT = a ,(n.+ 1). They-also ihdicate.that.a 

relativelY large part of  the overall effect is dueto increases'in moveMent' 

time: the  maximum rate Of informationtransmission obtained' With both' : 

 phases considered toàèther is 5.5 bits Per  second, but if we look only , 

at the recognition phase, thiè rate rises to 27 bite.•per second. At no 

. point does anything like an overload effect appear. Other ekperimental 

results, using a siMilar. design,.indiCate that so significant•numbèr of  . 1 

errors occur:,in'theePsemillss'ofleShan 20  bits  Of  information. 

IroM.theae experiMentâ, it may be inferred:that the deterMination • 

of optimal rates of informatioWtransmission for the lumen System depends. 

very strongly on hoW familiar the stimuli are 'for -the'subject,. 

eXtent they are,Overiearned. :  Other research has slioWn thatestiMatésof 

maximum.transmissiOn ratea Seem to vary widely from exPerimént to experiment-

depending on the degree of stimulus-response compatibility-.  In LeonardiS - 

(1959) experiment, subjects rested their.fingera On a set of relaY arma-

tures, and were reqUired to depress any armature wtichVibrated. No•dif 7 

 ferences. in reaction tiMes whatever were foun:Whén the ensemble Was 

•varied to include ti/O.to eight alternatives. 
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In general, it seems clear from these and other findings that 

a) the overload effect is not clearly absOciated with increases in the•

size of ensemble, and'indeed.b) that the determination of channel capaci-

ty has not been achieVed empirically beyond ambiguity. . This iSt.rue even 

though, for reasons  of eXperimental efficiencY, the set of Stimuli used 

have generally been very simple (on-off lights, mciving dots. , single let-- 

•ters and numbers, etc.). 	In ordinary' life We are used •o déaling,with 

more complex  stimuli:  our eye takes in a glance a multitude Of 

Unfortunately for the ekperimenter, there are no . behaviorat_eqUivalences 

suffiCient to.repreèent.directly the exact informational  content of  the - 

• (1)'• - • 

message received., , • 

. 	. . 	 . 
Hence for ."destination" (conceived as behavioral output) to - be 

the same as "receiver" (in the Shannon model), thé experimenter. is res 7 

 tricted tO single stimuli:. 

The communication  channel model has been found Wanting on•other' 

grounds as wel4•Hyman .(1953) fpund.that, when the probabilities  of stimuli 

were not equal, the - equatiOn CRT 	a + bH made a good fit  of the  data only 

if one waà considering the overall mean: when  one  turned to look at  réac- 

The reason is related to the distinction made•bY Jakobson and Halte, . 
1956; JakobSon, 1964). between selection and combination. Jakobson.... 
observes disorders Of aphasia, associated with the successful deco 
ding and encoding of.verbal Informatice, can be grouPed under twO..henct-
ingsk .  - similarity disorders -- which occur.during• the input Of infor 7 . 
mation and .contiguity disorders -- Whith are associated with  diffi- 
culties in combining - elements into the appropriate .output patterns. -  , 
There'are thus . two.typeà of, relationship among stimul i .  which organimme 
must deal with in the .process of.tranSmitting_information. 



tion times to ,individual stimuli, the predictions of information theory 

were very wide  of the mark. In one of his experiments, probabilities ôf 

• stimuli (size  of ensemble 	4) Were set at'13/16, 1/16, 1/16 and 1/16, 

respectively. Mean reaction-time as predicted by the overall regresSion 

line fitted te the reactiontimes of all 24 experimental Conditions (for 

0.99 bits of uncertainty). was 363 msec., and the. obtained time was :361 

msec., a very close fit.  . However, in looking at reaction tiMes tO the 

individual stimai, the predieted times, following an information  theory 

interpretation, Woad have been 258  and 824 msec. fcir„ respectively,:the 

frequently occurring:and infrequently occurring stimuli.  The  observed 

mean reaction tiMes.fôr the most probable stimulus were 306 Msec.; the 

observeclreaCtion times fôr the least probable stimuli  were:585 mSec, 

Neither of these:Ëgures are close to the predicted  figures. 	. 

It woillà be difficult to find.ClUtrightSUpPertfor theuuSe:of 

à communicatien channél'mOdel in. these :findings.- 

A soméWhat - different, if related, question is.thè following: 

are effectà due . to variabilitY in the tiMe of arriVal of Stimuli (i.e. • 

variability in the inter- stimulus - interval, or:ISI) . equivalent to those 

of variability of size of ensemble? (Uncertainty Concerningthe inter-.• 

stimulus interval.does not imply changes in the overall rate of  presents...-. 

tion, so that the twe questions'are distinct). Alegria—and Bertelsen-

(1970) varied.size of - ensemble (2, 4 and 8) and time uncertainty (for-

periods of 0.5 and 5.0 sec.), and found,that,' when amount 'of praetice is. 

equated, effects due to .the two dimensions of uncertainty.were indepen 

dant. Thus, in terms of the equation: .  CRT .-7 ‘ a, + .  bH, tiMe uncertainty . 

Hence time:uncertainty affected the intercept, ensemble size the slope, 



'would .seeM to be associated, with simple reaction timé, and size of  ensem-

ble  with éhoice reactien tiMe. From this resat we might draW the con-

elusion that if.chaànel capacity is limIted, it is limited in different 

ways at different étages interveing between  stimulus présentation and ' 

response. Are there, therefore, different typéà of overload, and if so 

how can they be speCified? It is to this question elich We shall'shortly 

turn. First we must :attempt to summarize  out discussion of the Miller • 

information overlead hypothesis.. 	• 
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The communication•channel mode l .  in perspective 

The  late .fifties,-rOughly the Period...when.G..A. Miller's arti;. 

cles and Broadbent's book appeared, appear now to . be  the highwater mark 

of enthusiasm among psychologists for the infOrmatiOn theory mOdel. There 

was more than a slight tendancy-to state flatly that the human organism', 

could bé described as à communication Channel.. EVen then.thère was•an. 

awareness of the limitations in the applicability of  the communication 

channel model: aisG.4,. Miller (1956) observed'ironicarly: "If is 4n aCt: 

of charity, to call man :a channel at all. Compared to telephOnè or 

vision channels, man is better characterized as a bottleneck". Subsequently, 

there has been'if anything a further backing . off froM extreme-poSitions 

on the subject. 

'What jûdgment shétild we now make? Basically,. a scotaverdièt: 

not proven. WIthimlimits, the communicatiOn'channel, Model' Workà, and. 

its use iS accOrdingly lustified. 

:grounds, it:seems' 	réaSonable juatified• to statea relationhiP - between 

Both on intuitive and'on experimental, 

, stimulus 

•response). 

uncertaintY and reSPOnselatency.Cand Ultimately efficiency of 

. 	Furthermore,.these results are aot .11:mited to:the sOmewhat -- 

artificialconditions.Of the laboratory. :  Richard Meierllas .  observed. 

similar  conditions in'organizations which . .are. subject tcr. - periodiCover-. 

 loading, such as libraries,..stock market exChanges. 'Meier (1962 )'  describes 

the eventual breakdown of information'procesaing'that occurred.in:the - Ame 

rican  Stock  Exchange, in 1959, following:a sudden quadrupling of Otders.'.• 

The  extent to which  conditions of superabundance of available information 

• 
have 	resulting effects.on habitants oÉ thé (increasingly Wirec).city, 



• 
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has been disôusSed recently . by  Milgram (1970). We can hardlY doubt there-

fore that overload occurs and that it has soffiething to do with inférmation-

processing demands on the individual. • • ' 

There•are hémever difficulties: The communication channel model 

is too Crude an instrument té serve as a tool of - inveetigation of -phenomena .  

of 'human informàtioppÉocessing behavior. If interpreted literally it . • 

leads to thé kind of extreme telescoping described  in the last section, with 

an attendan t.  difficultY in deciding how to explain àpparentlY inconsistent 

reSults on the basis of an insufficient number of variables. To'asSigh 

everything between stimulus and response to "channel" . is too mück. -Tô 

dlaSsify responses  as the "destination" of the message  demands téo great. 

a distortion ôf otir ordinary  conception of the réle of bPhavior..to be ea-

sily accepted. âs Craik (1943) long since pointed out, iniman . beings,do 

not ordinarily behaVe as a simple iinear throughput system.likea telephone . ' 

netMork. On the other hand, if the channel mode/ is - Used only  as an ana7 

logy, it leads - only.:to,an empty heuristics. 

In order,to render useftil the central inSight.ôf thé communida 

tion channel theory, namely'that somewhere between input:end, 'outputthere 	: 

are mechanisMs of likited capacity,' we can no longer avoid facing the difficult - , 

question of attempting to specify the various  stages of  information-processing': 

which intervene between the-arriVal of a stimulus and the eXecution of a. . 

response. In addition, we mill attempt to discriminate between twé kinds 	. • 

of limited capacity,: a temporal  limitation- (asSéciated.  with teMpéraluncet:- 

- tainty), and a spatial.liMitation (associatWwith size  of  ensemble). 
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\ 	 . 	. . 	 . 	, . 	. 
.It is to . this problem that we now tùrn. In expending the set of aasumptions. 

with whiéh we have been Working, we - will  no  longer find it necesaary to 

•adhere to:the  fiction  that humans are restrictedto bebaving as simple: - 

 • 'linear  input-output  systems. 	r • 

• Modelling the organism as a multista ,ee adaptü(eie:systeffi „ . 

We have'seen certain limitations in the application of thé corn - . 

munication channel model of the organism which have led Us to reject - it 

as an adequate theoretical basis for our inquirY. Out tasknowheèoMes 

to déVelop an alternative  tool: one which is consistent, if possible 

with the cOnsiderations Outlined in the second•part o“hapter 1.: We'will 

introduce two new,principles: a) the principle of central intermittency  

in the Organisation of behaVior, and b).the principle:of decomposability • 

of reaction-time data. To develop theSe conéem: .Mbre fully we will examine 

_ 
a certain amount'of.,research Material:in greater dètaiL,' rinally we will, 

.,attempt to  pull  together what wé, have found out into a.preliminaty apithe7' .  

sis, with particular emphasiè 'on how the point.of - View developed in this 

chapter can serve as a guide to future research. 

The principle-6f central intetmittency 

In two important articles published in 1947 and 1948,Ya young - 

British psychologist, Kenneth Craik, advanced - ,zie ,vieW  of the otganiam'as an 

intermittent correction sérvo-mechaniam„ in the language of:contemporary 

control theory_ Cràik noted,that, in tracking - taska, as the diffiCulty of 

the task incteased - (i.e.  as the.informatiOn:leadincreased)' stibjects become 
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incapable of tracking variations in the path of the stimulus object in a 

continuous fashion: instead they resorted to behavior which consisU; 

of a sequence of individually discrete, or discontinuous, adjustments to 

the moving stimulus. Each discrete correction requires about .5 seconds 

to complete. Hence, Craik reasoned, it cannot Wtorrect to compare the 

nervous system to ayaat telephone seIxhboard, which  continues  to receive - 

input at increasing rates and to increase  output  continuously  until the 

system jams. In Craik's model, the organism behaVes.rather,more like a 

computer, accepting inputs, making transformations (both logical and tom-

piltatiofialinvolving both immediately available:and storàdinformation), 

and producing outputs . The output of the human organism in turn requires- 
. 

some  monitoring  time$ during which feedbackis reqUired:todeterffiine that  

the desired response has,been correctly executed. Craik auàgésted that 

decision time required .3  seconds, monitoring (or executitn)t1.me.2 seconds - 

together actotinting for the total' .5 second_response : time* During moni-,. 

Wring the organism IS  not immediately . resporisive to  new inforaation 

signals arrivingAnring .  that petiod e thuà givinà riae . t6 the notion:of a•

psYchologital refractory period; analagous to.the refrattory period of',. 

the neuron..  

The concept of a psychological refractory period had been ad- 	' 

vancèd tarlier by Telford (1931), following the, analogy  of. neuronal  re'7. 

fractorinees, and the concept was giVen further CurrentY by some . of Craik's 

colleagues in England. • The  present consensus amông psychdlogists is that 

the term is a misâtmer, and ought to be replaced by'.the'more useful.concept 

of intermittency (Bertelson, -1968; SMith e . .1969Y, since it  is  clear ,that 

or 
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unlike the neuron e  .the organism ie  capable of accepting nWinformation 	. 

during the "refractory" period. • For example, Vince (1949), ùsing à design 

which required subjects to respond to.  dots On a.rolling white paper tapé-

by tapping a tele'graph key, found.that  omission and  errors 'occurred wheri 

the nekt input màrker had arrived before'the previouà response Was completed.. 

However, subjects were  able tomaintain a high level of correct respOnses 

even under  conditions of slight Overlap. MackWorth and MackWorth (1956):. 

similarly found Évidence to indicate that omiasions - and'errOrs:Weré corre» - 

 lated highly with amount of overlap: However, in their experiment the 

task was rather complex, requiring an identification of six items on eaCh 

of two cards, and-an item by item matching of each of the pairs of items, • 

Webster and Thompson (1953, 1954) also found- that the amount:Of overlap.. — 

was related to the efficiency of  transmission, but çoncluded . .that the ef- - - 

fect depended on theiamount of information associated . with each marker: 	. 

where markers carried little information the effeeta'Of-Overlap.werelees-' 

serious.-.Broadbent - (1958 ) concluded,that two messages . cculd beidealt:, 	: 

with simultaneously if they conveyed little ififOrmation...•  

'The principle of central intermittency.is consistent 

implies, ahierarchical  organisation of-behaviori einCe one,activity is 

to be terminated before another is undertaken, we must infer : a:master pro-

gram responsable for the  sequencing of activities. 	. 

It is alsO consistent with - the decomposing of response-formation . 

processes into functionally distinct subProsesses g, to Which we now turn. 
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The  principle,  of 	osabilit 

A second assumption made by .Craik e  widely shared'by other re-

searchers in the field, is that the total reaction process Is an amalgam. 

of stages intervening between input and - response, ans4 more importantly, 

that total reaction time is decomposable into its several individually • 

(I) 
separable components. • 

The, assuMption of decomposability - dates back.t6 the work  of  

a Dutch psychologisti Donders, in the nineteenth century. Dondérs reasoned 

that choice reaction time is Made up of two components  a) .a Simple reaction 

time, and b) choice time. 	He  argued from this assumption that it should. 

be possible *  experimentally, to isolate the effects due to.each'phase of 

"the total choice reaction. (The,equation cited above CRT.= a bHt , exem-

plifies hetheMatiCally the.Donders assumption: the interoept a is inter-

preted as a simple reactiOn time parameter, the slope b . as'il choice' tiMe . 

parameter). The.difference, Dondàrs .reasoned further, betWeen  a c- reaction 

and a b-reaction.(çhdicé reaCtion)ia due to the.additionaltime required, 

in the latter for response. sélection. - The-difference between an a-reaCtion 

(simple reactiOn)and  a c rreaction is explainable  as. an  effect .  dueto  the - 

necessity for stimulus recognition in the - latter case. 	• 

Donders thUs pbSit8 three  distinct phases of reaction: .  recOgnition,.. 

Choice and simple reaction.' He assumes,them tO be additive: that:is, he 

(4 Stated with'gréat clarity - by Sternberg (19 69) :See also Smith (*1968 

(4 	See p. 11-4 above... 



assumes that one phase  is terminated before the next begins'. From this. 

assumption, it follows that experimental means can'be found to iscilate 

• the time required to complete each phaSe in turn, and henCe to*identify 

with greater specificity the effect of various .types of environmental va.'- 

*riabilitY. Thisis-the gel-tarsi:procedure which -wainten'eto fôllow. 

The current tendency is to identify 4 stages which intervene-

between stimulus praSentation àhd response .exeCution: 	• 

a) stimulus pte-processing:  ram sensory data is organized to. • 

produce* a preliminary  impression of the stimulus  object; 	: 

*b)  stimulus identification; the stimulus is131aCed in an avai 

labia category through - the application of - preexisting 	“- 

. 	representations held in memoryk - 

c)'response selection:  on the beàis of the  available  informa-

tion a response is Chosen(utilizingi,ogiCal and cOmputatià-

nal .6Peratioàs);- 

responSe execùèiOn; . thà response- iS ef.fecte4 and immediate': 

 feed.baCk.monitO:44.. 

The Lotion of stages is illustrated in the following diagram: 
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vision into stages of information flow within the individiaal, and of cen- 

tral intermittencY. The latter notion imPliesthat - while the organism 

is preoccupied with one phase, for examee the execution of an action,' • 

his capacity to perform another:phase is reduced. He has  what we would - . 

call a limited attention  to:give to any phase of. the activity cycle . at 

(1) • 
àny givba instant.- "Where is the channellimited "9 it -has I2een:askedY 

(1.) Moray (19 6 7) . 



be recalled by subjects ;  had been.processed in.the point of assigning . a. 

. 	 . 	. 
(1) .These researeWfindings are reported in greater detail .  beloW: 

• 	 • . 	. 
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The answer, it appears ;  is in the Mechanism of attention. Mutt then Is 

attention? It ci6e's not figure as à stage in the- Model outlined above; 

and we assume it to be a mechanism of a different order: that ,W1-lich re- 

gulates the organization of all the other actiyities. The importance of 

this mechanism hae become increasingly clear. . 

During the 1950's Colin Cherry initiated th“nveStigation'et' 

a phenomenon which he termed the'bocktail party effect",.• fle aSked how, 

in the midst of a noiey room With many competing  conversations audible 

to the listenerf  thelisténér is able tieléct out one  -source from thè 

others and disregard all other irrelevant  speech  which Is available,' 

Cherry's investigations were pursubdfiether by  Donald BrOadbcént - (1958) ;  

who rejected the hypothesis of the operation of peripheral, processes in 

favor of an•explanation based on a central eeleCtOr ImechanisM, WhIch . i.Cted . as 

a filter to reduce:the "lead" on higher-level cerebtàl'eetiponente bY uti- • • 

lizing largely, physical çues.(directionality'of .soUnd,:timbe.of 

etc.) to screen-out Irrelevant Material ;  

Broadbent's asSumption that . physical 'elms al.ône - wete the opera- . 

 .tive factor was shoWn in turn.to be inadequate by TreisMan (19e),.who 

demonstrated that the meaning of signal also sérVedaSi. an.  important selective 

(0 

If, hOwevér ;  eVen'rejected. information,  Which could not subséqUently 
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semantic interpretation, then a good deal of central processing capacity 

must have been already used in the opération of the  filtering mechanism 

itself. 

• 	It . has recently been proposed (eg., Norman 19 69) that  the - •

. selection proceas is ConstruètesoMewhat as follows: 
Phisical signal's 

%- 	Incoming sensory material is analyàed and - exéitesa representa- • 

tion in a buffer abbrage system, or transient memory. Conctirrently, the 

analysis of previous - signals ls going On t. and this information also excites 

.a representatiOn in the transitiltmemorys - ,Thia analysis of . previbus signala 

establishes for the individual a scale of pertinence,  since it,makee it 

likely that out of the available information, what is seleèted is telated 

to what has gone before. In this  respect,  expectations baseclonprior 

experience, on lingUistic models etc.'maY in turn influence the:determination : : 



. of overlap of signals is not incompatible With responsiveness to: the _total 

.available stimulus information: 
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of what is pertinent. Through the interaction'of new.sèhsory material 

and analysis of previous.signals, the strongest representations in transient 

memory are selected out for attention and in.turn are fed into the analytic 

process, to affect, inturn subsequent selection processes. 

A mechanism of this kind, supplemented by adequate, Memory ca-• 

•pacity, is sufficient.to provide a dynamic for the-multistage model , px-o- . 

posed earlier.  Suppose for example the individual t9 be occupied by thé 

. effectdatiOn --_ Of à response: - Responses usually consist ofstep-by-step:: -• 

'execution 9f instructions to individualeffectors and the . mnitoring•of • ' 

-immediate feedbasék..' Information-which is now pertinentconsists of . feed-

back cuesand - other information tends to be disregardèd'Until'thatpart- • 

• 

 

of the program•ia coMpleted.' - Attention then shifts back to the-recogni'. 

tion of inceming information, and subseqUently to Choicè.ogresponse, Until- 

the cycleis complete.:Because of the bufferstorage System, a certain degree 

. The'operation.of - the'buffer storage 

. The presence of a very short term - buffer storage Capability 	- 

is stronglysuggeated by experiments 9f Sperling (1960), Averbach- & doriell 

(1961), and  other's. Their experiMéntal evidence seems to bè best:explained 

by a theory of- - what Neisser'(1967) terms tranLut. iconic storage.. When 

a visual  stimulus  is:presented to à subject, the sensation of the stimulus 

may outlive.the presentation : of the stimulus.  :This is explained by . the well-

known psychiologicaf - finding that each•Sensoty -modality is associated with 
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a projection area in the brain. The, concept of an iconic memOry  supposes 

 that "the persistence of visual impressions- makes them briefly:availabie 

for processing even after the stimaus has - terminated" (Neissér, 196 7). 

The experimental method employed invaves the use of tachistos- 
. 

copic display of Stimulus material. The prinCiple of tachttoscopic expe 

rimentà is that thé subject ia shown extremely brief presentations of ma- 
1 

terial, which is then re-presented in successive exposures of gradually 

increasing duration. Sperling (1960) used rectangular arrays of letters 

such as the folloWing: 

•which Weradisplayed for periods of 30 millisecondà, too brief  for the 

aye to - respond. actiVely by çhanges,of . fixation. In general, subjects were 

not able to read  more  than 4'or.51.etters (consistent with Miller's notion of • 

a "span of attention" or "span of apprehension"). -  Sperling then instructed 

subjects to read only a . single roW• of the display. Subjects were cued 

bÿ a different tone fer each row, -  sounded after...the tachistoscopic Preeen-

tation. The -  result,Was - near perfect accuracy for the selected row'.• Aver - 

baCh and Corielt -  (1961) showed similar restats,.substituting a single 

letter for a row, and :a vistial pointer rather than a tone, 	- 

Trom these results, it can be concluded that a visual input 

•Can be stored brieflY,:that it decays rapidly,lut that While still present 
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in memory, information can be read from it. SùbjectS reported that the 

letters were visùally present and legible,: even though the stimulus had 

not any longer been present for 150 milliseCOnds. -.. 

A similar mechanism associated with auditory input has leen 

posited by Neisser,:sho terms this auditory storage "echoic memory". 

The  operation of the selector:' 

In considering' mechanisms of information reduction, it Wwell 

to bear in mind that the total'of  all  information  provided by the.senso-. 

rium of the human . organism far exceeds the amount 'Tà.ich can be usefully 

utilised. The retina'Of the eye alone contains in the  order Of one hun- 
• • . 	. 

dred million cells, and the optic channel to the brain carries about one 

.•hundred thousand. nerve fibers. It has been éstimatedthat the ear is able 

to transmit 8; 000 bits per  second, the eye Perhaps - 3.4-millicin  bits per  se, • 

.cond (Jacobson, 1950, 1951). The effective difference: hetween'the inforr' 

mation provided to - the braini and the •amOuntlit is able'tO use iS coàsi-

derable. 

It has been suggested.that informatien réduction occurs in se7 

veral.stages; here we consider two: a) those *associated with.primary' • 

sensory analyzers, and bYthosé associated with the retrievalof :informa-

tion frOm buffer storage. ' • 

a) Primary sensory analyzers  

To understand the limits on selection of input, we must first 

establish the capacity of the organism to discriminate differences. 
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Humans are very gbod at relative discrimination, which simply implies a 

comparison along a dimension or dimensions (essentially more or.less of 

some attribute(s); many tasks however require absolute discrimination, 

or judgment in the absence of any external reference. George A. Miller 

(1956), in a famduà article "The Magie  Number Sever,l e  Plus or Minus Two: 

Seme limits on'our Capacity for Processing  Information",  made 

an extensive:review of the literature on this subject, comparing the ex-

perimental results °Cross sensory modalities, and arrived. at:a principle 

of .the sOan of abselute judgment,  which say that "there is a clear-and 

definite limit to . thélaccuracy with which . we Can identify'absolutely . the 

: Magnitude of a unidimensional stimulus variable". (Miller, G.A.; 1956). 

The subject'S ability to discriminate in.absolute terms has - been evaluated 

by Miller in terma of information  theory, and he'has eatiMated approxiMate 

maxima of 2.5 bits in thejudgMent of tones (Pollack, 1.952; . .PollaCk, 1953 ), 

2.3 bits for judgment loudriess  (Garner, 1953), 1.9 fOriudgments of the 

concentration of aaltsolutions:(Beebe-Center, Rogers, and 0Coinàll, 1955) . , . 	_ 

3.25 bits for judgment's of vistal position (Hake and Garner, 1951),  The 

 limits  are in all . cases apProximate: subjacts begin to make occasional 

errors as the number of discriminations required reaches three or four, 

and increases steadily as the number of discriminations also increases. 

Such upper limité of discrimination do ncit depend on.the range Chosen: 

Pollack discovered that . the same subject who could accurately discrimiriate 

5 high-pitched tones, presented in onaseries t.  and 5 .low-pitched tones . 
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in a second series, could still only distinguish .5  tories  When thé ensem- 

(1) 
ble included both high-and-lowpitched tones. 

The importanée of the perceptual Constraints imposed , by the  span 

of absolute'judgment may be better àvaluated When.plàced in thé context 

of the complete perceptual system. .First, they apPly only to tasks which 

require absolute  judgments; where the problem is one of relative  judgment, 

the same limits do lie hold. Secondly, the results reportedsby G.A.. Mlller 

refer only to. unidimensional judgments; most sense organs  are  capable of. , 

simultaneous discriminations along more than one dimension simultaneously - 

(leading Miller to  propose a second.principle of the span of perceptual  

dimensionality)...  ExPeriments which utilize a two dimensional  variation 

in  stimuli have'demonstrated increases in information transmitted varying 

from 2.3 bits for saltiness' and sweetness combined (Beebe-Center; Rogers. 

and O'Connell, 1955).to 4.4 bits for dots in a square (Klemmèr & Frick, , 

1953). The addition of further variables increases the judgment capacity, 

but the additional information transmitted is less ' than additive04:' 

b.) .  Selection bf  information  froni -buffer storage' 

Much of the available sensory stimulation provideby primary„ 

exteroception mechanisms is discarded at a second  stage of processing. 

The internal filtering mechahisms, which are utilized by  the  organism as 

a normal part of his perceptual process, operate_both within.and'between 

(1) A comparison of these results with those mentioned earlier for the single 
cell, where Mountcastle, Davies and Berman .(1957) found that-input inten- - 

 sity is coded in 7 discrete steps for thalamic cells, suggests that the ' 
limits reported by Miller have a physiological basis. A different expla-

nation not yet studied in detail might . see these limits oh .the organism's . 

"resolving power" as a function'of short-term memory . constraints. We 

have not as yet found a discussion of ,this point. • 	• 
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• . sensory modalities; (1)  - 	the effect Of the filtering is a reduced and more 

mànageable picture of the environment, to which the organism can more ca- • 

pably respond. 

- With respect to the two..most important channels (fôr the human), 

the viSual and the auditor, the . processdiffers somewhat.. The visual field 

normally contains a diversity of objeCts, to•which . we attend'only. in part.' 

Everything which is going.on in the field of view . is  not  of  equal impor- 

••tance„ and we become conscious mostly of events which ate_relevant to our : 

activities, so that 'other things in the periphery'do not really ekist • 

•for us. The eyes operate•by.making sequences of •saccadiO 'movements,. Or 	•• 

jumps, from One fixation pointto another, remaining fixated• about 8 5  per 

 cent .  of the tiMe: In this way; if important events occur in' different • 	..• 

parts of the  visual field, they.can be.scanned in a succession of fixations.  

Such sèanning procèsSes 'serve to permit the eye to Selééta point of at-

tention'and to ignore other information; they. also, , incidentally,..  illus- 

trate Well the 1:)inciple of:interWittencyalludeeto:above.. -  

• • The ear'Works'on:another prinéiple from the eye e 'and external 

• scanning is accordingly more difficult. - Spatial relationship betWeen 'events 
• 

in the  audioscope are difficult to deterMine with Precision,' white the • 

perception of temporal relationships càn be rather s easily'affected b3.r overlap - • 

- of messages, irrelevant atmoàpheric  noise  and•the like. 

(1) As contrasted with the "adjustment" processes mentioned.by  J.G. Miller, 
this ouitomary resort.to  omission, filtering and abstraction.seemS 
to form an'essential element of the perceptualsystem.. Even the phe-
nomenon of information overload findà a useful application within 
the perceptual system as a whole: . an example is "critical flicker 

'fusion", where the overloading of some cells permit'certain:specia-
lized kinds of perception,  necessary  for  example to film-viewing. - • 



If two messages arrive at once, and if both are relevant.(to 

be attended to) the resulting'overlap produces a considerable lipas of in- 

formation , (Webster andThompaon, 1954; Poulton, 1956). Broadbent (1954) 	• 

read lists of digits to subjects oVer seOarate channels into each ear. 

Under conditions of overlap, subjects appeared . to be able to deal with- , 

both sources at rather slow rates of presentation, but as the rate of pre.- 

sentation increased; they increasingly showed a tendency to pay attention 	. 

to stimuli reaching only one ear. At certain speeds, he found that although 

.inputs to one ear were dealt with before those to the other ear (Titchener!s 

phenomenon of . "prior:entry"), subjects were able,to retain additional..infor-

Illation in mumory for a -relatively short period.. These results eas noted 

earlier, depended on the amount of inforMation asaociated with each Message 

source: messages which convey little information can be dealt with simu1- 

taneously, while With more information, overlap prôduces correspondingly 

greater decreMents in transmission. 

In general, if soMe information IS to be retained, and some 

discarded,.the ear:Ls better able to select out the wantgd portions of the . 

 message if the sources can be isolated, e'.g.„ by being fed into different 

ears. Hirsh (1950) and Kock (1950) showed that noise has less effect on 

intelligibility if, for examplil, two loud:speakers are employed separated. 

physically, one for the relevant signal, the other for noise. 

Different levels of explanation have been offered for these - 
1 

findings: . it was first proposed that peripheral.sensory masking alone 
• 

was  sufficient to  explain the difficulty of the organism in paying attention 

.to two high-information sources. - Broadbent (1958) rejected this interpre-

tation in favor of a second explanation which supposes a role for meChanisms. 

originating in the central nervous sygtem. His.assumption was based.on an . 

examination of eXpe, • • 
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rimental evidence concerning the effect of instructions on subsequent 
, 

performance. When  the suject is asked two questions simultaneotisly, if 

the experimenter announceè which voice is to be .answered,  thé silbjeet is . 

generally able to respond as instructed. . • In the absence ofssuch instrUd-

tions e •or if the instruction is issued.after presentatidn  of the stiMuluà, 

the performance of the subject Shows serious deterioration. Such results 

do not : support a theéry of peripheral sensory masking; .they do Ilene/ever 

support the model presented above. 

3roadbent's supposition that the . selection process -  consisted. 

of a éhoice of "channel", using largely physical cues, was in turn shown 	• 

.be inadeqUate by Treisman (1964) e  who found.that between Messages read - 

bY the  saine persod.in theSame languagè; selection was based  on  transitional 

probabilities betWeen wordse although there was:considerable.interference , • 

from  one  passage to the other. In this case its  apparent  that uselectien" 

is delayed until the moment of . readout from bùffer'Storage. It does riot 

depend,. for examPle, on whiCh earreceives the message (Grey and Wedderbug419); 

.hence it W111 not do to identifY . nchannel" with a particulat Organof re: - 	: 

ception. 	 • 	• 

In order to investigate the Broadbenttheory of altérnatiUg 

attention between channels, Moray and Jordan (1966)investigated.a highly 

• compatible two-channel .task. They provided subjects with . a meanà Of pa- . 

rallel output matehed to parallel inputs, siMuLtaneously,presented to the 

•two ears of the subject.:'They found that this,procedtirelUcreased quite 

considerably the overall "channel.eapacity"  of the organism (from i Pair 

- every 11/2 seconds to 2 Pairs  per 'second). The exPlanation given for these 

difforences'notes that the earlier experiments require parallel to serial, 

'conversion of data , . and hence allow for the  intervention of . memory cons-

taints. 
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The .findingereperted have apPlied Only to information-reductiOn 

processes within single sensory modalities; there are-further ! losses be-

tween Multiple sensory iiIputS. In general e , it,lippears to,be> possible to 

carry out simultaneously two redundant tasks . involving more than one sen-• 

sory medality: Many ,  people find it possible to drive a car and àt the same 

time engage in aniffiated discussion. This capabilitY-is in turn limited - 

by the information-processing requirements of the separate tasks involvedi 

However, when subjects are required to perferm Simultaneously visuàl  and . 

auditory scanning tasks e. and if difficult material is presented to one • 

channel and easy material to the other, the .easy material ià disregarded 

(Harris, 1950). When there is overlap involving symbolic ! material, pre-

sented rapidly, then  one  sensory input is disréàarded completely (Mowbray, 

1954)'. The presence of noise intensifie s.  these effectà (Broadbent,1953) 

Where  'the' inputs arriving via different sensery channels,are 

non-competing, there is some evidence that they interact .(Bernstein e  • ' 

1970). The effectse howeVere although frequently are not necessarily  addi-

tive;  it appears that where there is:ambiguity.in the interpretation of'a 

stimulus received On one channel', the information provided -by anether Sense 
' 	• 	(1) • 	• 

is used as a means of verification . Thus there is a tendency for 'obser-

vers to Interpret the diectionality of sounds by meanS  of" an  apparently 

related Visual event .(Thomas e  1941). When interprétatiensclash, it'is , 

the visual information which'is given:priority.' 	• ! 	• 

(1) .Birdwhistell (1970) has proposed that our  use  Of  non-verbal cues has 
a similar. funCtion in cOmmunication.. 



A 'general:result in the experiments,discussed here is that where 

there is competition among signels, in the sense that alternative stimuli 

are present to,be:attended to thèn the orgahism shows a. tendency to sup-: 

press one source in the intérest of.éoleutinued Successful reception  of ano ' 

ther source. 
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Pro-attentive ,  processes: some  conclusions 

We have been led to the conclusion that the act of perception 

includes a process of "read-out" from the available ensemble of sensory stimuli, 

or a re-codification of input into another form which can be stored more easily. 

The translation or recoding must often imply going from a visual to a verbal 

medium. Neisser argues from this that "perèeption is not a passive taking-in 

of stimuli, but an active process of synthesizing or constructing a visual 

figure. Such a complex constructive act must take a certain amount of time" 

(Neisser, 1967).: Such "analysis-bysynthesis" requires a concept of organizatiod - 

of activity Èased on what has been termed a contiguity relationship: a capacity , 

to combine acts in sequence.
(1) 

Hence, included in the act of perception, is a 

*performance which follow's the type of organization we usually associate with 

motor actiyity. Perception includes an activity in Which  successive steps - occur, 

and as Neisser notes, such an activity requires time to perform. 

Wbithin the analysia-by-synthesis model of perCeption4 the_role 

of attention is critical -. Attentioh.determines what:région of the Sensory 

' (2) 
'field is to tead out, or.re-coded. 	The processes of focal attention canno4 

operate on the whole field simultaneously..'Such proCesses preauppose some 

degree of priot "setting": they Can come.into play after preliminary operations,. 

have already segregated  the figurai  units involved (Neisset, 1967). Neiàser 

terms such preliminary operations "preattentivè processes"; They "prodhce the : 

.ôbjects which later.meChanisms ate.,to flesh out and interpret". -.They are in eaSence crude i 

• •.(1) See note p. 11.38 above. 

(2) "A 'pereeptual set' operates by affecting what the sub3ectdoes during the 
brief period of.iconic storage. This does not mean, however, that the set.  
affects only "respOnse"  and  not 'perception''... There are no inatantaneous 
perceptions, no unmediated glances into reality.. The only way to use the 
term .'perceptionl - senaibly is in relation to the'extended . ptocessea that - 

can go as long aa the icon continues"...(Neisser,.1967) . 
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approximative images of the world, often aS much determihed by prior ex- 

pectations as by the nature of the stimulus itself. 

A point to note is. that, in addition. to providing.the raw ma-

terial for r  more -refined  perceptions - of the external world, these crude, . 

half-processsd images also serve to set in motion response tendencies which - 

in the model preéenteeabove would seem to  be reilched - only after interme-

diate phases of, reccignition and choice of response  had  been - passed. 14 

	

is somewhat like ,the batter Who-begins his - sWing as soon as the ball is.. 	, 

	

.thrown $ -Iefore helms any idea if it is likely,to be a strikeor a.ball; 	. 

Dixon (1972) has argued recently on the basic:of findings from 

experiments in subliminal perception that "at:ansarly .preConscious stage 

in cerebral•processifig, incoming information actually.makes contact with 

memory sytitems, thereby.activating concePtual associates to the•applied 

stimulus": The evidence for this coùclusion is-often intriguingt- Dixon' 

for example quotes the case of one subject . ..who eessecraVelparetso" when 

presented with a sub-threshold reprèsentatién  of the Word . "LINE".. -  Later, 

in another test hè gave the  word "Line" as a first association té. "Valpa-

raiso". 	The reasciù .,• it -  emerged,. was because he had once-véyaged.on 

liner called ValParaiso. 	- 	 . 	 • 

Other evidence indicates that • material-presented subliminally 

is capable of producing subsequent effects on dream imagery, and thus, 

while not perceived Consciouly, seems to be held inÉtérage•for a -consi-' 

derable'time. 

. 	. 

• 	A more relevant finding ,  is that Ccinscious  recognition of a signal 

is found to depend . on its emotional significance to the individual.. Dix-on 
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concludes that information can be received,.classified and even responded 

to without ever,becoming conscious: "All in all,, these data suggest that . 

at some preconscious stage of the perceptual process the brain detects 

the meaning of the incOming stimulus . and so initiates an appropriate change 

in its- level of sensitivity for their conscious representation". This 

assumption is  consistent  with the idea that a first response is initiated, 

and then modified by the control system, when the full meaning  ha  s been 

. extracted. The - only physiological requirement this makes is that the . 

"regulator" channel should conchict faster than the "information" channel 

This capability for rapid response based on early alerting is 

important where rapid responses are required.. Fehrer and Raab (1962) .•

measured latency of response to stimulus alone and stimulus followed by . 

mask (where only . an  impression of movement was . possible) and found no dif-• 

ference. Fehrer andBiederman (1962), Schiller and Smith (1966) obtained, 

similar results. This finding illustrates the point that while, at one 

levél, theprocess Of read- out; terreCodîng is still underway, the organism. 

has already begun his response on the basis of à first 'signal that an:event 
• 

has occurred4 "The miechanisms which register-this onset are different, 

simpler, and fasterthei those whiéh identlfy the letters" (NeiSser, 1967) . . 

This theory serves,to explain two.phenomena: (a) the asSociatiOn':. 

	

. of error with ix:Creasing rates of signal - presentation,  an (b)  KOrnblum's 	• 

	

(1967, 1968,  1969) finding that reaction times in sèquences of . èquiproba- 	• 

ble . stimuli are eignificantly faster for repetitions than . lor non-repetitions. 
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In the first instance, error is naturally associated with increasing reliance 

(i) on crude pre-attentive processes. 	In the second case, the "setting" of attention 

should be expected to follow the previous behavior, in the absence of other clues. 

The distinction between pre- attentive  processes and secondary 

recoding suggests in.  turn a reason for the relationship between• information 

presented and latency of response. The concept of.information is equivalent, 

to that of variety, and.is  associated With the idea of "surprisingfiess" -. The 

image formed from  the  operation of pre-attentive proceàses isapproximative arid 

indistinct: it permits:the organism to begin ah (approximative) response while 

more refined verification procedures can be.accomplished (and the response adjusted 

accordingly in the light of fuller information). The less  informative the stimulus, 

it should - follow,,the more likely the image due to Pre-attentive processes'is te , 

be accurate, and the more cursory can be the verification , process. ThE more 	. . 

informative  the stimulus however, the greater the extent.of Verification required, 

and the slower .the response. 

(1) But, as arguecUearlièr e ' it iS precisely.output aCtivities which àrè. 
most affected by the rate Of  présentation of  Markers; :independent Of 
the rate of information  transmission. - 

The rate of presentation of markers has two possible . effects: .  (a) Since 
increases in rate of presentation necessarily must eventually reduce .  
the duration of the stimulus, there must come a point Where the . brevity 
of display itself causes non-recognition. Màckworth (1963) showed that 
for values of• less than 50 milliseconds, recognition declines sharply. 
(h) Increases in the rate of presentation  of  markers result . in  increased • 
"crowding" of àignals into a given temporal period. In this case, we 
should expect to find increasing confusion of one stimulus with the next,: 
or "masking". There'Must in a word be a:limit to the temporal resolving .  
power of the viSual system. • 

A great number of'expériments indicate the correctness"of, this asSumeion 
an interesting result:associated with the theory ef an iconic memory , 

in. the phenomenon ofbackward  masking, in which a stimulus presented 
later masks . or  obscures an earlier one, which is still present  as an . 
icon (Sperling, 1960;:Exiksen & Lappin, 19641 . Erikaen and Collins, '1964). • 

• 
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The  identification  of stimuli  

In explaining the direct relatonship between stimulus entroPy 

and reaction time, most theorists have focussed on the stage at which iden- 

tification of the stimulus occurs as éne critical determinant.  (Smith, 1968) 

In Bricker's equation, CRT = a + bH,.the'intercept, a, is taken to be equi-

valent to simple reaction time; the slope, b e  represents.processes of signal 

recognition and response selection. In this section the'first of these 

• phases is considered. 

It is .generally agreed:that stimulus recognition  is aècomplished 1 

. when a representation of thé incoming stimulus has been compared with pre-

existing representations stored in memory (to Which names are mapped) and 

a match has been found, We can distinguish two .major questions cencerning 

the process, both of .  which have excited.a good deal .of interest. and . cow- 

troversyi a) .first what is the nature of the "fitting"operation between. 

new stimulus and:memérial.representations;  and  4)1 . seçondly, what:is . the . 

 nature of•the.search proceSs arnong available'memorial representàtions? 

Fitting the stimulus to the ,  memorial representation 

Two  major theories of how the matching proceSs.takes  place 

can be discerned: a) "template". theories, and  b). "feature-testing" . 

theoriee. Template theories assume that stimulus inforuition is presented- 

. in a central display area, where a generalied image, or  template,- of the - 

•concept concerned ia . then compared, and, depending on thé clésenese of, 

the fit, an identification is made, or rejected. If positive, thé stimu-

lus  has been "recé.gnized". Fer example, if the stimulus : to be recognized 

is a letter of thé alphabet, the actual stimulus, say an:"A",. 

on for fit with the templates of eaeh letter in turn.; Since the'raw 

stimulus•information . .may be quite "noisy", in that there iS la good deal 
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of variability.in  the form in which characters are presented, it is assumed 

that a certain amount of "cleaning ure of the image May intervene between 

stimulus presentation and identification. 	: 

Feature-testing models assume a more active transformation  Of 

stimulus materials'. essentially.  a mapping'inte the-s -effiantit'spadoUthe.là-

dividual. Identification  consists of the àpplication'of a series of tests, 

.utilizing as many  dimensions as necesiary: "Is it red?" -  "Is it square?" 

"Does it move?" etc.' Recognition occurs when the number of tests giving . 

• positive results . is  great enough to exceed Some critical 

	

Nèieher explanation is fully satisfactory, but acceptance  of 	- 

the featnre-testing medel, iri . sbine modified.forms, has been gaining, prin-

cipally because of two factors: a) evidence,that the neural analyzing 

.'mechanisms of the huMan do, appear to operate 	on a featureeXtracting . 

. 	. 
principle, and b).attempts to develop artificial character -  '-recognition 

systems based on teMplate fittinàahiéla havesUltrroVsakticislarly feasiblei 

The memory search - process 

Hick (1952):outlined  four' possible  search. prOcedures:: 

1. RenlicatiOn With simultaneous trial  

When a sufficient representation of the stimulus has been formed, 

it is then to be compared with, - or . matched against, pre-established memorial, 

representations.' .Suppose the compariSon trials are conducted simultaneously, 

suppose each trial.to  take an equal time, then comparison time does not . 

depend on the size of the stimulus ensemble, contrary to the obtained re- 

sults. 



• 	• 

However, we could  explain effects due to ensemble size as an 

effect due to the time taken to produce replicas of the original repre-

sentation. There are three processes by which replicas.could be produced: 

a) simultaneously,  in which case replication time would be in-
(1) 

• dépendant of ensemble size,'contrary to findings; 

b) serially,  in which case replication time would be:a linner 

• function of enseMblé . size andf 

c) geometrically,  i.e., by successive expansions or "doublings" 

of the original representation, Which produces a logarithmic function of 

• • ensemble size. 	• 

• .• 2. Random searching  

On this théory, no replication is reqàired, sinCé each memorial 

representation is compared singly. -There are no Simultaneous trials. 

The memorial repreSentations are Chosen One at a time and in random - order, , 

and having been tried are rèplaced, so:that eaCh.MaY, in - principle, be 	- 

tried more than once.; On this assumption, the average' number'of trials 

before the stimulus Is-identifiedis equal to the size'of.the  ensemble, 	. 

not a logarithmic function of  it. . However e  the expecteçivariance predicted 

frOm this theory ia:greater than experimentallY obtainecUresults would justife. 

(1) With simultaneous replication, we can produce a satisfaCtory résult 
. by dropping the assumption that all comparison trials take.  equal 

time. If we  assume  that comparison times are distributed around a 
mean and if we.éssuMe aCertain_kind_of distribution (the exponential), 
we canobtain an appropriee'theoretical basis . forthe abteined result's 

• (Rapaport,  l95. 	 . 
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3. Systematic searching  

This process is Similar to the previous except that the enseM 	: 

ble Oftemplates is scanned sYstematically ..(either in a randoM or a given 

• order)without replacement. AssuMing a stop rule average nuMber of trials 

required to find a stimulus  -template match . is a linear, rather than a 

logarithmic, funètions of the  ensemble, S + 1/2 .. •Assuming.no . stop rule reaction time 

• is a linear function of size of ensemble. 

PrOgresSive or  serial classification  

. In Hickl&fourth category, the notion Of  'template' matching is 

abandoned in favor Of a procedure  of classification  by feàtùres.. In this 

view, identification consists of the application of4 . serieS . of dichotomous . 

tests: Red? (Yes, No) Squate?.(Yes,elo) etc., similar in kind to  the 

 parlour gaMe of.1 Twenty Questions", the answers to which narrow down pos- 

sibilities until.reCognition is attained. This procssà will produce,-givén..- 

the appropriate set of tests and a reasonably unskeWed.distribution of. 

probabilitieS, a logarithmic'relationship between recognition> time and 	• 

size of ensemble . .(Hick, 1952):.. • . 

' None Of the theories propoSed by Hiék.  have proVed to be entirely 

satisfactory. In the original Bricker formulation, CRT = -a + bH,  the 	• 

tercept a, as we have seen, has usually been taken to describe simple reac-

tion time, including elementary.  pre-processing Operations, and the Slope, . 

b e  to refer to secondary recognition and choice processes. None of the 

template-matching processes suggested by Hick will produce this.effect: 	• 

.with simultaneous Comparison trials, .the slope is independent of enSemble 

size, with• serial Scanning, the function'is linear.  If ws shift to an 

explanation based  on  replication times, we are compelled to identify the 

intercept with  the récognition phase and the slope with preprocessing,. which. 
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is an unconvincing interpretation, on other grounds(Smith, 1967). 

The concept of serial classification appears initially more 

promising* for two.reasons: a) because the "Zerging -in -feature testing 

procedure is  capable of  producing the desired lOgarithmic function l 'and 

(b) becauèe recent Physiological evidence Makeelt plausible to believe• 

that the perceptual system is essentially a featuretesting procedure, 

even at primary levels of sensory reception. However at least one expe-

riment.designed tà Provide a direct test Of the hypothizée claasificatiOn' 

process has produçed negatiVe  confirmation.  Leonard (1958) argued . that 

if recognition consisted of - performing a finite'set of (diehOtomous) tests, 

then providing adVance  information about one ofthe tests  should  have' 
. 	. 	. 

a result equivalent to that of reducing the ensemble by half. ,Léonard'S. ' 

Trediction.was not Supported.. 	 • 

The Serial classification model discussed here is, conveniently, 
. 	 . . 	

• • • • • . 	. 	 . 	. 	. 	. ... 	, 
on error-free One, - th the sense that no provision  is made for Classifies- 

tion - decisions made on the basis :91 less than.perfectinfOrmatiOn This - 's 

deficiency can be eaSily remedied by . buildink in same Of the aspects of 

modern (gayesian). atatistiOal decision-making theory. On this view; theAirttri 

Vidualgoes—onCiiilecting  information  Until he haS enoUgh to. Make a reèog 

• hition test by comPairitig it with a memoriarepresentationeresumably à 

list of features. This has the advantagethat.itseems to explain certain - 

well-established-findings, such as: 
. 	. 

a. the speed-accuracy paY-off  severà1 experiments laVe shown 

that subjects working under time pressure Make more errOrs than those, under 

- little pressurethere is a direct trade-,off  in infàrmation transMitted 

between.speed and accUracy; 
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b. the effect of value - the Bayesion model is well equipped 

to explain the tendency of subjects to respond faster to highly valued 

stimuli than to lower-valued,  stimuli, since optimal decisions.in  the Bayesion. 

• sense weight . both probability and value; 

c, the effect of expectation  - experiments-have repeatedly - 

.shown that reacticin tine s are influenced by a - Priori.expeCtatiOns,. which .  - 

figure in Bayesiancomputationi 

• d. effeCts due to decreases in discriminability 	:either 

degradation of the stimulus or greater similarity between stimuli may ré- 	. 

sult in an increase of the number of tests to be performed;- 	. . 

c.,  effects due to practice  - the feature-testing model is com-

patible with an increasing "automatisation" concept equivalent to practice 

effects. 

RecentlY, Stenberg (1971) has argued that anInfOrMation .- ..  

. theoretical view:does not prOVide any realund4ratanding:of Underlying pro-

cesses,- In Some Of.hié'researOh he has attempted to concentrate  on the 

matching fromMeMorY part of the total identification process. 

consists of requiring subjects to memorize lists Of numerals, drawn from 

the set of primary digits, of varying size from 1 to 6. The subjeCt is then 

required to say whether a given stimulus is.drawn from the "target" Set.' 

If it is be gives a positive,if not a:negative, response. The mèasure ob-

tained is the tiMe of reaCtion. 	 • 

From his results Sternberg has concluded that recognition is 

-accomplished by high-speed serial scanning of the target-set (Sternberg, • 

1966). Reaction time, in his experiments, is consistently a linear,  rather 

then a Logarithmic,.function of the size of the target set. 	. 
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- We can eXplain the difference in funCtional relationship betWeen ;• 

size of ensemble and  reaction times in these -experiments, from those feund, • 

earlier in different ways. First, it shàuld be - neted that, regardless 

of the Size of the target Set, the tesponse set consists of only'two pos. 

. sibilities, a positive or a negative. Studies by Ràbbitt  (1959) and  -Pollack ' 

(1963) indicate that CRT incteases with the number of responses,  and  that: . 

the number of stimuli associakeevith. .a given response affects CRT only -  . 

• when the number ofresponses is large (in the vicinity  of six,  for exaMple). • 

A more interesting interpreEation has been preposed - to explain the apparent 

-incompatibility between the obtained linear-and logarithmic. functions 	• 

(1) • 	' - 
by Cavanggh„ whà suggests that the  bey meohanisM .-  is:the• span  of  immediate 	. 

	

.. memory.- • , • 	• 	In the Stetnberg experiments, the.-subject hasto • : 

hold in the shortterm meMory a maximum of six items against whiàh stimuli.' 

are to be compared,. plus two possible responses. This is Stills:feasible 

	

. 	. 	. 

.memory lead. .• In a typical choice .reaction-time akperiment,' however,  the 	• 

subjectmay have•to.  keep in mind different nuMbere of 1tèms.•.1.f. the siZe 

of ensemble is 1.(simple reactiOn), then he has only to'remember the tip-. 	• 

propriate response.: 'if size  of ensemble  is  2,  he has two  stimulus alter- 

natives, and two . responses to bear in mind, still an easy lead. For'an, • 	. 

ensemble of 4, the memery lead has risen to 8, and this:is . the extreMe 

upper limit of the short term.memory capaCitY. 	. 	. 

If the énsemble.S-R ensemble is 8, the .Memory load . is 16, which 

is well above the àapacity  of,  short . term memory, and henàe implies access - 

to long term memory, where search rates are known to be slower than'those 

for imMedia .te memoty (Sternberg, Knoll St . Nast, 1969).. 

nation is still  spéculative, as a line of explanation it lookS proMising: 

(1). Personal communication. 
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. it has the advantage of pinpointihg limitatioheôf "channel" capacity in 

terms of a specific function, memory. 

The reaCtion function obtained by Sternberg, -- since it was linear,.. 

could also be described  as a sum of two terms, an "intercept" a and a "slope"' 

b. 	The intercept, as before,'is-taken to be-a term which includes pre- 

processing, or."éteaning-up, .operatione on the  raw imagel the slope reflects. 

memory search operations. Some reéent investigations have centered on 

the qUestion of hOw much "çleaningup" àccurs before recognition procesees 

are started, in other words how-the eatching occurs. Sternberg (1967) 

- argued ingeniously that if the serialcomparison process occursirelatively 

late, then effects 'due to degradation of the image  would largely be -reflec-

ted in changes of .the • intercept value (éince it is knoWn that overall reac-

tion.  times are lengthened by diminished  stimulus diecriminability); if 

the image arrives,  relatively unprocessed at the point of memory search, 

.then effects due tp degradatiOn should be reflected in an alteration  of  

the slàpe. The reiults àfthiswprk showed in fact that serial . àomparison 

does not take place until the image (or list  of  features) teaches à reia-

:tively high point  of refinemeht, 

Chase and Posner (1965) showed that increasing the similarity 

of stimuli,  and  hence the potential difficulty of determining a definite 

. match, hàd the effect ,  of increasing the.steepness of the elo.Pe, 

step theory of  signal identification would predict. 

as a two- 

What can now be said concerning the overall capacity of the 

organism to identify stimuli, and hence.about potential overload? The.answer 
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is complicated by the fact that, in a character-recognition task for exemple, 

if  a stimulus is presented singly, and if the size of the target  set it 5,- 

response time is about 500 Msec. If-howeVer..the same  stimulus  is presen- 

ted in an array of other characters', all, to be compered with the target 

set simultaneously, average.: response.time per stimulus . is .  reduèed to 100 . 

msec., and even this .figure can be improved with practice,(Nesser, 1963).. 

To explain this Stetpberg and Scarborough (1971) .  have proposed 

. (that serial-compariSon processes can be conducted in parallel.. What limits•

there are on how many such processes can go oneimultaneouely, and  indeed 

the'Whole  question nf  the  identification of complex images - remains a field 

for more research, - 

The stage of response . selection 

. 

 

As Smith (1967) notes, by far the greatest'attention . bas.been. -  

paid  in the exPeriméntal'literature to processes of stimillue:preprocessing 

, and identification. .There : aré ley,/ models available to suggeet.how reéponse-

'selection occurs.' . LuCe.(1959) has pnposed a model which reseembles'the 

serial comparison model of recognition just discuSsed. He suggests that 

the list of available.alternatives is scanned exhaustively until the 

"correct" reeponse isidentified. Falmagne (1965) has attempted to incor-

.poràte in his model the idea of effects of preViously performed actions 

on thepresent stat&. of readiness of the organism... Hiseiodel is thus a 	. 

version of the progressive classification procedure discussed above, with 

response times to.individual stimuli shoWing carryover effeCts from pre-

vious,responses. There is in fact.clear evidence of such "repetitibn" 

effects (Bertelson, 1961, 1963; Landauer, 1964). . 	. 	- 
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The relative neglect of the response - Selection phase is unfor- . 

tunate* There has'existed a persistent suspicion that the emPirical lo-, 

garithmic relationship between :size of stimulus4.eSponse ensemble and time 

of reaction was more am effect of response selection than of any other , 

stage. There are twO main reasons to argue in this way. 'First, à number 

of experiments have shown that Where stimulus-response compatibility iS 

sufficiently higW(as in the case of, the Leonard experiment - discussed on . 

p.1I-37 above), the telationShip disappeais (Fitts and Seegei. , 1953; Fitts 

and Deininger, 1954; Kay, 1955; Conrad, 1962; Alluisi, Strain, and Thur-

moud, 1964). Thé slope of function-relating CRT to , stimulus uncertaintY 

is inversely related . to  thè.degree of compatibility. Since  stimulus recog-

nition.is still required, .i.t appears to be the, stimulus 7 to-responsestagè 

• which is affected.' › 

A second -important source of  evidence concerns:the:effeCts -of 

.-.overlearning. it haS: been known for some time that practice also has the 

effect of. reducing the slope of the.reaction time - size Of ensemble fund-. 

tion, (MowbraY and Rhoades . ,-1959; Davis,,Moyay and Treisman, 1961; NeisSeri o , 

Novack and Lazar,  1963, Egeth and Smith, 1965) *  Again practice, oi.'learning, 

affects,seem to - have more to do With response selectiOn than with stimulus 

identification. 

Choice reaction experiments are one kind of a larger class of 

experimental types, which can be differentiated accordingly to the nature 

of the S-R connection, or the type of .:task. The foil:owing non-exhaustive 

list serves to illustrate: 



b. CRT experiments 

c. Learning tasks 

d. Recognition  tasks 

a. Overlearned tasks 

f: Gambling 'tasks • 

. This  is einaréa'.in need  of more  intensive, stildy.. 

The stage Of-response eXecution 

II - 7à 

e. Concept formation 
taskS 	• 

S . - R-connection "automatic" , 

S •!‘. R cônnection:known, but not yet 
Perhaps "wired'-in" 

1) S - - R connection known in the 
abstract, but - notl'/.et integrated 

ii) S 	connection unknown; 	, 
learned by a conditioning schedule . 
based on a one-one'S- 

S -,R connection unknoWn; principle 
of many-one maPping'to be discovered 
and thén learned.' • 

S -• R connection is unstable (1.,e., 
•based on  .a -principle of_randomié -Ss) 
and hence unlearnable. 	. 

• 

In each - category the cognitive opération invoiVed is different; 

the amount of central-computing time required is - different;-and the-possi- - 

 bility'of an interaction between réaction time-and number' 'of stimuli 

:apparent.  

Earlier à distinction was, made between the principle - of"selection". 

and "contiguity".. : 	. . 	Another way to think of the problem is to 

bear in mind that, regardlesS  of: the information In the original display, 

by the time the reSponse exécution stage iàlreabluethealternàtives have 

narrowed dôwn to one.. The.function of the input phases is thuà.t6,narrow 

the information content of the incoMing meSages down to•zero.. 

Response executiôn,  on the  'other hand, is timeconsuming: . output. 

consists of a concaténation Of . mini-ectivities, organized Serially 
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to  produce a coherent'pattânnof behavior. Each individual sub-actio n . 

may have to be fitted into an organized sequence, in which subsequent . 

elements.of behavior connot be initiated until previous stePs have been 

'completed.. The wholé sequence has to be monitored, which means that part 

of the input system lus to be co-opted for purposes of obtaining feedbàck.' 

Output activities are particularly susceptible to disruptions 

associated with time uncertainty, and with the rate of presentation of 

signals. ' 

Evidence 'of output limits having a physical basis can be 'found 

in an.experiment.by ,Quastler and Wulff (1955) which involved playing.  piano 

. notes . arranged.mn ..a.random pattern.- Here physicaLlimità.i4osed.  by the--  
. 	. 

necessity to move  the  hand in order to strike seem to have)peen an,important 

. factor in rate of information transmission.  Up to about twentylteyâ(roughly_ 

two octaves), considerable gains in channel cae&city Occurred; for a range 

of 65 keys - there were errors even at slow speeds of performance. The.same 

• experimenters found.similar results uSing a typewriter. Up to  about 16 

 keys, subjects* could achieve about the âame speed of output with  compara-

ble  accuracy', but with 32 keys their performance was strikingly *poorer.. 

This  result conforms roughly with the ordinary situation *faced by a prac-

ticed typie, who is accustomed - to using about . twenty symbols with maxi-

mum frequency. 

Nevertheless, Quastler and Wulff noted that their results could 

not have been  due  to either output constraihts done, and indeed theoretical 

interest has consistently centered not on physical Corstraintè but rather 

on the role of centrai processing mechaniSms. Craik (1948), for example, 
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in attempting to explain the intermittent-correction pattern of subjects,- 

speculated that "if...  the  time-lag is caused by.the  building  up Of some 

single 1-computing' process which then discharges down  the  mot- or nerveé, 

We might expect that'new sensory impulses entering ,  the brain -while this 

central computing.process was going on would either diSturb it - or be hin-

dered from disturbing lt by some Iswitchingt systeme : ' Since the early 

experiments of Craik,numerous studies have confirmed the effectof prior 

signals on reaction:times of signals which follow (Bertelsoà, 1960; 

. Davis, 1967; Welford, 1967), and mOst explanations havePOsited a -limited 

,capacity central ,"channeland some sort of quetieirgprocedure. 

Posner - Ànd Keele (1970) distinguiSh between the time required . 

for an operation and the space required within some limited capacity cen-

tral processing system. At one time it was considered (Hick, 1952; 

Fitts, 1954; Broadbent, 1958) that the processing of a signal pre-empted 

channel capacity for a time; more recently it has beCome evident that not 

all operad.ons use up equal amounts of the limited capacity: as a result 

some Operations can be carried on simultaneously without interference. 

"Our . cterent notions suggest that manymental opera-
tions which involve , the-access of external Stimuli 
to lông-term:memory are orderly in terms of their: 
time relations, but that these same mental operation's 
do not seem to require space, that IS, they need not 
interfere with other  mental  operations which'must 
be perfOrmed àt the same time unleSs the two  have 	' 
some speCific incompatibility. Other task components 
require both time and space in the sense that they 
will interfere with virtually any other task .which - 
must  :be Performed simultaneously."'(Poafter & Keele,1970) .  

Encoding processes, for example- , may be time-mehared. In general 
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it is the processes each form the initial stages of a task which require 

little space. The processes which do require space are those performed , 

on the retrieved products of memory search, in other words those occur-

ring late in the tasks. 

In somewhat'similar Vein, Moray (1967). 	has proposed a model 

of the brain*  not as à limited capacity channel, but as a limited capa- - 

city central proCessor "whose organization can pe flexibly altered by in-

ternal self-programming" (p. 45). The total capacity of.the,brain can be 

divided, and alloCated in different ways, according to the task or the ' 

phase of the task . being performed: preprocessing, stimulus categorisation, 

response selection and exeCtition. Parallel processing of certain activi-

ties,may'occur (the plea Of a "slave"  computer)...In addition, Moray argues 

that the functions performed  on the message themselves take up the cape- 

- city of thetransffiission system 

"The beat analogy of which I can think ia the rela-
tion between.  the data storage and program storage 	: 
in a digital computer. If we want to perform A com 
plex function on the data, one which requires Alabo .  
rate programming, then we seem to have à smaller com!:.. 
puter as . fur  as the data is concerned. If you have 
a lot of data,' then you are restricted to relatively 
small programs. What the analogy fails to bring out . 
is that I think there can be a transfer . of hardware, 
as it-were, from the stortAregisters to the arithmetic 
register and vice versa. This is imusualin comptiters, 
but the : flexibility of the.more or less-Iuniversal 
neurones in the brain may allow it". 

If the' model of Moray is valid, then we should think not only . 

of information overload  but also of program overload. We shall réturnto 

this question in thA ext - chapter. - 



• 

We began thià chapter by asking whether the Shannon moderof am 

ideal  communication Sytitemyns a useful tool for explaining human informà-. 

tionnyrocessing behavior. We discovered that the.main utility of the môdel 

has beeà to isolate an interesting functional reIationship:betWeen output . 

and input, where the Main input variable is amount  of stimulus  information, 

and the, main output' variable is the correlation between outputresporisea 	• 

.and signalà receiVed.' The fundtion has the form . of an . inyerted U $  and 

has provided a meantiof. deÈining a'cOndition àalled . "Overload". 

• We discoyered that  •the evidence was too Chancy,:and-the model. 

too crude, to remain - ààtisfied with this.level'Of exPlanation,'-Wethen 	• 

considered a:multi-stage Serial processing Model, and discUSSed problemà 

of Information selectiOn and thé allocation of.attention.'We discoVered._ • 

a',number of things,such as the following: f$rst,,in one senSe information.- - 

overload is-a'univeraid condition, and'henne uninteresting', 	. 

As Simon ( 1968) has nbservéd:."Saturation>with  information Isno 

the world.is constantly drenching us With information throngh eyes and ears,— 

millions of bits per sedond,  • f Which, according•to. the best evidencé e rwe 	- 

can. handle only about 50". •The critical process ià selection and organization.: 

Secondly we accepted provisionnally an "analysis-by-synthesis"• 

model of information reception, in wtichlarocesses of active stimulus - • 

identification and Memory-search constitute main phases. . Wè found that' memory 

•
. 	- 

restrictions are a key factor ln limiting information processing, and probably 

'explain some:of theOriginal . findings on which the information overload'hypo- 

. thesis was based. 	. • 	•• 



Finally, we discriminated letween information reception and pro-

gram organization, and proposed that - much of what -  has been called "infor-

mation overload" is Mere properly "program overlead". Interference with 

the temporal sequencing of activities can produce serious disorganization'. 

• of the organismS.behayior, which juStifiesfunythe term "overload". 

Implications for further research 

•• 	Although.this chapter has been devoted to a review of expérimental

literature, our overall point of view in this book is essentially- cons- 

tructivist.  That is to  say, we are inteiéstedin. .eiécepplicaticiWieikpowIedge 

and in particular in - deSigning effeCtive systems in a future society where.' 

exchanges of information figure.larger in the picture as a whole, and where 

individuals function'increasingly as information  processors. -  Within thiâ 

perspective we may aSk what has been.learned. from'our surveY of literature. 

Essentially, we  have  been working towards a framework for des-

cribing and .  analyzing informatien-processing behavior. By. leoking at-ex, 

perimental theory and research, we have begun to form ideas about what 

questions to ask when - we turn,  to more naturalistic conditions., .We have' 

been alerted to the potential significance of Certain factors. Let . us -

see what some of these are.- In order to do so, we should imagine that • 

we are in the normal.living and Working conditions of an individual who, 

we may have reason tosuspect; is a candidate for information, or . Program. 

 overloacL Hereexe some of the questions we might be led to ask. 	. 

1. How . many communications are received? 



redundant, and hefice:uninformative. 
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We start by making a time'-budget for the individual. Weask 

, 	. 
what messages artiVe t . ,: reCoglitzing that what conetitutes'a "message" (a 

letter? phone call? TV prOgrare) is  already someWhat arbitrary. The arrival.: 

rate of messages is'Sriecifiéd... 

2. 'What èneemble are the messages draWn froiM2 

Now we Start to look at the relative informativeness of•meSsages: 

received. Some individuals may receive numerous messages but on clôser ; 

inspiration it turns out that thPSe whiéh have to bé attended . to'arehighly 

. 3. - How Prédiétable is the arrival of MesSagés?' .  

We saw—that. the inter-stimulus interMal  of messages is in itself 

.an  important source  cf - uncertainty, whose effects me maywant to study. • 

4. What iS-the overlap-of  messages? 
• _ 	. • 

' A point of  *major importance in,the . study of program overload . 

is the extent to whichs.  second  message "interfere" with an'eàrlier mei-

sage. Either  the second message causes an interruption' of the.first, or 

has to be held ih'storage, in whiCh case we ask: 

5. What are the 4iieueine - procedurèS'employed?, 

Particularly if a number of messages arrive  during thé "réfrac+. 

tory" -period'(while he is still occupied), we want to know something.about 

how these neW messages  'are in turn,accessed. ' • 

6. What is the complexity  of the message?  

By this we mean input complexity: how easily can the message 

be apprehended? We also wish to ask: 
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7. How complek  is the'task associated with - the  message.? 

Every task, can be described as a - certain number of operations 

to be performed, taking more or less time, requiring more or less étgani- 

zation,  implying  more or less communication, etc., How Well leàrned  ié  the 

, . task? 	• 

8. What are the memory requirements? 

Messages require the use of stored material, either in the brain, 

of the receiver, or More likely, in files. We want to deàéribe memory 

access, or retrieve.re  procedures. 

• . 9.14hat modalities  of transmission  are employed? -  

More  than likely,  messages are  received  in  Several formgs 

written, spoken, graphic. What are the prevailing modes of reception. 

10. What are the deadlines? - 	• 

Deadlines,unlike inter-message intervals, represent the impo-

sition of exterhal demand factors, which lend urgency to activities. , 

11. What is the value,  or emotional loading,  of messages? 

We saw in the earlier review that time of response is a funtion 

of value. . Can messages be ordered . on this dimensions 

12. How compatible  are responses toslessages? 

• Some messages cari  be reacted to on the spot; others require he 

initiation, ofcomplex responses. 

, 13. Hew are messages selected for attention?  

This question relates to the problem, of agenda setting,.and the 

allocation of conScious attention to problemS4 	. . 



lunch-breaks? 'HOW does the individual  ope?,  

16. What:ate the signs of stress? 

Àlhat:is tha.pathOlogy of oVerload? 

in a Variety of OCCU- 
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14,:. How are unwanted messages filtered  out?. 

The business of filtering ïs similar to the previous process - . 

of selection, but logically distinct: - How much - can be effectively - dele- 

. gated, for exemple?, 	. 

15. What are the adaptation stratégies?  

As message-  load'is increased, do - letters becoMèshorter? or :  

These'queationé  are  only some of the ones . we might want to'aék 

arising out of out Considetation of the literature. Our objective ià 

-develop à set of pr'ofiles of information-processors 

patiOnal •ieldà.. Ftom this set,'problem  areaé will emerge, - leading'èven- - 

 -tually>tà the'désign'of techniques  to reduce  the  6Verload on the individual. ,  

There is àqually a - need to cOntinue,  and  exp4iidi fUndaMentai - 

research. Let us  idéntify . one or two Major areas. :which haVenot yet - been 

fully probed. 

First,we Ueed to knoW a great deal more about hurian meMory.  

No matter how elaborate the filing system,:ordinary memory is  stil the 

. line - of first defense in information overload. We saw earlier that meMory 

isoalso a major  limiting  factor in the reception of information.  In,sPite 

of some very interesting recent work, the underlying prinCiples  of  memOry.. 

mechanisms are still' very imperfectly understood. 
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Secondly, we need much more research on recodinR  procedures. 

The peculiar genius Of the human, and his ultimate weapon of adaptation 

is his ability to reshape, re-interpret, re-conceptualize, find patterns 
1 	- 

in thé flux of events that eventually permit -him to live in environments 

to which he may uot havé seemed initially adapted. Hostilephysical, eh- . 

vironments will require the-same kind  of assiduàus research -and.planning 

that was needed tà develop life systems for Càter space.• 

Thirdly $  wè need to know more about the'organiation of acti-

'-vities: how decisions  are  taken, how programs'are artiCulated,what kind of.  

sequencing and takeout -  procedures apply in 'the human system$ as Contrasted . 

with the computer. The  program model is apPealing.intuitively; What is 

needed is now more, experimental attention. In this respect, we.need 

better.inventory of tasks and acts. We 'lack a languaga for  coding -output 

• behavior ln tèrms'.compatible with  a cybernètic,model. 

. 	, 
Fourthly, We need very Much to investigate how complex stimuli. 

stimuli reported weré.rather simple in charaCter; they said . little 'about 

.the potentalitiei for ttuilti-model reception of messages. 	• 

One could add further :questions. 

at least part of'  the rOad.ahead. 

This is sufficient to indicate 



COMMUN I CAT ION OVERLOAD 

CHAPTER III 



In chapter 2, the empirical basis for two different models 
• 

1110 	of organismic functionning was revieWed -- one a simple fflchannel" model, 
one a "program-execution" model. In this chapter, while some evidence 

of network overload will be considered, the major purpose is to ex. 

tend the program-execution view of an organism and to show hen,/ it leads to 

a method of examining communication in networks. With this step accom-

plished, we will then turn to the question of designing networks which 

minimize communication overload. 

In the first section of this chapter, we re-state some of the 

arguments already developed-in the earlier diecuSaion„  but in à rather 	, 

more formalized way'. This will in turn lead us to a'cOnsideration in 

depth of the prograM model, particularly as popeundedbY-M011#,Okilanter, 

and,  Pribram: Thel implïcationsf this model,' and some,neurological :  

evidence for the model:are examined. • This,is felloWed by a cOnsideration 

of the role ofaymbOlie rePresentationsof reality, which in turn leada 

into a discussion of communication. Two levels of coMmianication,referen-

tie l and'relational, are specified,  and the implications'in:terms of pro-

gram load considerad.. Finally models of netwOrk design are COnsidered, 

and the whole probleMof.overload re-statelin terms of the model developed. 

,\ 
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• Limitations of the Cbncept of Transfer Function 

Much of the literature of information overload has beén couched,: 

as we have seen, in terms of a model of the individual as à communication 

channel, which in input .  exhibits the irritability common t6-all  living  - 

forms, but is otherwise the passive tranàmitting instrument of informati 

carrying events which:impinge frOm the external environment. Its output 

reflects in appropriately transforffied manneronly these input events. 	: 

Information overload in this perspective.is  uniquely a conseeence of 
' 

features of the stiMulating propertieS of the environment: Aben 

'overloaded, the organism adoPts a strategy of defense ., shutting:off the 

information stream at its source, leaking it, filtering it, and so : on.-  

The "strategies" are Merely defense Mechanisms and in no way affect the. -. 

essential. concept  of  the Organism as a:pipeilne Or'cbannel between 4 given 

• input stimulus and An output response, but a pipeline Which carries  infor-

mation,  rather than matter. 

This model of the organism is exemplified - in  the. concept  Of.' 

"transfer function". Experimental:1.Y realised, the transfer - func.tUon implies 

the presentation of a .  stimulug (S) at time (t) and the observation of a 

•response (R) at time (t+1). .It is a transfer function if the  response is a 

.  monotonie  function of the stimulus, and of no other variable, i.e.  R t-1- 1 = 

f .(S t). In this section we:mill - examine the .utilit >y of the concept of • 

• (1). Cf. Lipowski (1971): "Iiy attractive stimuli are meant those which 
arouse appetitive and approach . tendencies in people on Whom they . 

impinge. Overload implies èxcesS or surfeit of Such stimuli, in that , 
 they exceed theiAdividualis capacity to pr6cess, choose, approach 

and consumate". 	. 
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transfer function, and, in so doing, provide the"basis for a different 

approach to  the  modeling of-organismic functiOning and information Overload. 

Biederman. (1966), Bait (1971) have recently distinguished three 

types of input-output function, which cOrrespopd.to three Models - of infor-

mation-processing machines. "The - functiOna performed Iyman,on received .  

information may be divided neatly into three categories of'tasks,  infor-

mation,  conservation, reduction t .and creation, which subsume more specific 

' 	• .functions labelled transforme. 

: triformationConservation  

In an infOrmation  conservation  model, nOt only is the output 

assumed.to  be à direct  function of the input, i.e., R t 	1 - = f -(St) 

but  also the functiOn.isi assUMed to be reversible.  that is, given an 

output, and knowledge  of. the transformation Performed by thé organism; 

the original  stimulus input Could be determined.  The Machine which 

corresponds to thiS "Model is -sUbjact to two major-difficiatiea: random 

error  (noise) and dropoUts  (omissions, in Millees terMinblogY) This.  

model views man as easentially a re-coding màchinei ultimately as a' 

transducer. GraphiCallY .  the transfer function:Can be represented:'in"lthe 

following way: 
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Experimental conditions which exemplify the information 

conversation task are described by J.G. Miller (1962): 

"To test our'individual subjects,Ige designed 
and built Sn Information Overload:Testing' Aid 
apparattis, whiéh we reeer to as an -'IOTA'. 	- 
This is arranged to present stimuli to the sàbject 

. on a grourid-glass screen which is on'. a table  n I 
front of him: He resPonds by pushing the prOper 
buttons. Stimuli are thrown on the back of à 
screen by a projector, a perceptèscope, which • 

.showS.moVie film.at  rates of from  one  to 24 
frames  per  second. Our film preSents black , 
arrows on a white background,  appearing in .erom 
one to eight of the eight two-inch verticai 
slate whiCh run down the.streen.. There are 
8 pOssible angular positions, like those .  of 
clock hands, which the arrows can'assume. 
.There  are H corresPondiàg bUttonS fér eahh . 

 of the luttons being used...If an arrow in 
Position ly appearg.in - Slot 3, the-onlj 
correct rééponse. ià to push buttoSI b of -  the 
set for'Slot3". 

The transfer functiOn, insiuch of the literature on information 

overload, is effectively the criterion function, since leSs than complete 

conservation of information is regarded as an unsiiccessfui response: the 

next class of function's to be discussed tends constitute, in this  perspec-

tive,  "defense!" adopted by thé.individual'in the face of overstimulation .. 

InformatiOn ReductiOn- 

Information reduction maChines produce a systematic loss Of 

information, while at  the  same time maintaining essential features Of 

the input.. The aSsoCiated functions  are thus'not in general reversible. 

Reduction models may b 

reduction involved: 

fUrther classified aCcording to the type ciÉ'' 



i) 'Filtering 	 • 

The concept of filtering is that some.types of input 

are systematically given higher priority than others 

or  that some inputs are consistently.screened out .  

• ignored, lOst. 	• 

• •ii) Condensatlôn (Abstraction) 

In condensation, none of the input information is. 

ignored, as is the case for filtering. Rather.the 

signal is processed to produce an output which - • 	• 

repreàents the input but in reduced form. ArithMe- • 

tical OParations 'suchHas addition, substraction, multi- 

plication, division, are.examples Of:Condensation.. 

Machines capable. of condensing information ràquire a 

memory.  capacity. - First, the Machine  mus store an 

 algorithm or.program which.is. cdpable.bf  'PrOViding - 

instructions cOncerning the steps invOlved  in the 

reduction. Secondly, the input information , nonsti 

tutes - data whiCh:frequently muSt - be held in short -

term storage while awaiting processing.. GraphiCally, - 

 we représent memory capacity by a selfterminating . 

 loop, as foilows: 
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iii)  Contingent transformation  (Sequential Processing), 	. 

The concept of contingent, or SeCluential, processing Of 

•information is similar tothat  of: condensation;  however,' ' 

in contingent proCessing, it is further required - that the 

output of one program serve as the Input of a second.  The  

• relevance of this model for human concept formationlas 	- 

been disèusaed by Hunt (1962) and Biedermar(1966).. In 

addition  to meMory, suèh a. machine includes.a selector, . 

or executive, compohent, which guarantees that the 	• 

operations or subroutines are performed in the appropriate 

order. The analogy of a computer program has been widely . 

 employed.  to illuminate the procesSes involved in contingent 

transformation  of information. Graphically, : such multi-

staged algorithmic transformations are represented.as  

programs .  With programs contained within them: . 	. 

Information Creation  

. 	. • , 	. . 	. 
Bair (1971) discusses a-transformation'which he relates to. 

information creation tasks and which•he refers to as a "one to 'fumy 

mapping of stimuli resulting in a greater output than Input". 
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• A One-to-many "mapping" . iMplies the existence of further unspecified. 

variables. • From Bair's discussion, it àppears that . two fundamentally' 

different models are'involed: 

i) Information retrieval 

The.example given by Bair .is the task of multiple 

.word  association, in which one stimulus word produées - 

a chain of output responses. -To explain this phenomenon, 

we require, in addition,te the notion of a program,,  a 

long-term.memory. Within the memory, data, in the form 

. 	of words are organized by A principle of association, 

so that. the stimulus word serves as an entry point to ' 

the list. :  The output is.then dictated by thé program 

instructions (presumably including à "stop" rule), and 	. 

by the organization' of the stored:list of words.. The 

output is therefore:no longer a functien-only of the 

input, but  also of memory. Since memory in turnimplies. 

a previous process of learning, the new. outpüt is in . 

effect :à.function of the present input, previteueinputs, 

and (for reasons explained in the next section),:previous. 

outputs.  This cannot be considered'a transfer":function. 

ii) Match-misMatch feedback 

•  In à probabilieie learning task, thé subject is 

required to decide for each trial in a continuous 	. 

.  séquence of trials .Which of a set of events will occur. 

If the subject.receives knowledge of the.  results -  (KR), 
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he will tend to use this information, which provides 

him with clues about the probabilities of the events, 

in order to guide his subsequent choice behavior. 

(Bilgard and Bower, 1966; Posner, 1965; Schipper, 1967). 

(i) and (ii) above differ principally in the memory 

requirements, and the immediate role of feedback in 

the process. The latter notion is illustrated thus: 

St 	,   	Rt+1 = f (St, Itt-1 .),- 

This disdussion reveals a fundamental.  difficulty inherent in 

much of the discussiOn on information overload. Whether, one likes or • 

dislikes the term "information creation" as a label for information 

retrieval and feedback, it is apparent that Memory and learhing re' - • 

very nearly universalelements of human behavior, and a theory which 	, 

is restricted to explaining behavior in which these fundamental . processes' 

are absent, is *excessively limited in its application. Yet,-as.We saw 

earlier, much of the literature based on the channel model has pre-supposed 

that behavior, could be yiewed withià the frame  of.  reference of a-  transfer 

function. We have seen that this assumption fails to hold.for information - 

creation tasks.. In  these latter instances, sinCe the. output.is .a function 
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of variables other than the immediate input, the range of variation of 

information content of the stimulus input should be found to have less ' 

importance in determining the output, and this Is in fact what Bair 

concludes from his (admittedly cursory) review of the literature: 

"The generalization that task difficulty increases 
with increasing transmitted information has been 
shown to be not entirely applicable to information 
creation tasks. In information creation tasks, 
reaction time is more closely correlated with 
réponse uncertainty (variance) rather than trans-
mitted information". (Bair, 1971) 

• The difficulty appears to be twofold: (a) insufficient attention . 

has been paid to the function  of stimuli for the organism, iind : (b) sources 

of information have been too nerrowly defined with respect to the organism. 

• The purposIve asRects of'behavior  

The notion of the human as an information channel seems to have 

• blinded workers to  the  purposive aspects of behavior: for the most parti .. 

organisms do - not passively receiye stimuli; rather they .actively seek out 

sensory inforMation. : . 

The point can.be.illustrated by reference to a simple . examPle 

drawn from everyday experience. We can imagine  a manIealking. down a long 

flight of stairs.. For part of thewaY, the steps are quite brciad, so 

that the walker has - totake.two steps to cross each step  and one pace 

down to the next.  •At a . Certain point the stairs curve to the right, 	• 

then stra,ighten out, but at this point they become narrower, - while the 

"lift" between each becomes higher.. Eventually the walker reaches  the 

• street and turns left. •  
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Suppose the man is buried in thought, so thàt most of the task 

occurs "automatically". If the steps are long ., the' walker.quickly falls 

into a rhythm of two across  and one  down.  f  New information is represented . 

by a stimulus which indicates that he has to change from a.two-and-one • 

• straight-down program to a two-and-one right-turning to a one-and-one 

• 
straight down to a flat-surface left-turning to a flat- surface .straight-,  

ahead program. How are we to evaluate stimulus input  information in  this 	, 

case? It would seem Most useful to perceive visual information as consti-

tuting signals by whiCh the full'coMplex program is organized.. Any explan- - 

ation which emphasizes that the individual appears  on'  observation to ac-

tively organize his• head movements in order  to"scan" his environment for 

the needed cues to change' his behavior and hence suggests selective atten-: 

tion and Information-seeking behavior is likely to be a more adequate expla- 

natioathan one which begins by a description of the uncertainty.in  the enyi- .- 

ronment. We cOuld imagine of course that the set of stairs is à stimulus , • 

presented to the walker and' his walking is merely the appropriate response 

(there are in fact certain advantages in conceptualizing it:in' thisviiy), 

but in order to do sà-we_should  have  to take account tif the role of purpose 

in the resulting "experiment." There is no outside experimenter to set the 

criteria for successful performance of the experience; it is the walker's 

own objectives which establish the order of presentation of , stimuli. 

A re-examination  of 'the  question of information overload in the 

light of this discusaimi leads to the abencionmentOf a theOry of "transfer -. 

function", and in turn to the abandonment of the communication channel con-

cept.  What the experiments using reaction time as.a'-critericin'effeCtively 
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demonstrate is essentially that a person can only run So fast do -r, A sét 

of unfamiliar  stops in the feg. A fuller account of infornation evelead, 

.in our view, must take into account in nddition , the purposes of the Indi-- 

vidual, the programs he is executing, the importance of feedback and ,the. 

role of perception in : providing appropriatesignals for the carrying out" 

of his programs.. 

There is, as se,gested earlier, a.second difficulty related to' ' 

— the definition of environment (and hence sourde of stimulation) gene:...‘a.11--: 

employed 	The . experimenter ha.' generally been able to manipulate te 

ditions of the external environment. It tends to be overlec:ked ho .wevr 

. that there is a secendenvironment, the  internal environment,(Dne, 

.p. 47; Miller, Ratliff and Hartline, 1961)'. Such intern a l. environmentr, 

have recently been shown to be in turn subject to experiental 

tion .(Schacter, 1964). By the internal environnent is weant ths: function 

- ing of the organism'itself, and the numeroUs interna]. processeSA7 . wh • : 

the individual accomplisnes homeostasis. The same infori::aton t:roccsi .n.z; 

system which receives information concerning external even..t.e. 

• 
messages  from the internal environment. These latter 	- 

. Certain way as an  index  of our success in responding tochanges in 	e 

ternal world. 	. 

In this context, we may view the-individual as being the:recipient - 

( 
of two orders of feedback, one direct, one mediated by the "dependence of 

the states of the internal environment on those  of  the - external .111v.i.7èonmsant • 

The conclusion  to be drawn fromthiS is that we may .  not safely 
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cases ignore the effect ef  variables  other than.those of thé immediate 

stimulus configuration when evaluating the-effects'of  rates  of , informa-

tien on the performance of the individual, Wè must thus be sure how the - 

subjects situates the stimulus within.his image ofthe world. • 

Plans and behavior 	 • 

At this peint we will outline a aomewhat di'fferent approach 	' 

from that exemplified by 'J.G. Miller and others. In this reVised .  

perspective, the role of plans in behavior will take on a greater importance. 

Rather than visualize the organism:as à channel for the transmis- • 

sien of information, we cenceive him as exhibiting behavior-Which is guided 

or produced by a• programi consiating perhaps of a:cellection of subroutines, - 

which are stored, which can be occasionally modified and supplemented, and 

millichare available te be called up by appropriate instruction front the 

main program. Such Subroutines are in fact conceived as.being ti-iggered, • 

• by specific stimuli. 	 . 

Such a model.of behavior has been shown to fl.ta :variety . of•patterns 

of behavior observed among organisms less developed than man., - • - 

. The larvae of barnacles will Swim_upwards towards the surface . • 

or downwards towards the bottom of the sea depending on its relative.warmth 

or cold. 'This program eould be represented'as the following:. 

SUBROUTINE DEPTH: 

IF TEMP> K + A THEN CALL SUBROUTINE SWIMDOWN; 

ELSE IF TEMP< K - A THEN CALL SUBROUTINE SWIMUP; 

RETURN 

STOP 
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• 
Additional examplea can easily be added: Ethologists have for 

example made detailed analyses of the behavior of the small fish called. 

the stickleback which show the explicit cues required in order to set 

• into motion an entire - sequence of behavior. There is a term for such 

stimuli: releasers 

(1) 
A channel is a one way conductor . In this  respect  it shares 

something in common with the old'hotion of a reflex arc: stimulus' 4 

receptor 9 afferent nerve e connective fibers 9 efferent nerve  9  effector.  4  

response. The 'concept Of an information processor as a collection of sub-' 

- routine's organised.by an executive routine is of a decidedlY . different .  

order: 

,The ‘neural mechanism involved in reflex action 
eannot be diagrammed as a simple reflex arc or 

*even as a chain of stimuluaresponse connédtions. ' 
A much more complex kind Of Monitoring, or . 
testing, is involved in . reflex action than • 
thé classical reflex arc makes anV proviabn 
for. The only  conditions imposed upOn the - 
stimuluabV the classical chain of-elements 
are the criteria implicit in the thresholdà 
of each element; if the distal stimulus - is' 	— 
strong enough to surmunt the thresholds all ; 	• 
along  the arc,  then the response Must 	' 
The threshold, however, is only one of,many 
different mays that the input can be tested. 	. 
,Moreover, the response  of the  effector depends 
upon the outcome of the test and is most con-
veniently conceived as an effort to modify 

. the outcome of the test. The action is initiated - 
by an "incongruity" between the state of the organism 
-and the state.that is being tested for4 . and the 
action persiats until the incongruity (i.e. the pro-
ximal stimulus) is removed. - . 

(1) Cf. Miller (1962):. Where the following set of Stages of the 
channel  are identifier: Boundary s input transducer s internal 
transducer 9 channels and nets 9 decoder 9 learner 4 memory 4 
decider 4 encoder s motor or output transducer. 
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• 

Thé general pattern of reflex action, therefore, 	. 
is to test the input energies'against some cri- . 
teria established  in theorganism, to'respond 	. 
if the result of the test is to. show an -inCongruity, 
and to continue to respond until the inCongruity' 
vanishes, at which time the reflex is terminated.— 
'Consequently the traditional concepts of.stimillus 
and response must be redefined and reinterpreted 
to-suit their new concept. Stimulus and response • , 
must • be seen as phases of the organized, coordi- 
nated act... Because stimulus and response•are . 	H 

• Correlative and contemporaneous, the . stimulus,pro-
césses must be thought of not as precedinWthe 
response but rather guiding it to a successful 
,élimination of the incongruity.. ,That is to.•say, • 
stimulus  and response Must be Consideredas.aspects . 
of a . feedback loop.- • • 

Miller, Galanter, Pribram 
(1960)' 

The organism,. in such a model, is conceived to be ContinuoUsly 

direCted by a program in which control passes from one subrCutine to. - 

another, and one from stage to.stage within the subroutine. . Thé 

organism performs operations (output) and makes tests'(input). It . 

utilizes sensory. data in order to accomplish certain'outcomes; it is 

stretching a point to cônsider this-as the transmission of information 

in the - sense of à channel, although acting like a channel is -one PCssible 

task which the organism can undertake. 	 • 

The efferent control of sensory input  

The real disadvantage of a communication or transfer function model 

is that it takes insufficent account of the 'fact that man is a general pur-

pose machine, capable of performing many kinds of activity in a variety of 

environments (including, when called upon, acting as a subject in a choice 

reaction experiment). If man is merely a signal transmision system, then 

he is activated when signals are presented to him. His behavior depends 

on the nature of the stimulus field in which he finds himself; 
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we would not suppose him to look for stimulation. The advantage of a 

"program" model is that it lends itself to the explanation . of adaptive 

behavior. However, it also implies some re-orientation of perspective 

with respect •to the inputting of information. This topic is considered 

in this section. 

If the assumption is made that all behavior is guided by a program, 

or plan, than it should follow that there is a set of choice points, where 

the presence or absence of a certain indicator determines the choice of 

the next sequence of behavior. The thesis of central direction of behavior, 

when contrasted with that of man as a communication channel, requires a 

different interpretation of the choice reaction experiment. In the latter, 

the subject faces a display panel on which an event is to occur (perhaps 

the appearance of a light, varying, let us say from red to yellow to green) 

and a control panel with parts he is required to operate (suppose three 

•buttons worked "R"i "Y" and "G"). He is informed that each button matches 

•up with a single light, and that any time a light appears, he must hit the 

correct button, in the shortest possible time. Other possible stimuli are 

now irrelevant to the assigned program: the sound of a distant siren, the 

color of the experimenter's tie, the clock on the wall. Attention becomes 

riveteà on the display panel, and the motor mechanism is arranged for 

optimal response. The accomplishment of the /task (or completion of the 

program) requires  information.  When a light flashes on, the test is per-

formed: "Red? Yellow? Green/'and depending on the result execution follows. 

After verification to determine that the program has in fact been completed, 

control passes back.to stage one, ready for the next run of the program. 



The concept of stimulus is defined by the functional role of 

information within the program; it is not objectively determinable by 

reference to external criteria. The experimenter is reduced to inferring 

the nature of the stimulus from his observations of events in the environ-

ment of the organism and the organism's. subsequent behavior; whatever 

stimulation is potentially available, the "stimulus" is what the organism 

responds to. 

From this we Should be led to suspect that stimulus input me-

chanisms, like motor output, are subject . to central control*. What evidence 

is there  for  this assumption? • 

. 	. 
In addition toi the.evidence presented earlier in the discussion .  . 

of iconic memory and pre-attentive processes, some .physiological evidence 

can be adduced which  supports the theory of a measure of,efferent'control . 

over input. Jung,Creutzfeldt, and GrUsser (1957), Creutzfeldt and trUsser 

(1959), Jung (1958) have demonstrated that stimulation of the thalamic re- ' 

gion of the brain  stem  may alter the critical nicker fusion of cortical - 

neurones. The nonspecific.thalamic nuclei and the reticular formation 

are usually considered to be the.mechanisms which control arouSal and at-

tention (French, 1957) and are the most likely candidates for the role of 

the.control mechanism Which was hypothesized in the preceding discussion. 

(Wooldridge, 1963). French (1957) performed an experiment which demons- . 

trated the control of reflex motor reactions by thé reticular formation. 

The degree of a response of an anesthetized monkey to knee taps was record-

ed: it was shown that activation of the reticular formation affected,  the 

intensity of the responsè. 	• 	 • 
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French was led to conclude from a review of the evidence that "these 

centers can enhance or inhibit sensory as well as motor impulses. 

short, the RAS (Reticular Activating System) acts as a kind of traffic 

control center, facilitating or inhibiting the flow of signals in the 

nervous system." 

"The astonishing generality . of the RAS gives us a new outlook 

on the nervous system. -Neurologists have tended to think of the nervous 

system as a collection of more or less separate circuits, each doing a 

.particulat job. It now appears that the system is much more closely 

integrated . than had been thought.  This  should hardly  surprise us. A 
• 

Simple organism such as the amoeba reacts with : totality toward  stimuli: 

the whole cell is occupied in the act of finding, engulfing and digesting 

food. Men, even with, his 10 bilion nerve cells, is not redically diffe- 

rent. He must  focus his sensory and motor systems on the prOblem in hand; 

and for this he Obviously must . be equipped with some integrating machine. 

"The RAS seems to be such.s machine. Itawakens the brain to 

conSciousness and keeps it alert; it directs the traffic of messages in the 

nervous system; it monitors the myriads  of stiffiuli that beat upon our senses, 

accepting what we need.to  perceive and rejecting what is irrelevant; . it, 

tempers and refines onr muscular activity and bodily'movements.' We can go 

even further  and, say that it contributes in an important way to the highest . 

mental processes - the focusing of attention, introspection and doubtless 
( 1) 

all forms of reasoning". 

(1) Cf. alào Dixon (1972 ),  tit's° identifies thè RAS as the system 
which proVides for conscious representation of information. 



Granit (1955) found evidence that activation of the reticular 

formation was capable of causing potentiation or inhibition of photocally 

induced activity in retinal cells, indicating centrifugal effects. Hernan-

dez-Peon, Scherrer and Velasco (1956), in a famous experiment, determined 

that activation of the brain stem area was able to depress afferent con-

duction at the lateral geniculate body in the visual pathways, and hence 

produce a reduction in sensory impulses to the visual cortical receiving 

area. Their findingè indicated that thé effect was due to a true inhibitory 

influence from the brain stem, reticular formation. 'This influence was . 

modality-specific. They concluded: "It appears that this effect is exerted 

by inhibitory centrifugàl fibers •to the retina, and that their functional 

role, therefore, 143 to block sensory impulses during attentioà,.preventing 

them from éntéring the brain, and from interfering with the neural mechanism 

of ,integration occurring, during that physiological situatiOn.." 

While these ekperiments support a theory bàsed  a n  the  concépt  of  

a central .control mechanism Which directs the attentidn Of the organism,' - 

seIects reàPonse prograMs,  and supervises stimulus input, it does not state'. 

on what basis réticUlar.activation is brought into play, or how perception - 	. 	. 

• 	• - occurs. 	•  

Preattentive processes  

Neisser, it was seen earlier, proposes a two-step .  model of percep-

tion: in a first step, the organism is àlerted and a rough generai . picture 

formed; in a second, the •information is read out in greater detail. Sokolov 

(1960) has discnssed in-some detail thé experimental evidence for-thc mechaniim

•termed by Pavlov an "orienting reflex". 	• 	• 
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This reflex is non-specific; it occurs as a result of any increase, decrease, or 

qualitative change of a stimulus; and it produces as well a primary non-specific 

response. The orienting reflex "is evoked when the neuronal model set up in 

the brain does not coincide with all the parameters of the stimulus." The sti-

mulus might be a sound, cold, a shock: "The orienting reflex is produced not 

only by the stimulation itself, but by impulses arising as a result of non 

coincidence between a certain cortical pattern (the model) and the applied 

stimulation." 

In addition to the generalized orientieg reflex, - Sokolov identifies 

a localized orienting reflex, which is Modality-specific. .The 'function of 

this mechanism is tà increase the discriminatory power of analysers,' as a-

result of direct stimulation  through.  des.cending Pathways Wreceptors. from 

the reticular  formation and the cortex'. ' 

A theory haYing similar elements to that of Sokolov has been . ad-. 

yàncéd by Melzack and Wall (19 5 ) to explain:the findings Concerning  the 

 experience of  the sensation of pain. While the ftill details of their theory. 

are not relevant here, the following . Conclusion-is  pertinent:  .."It is nOW 

firMly established that stimulation of the brain activates descending efferent: 

fibers which can influence afferent conducti.on at the earlieat synaptic levels 

of the somesthetic SysteM. 'Thus it Is possible for central.nervoUs System 

activities apbserving attention, emotion, and memories Of jarior eXpèrience 

to exert control over.the sensory input. There is evidence- to suggest that 
. 	. (1) 

.these central influencés are mediated through a gate control aYStem. 

(11 The authors' propose a model  'of  such a.system based on rather 
complex . feedback mechanisms. 	. 
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"The manner in which the appropriate'central activities are triggerect , 

 into action presents a problem. While some  central activities,fsuch :as an 

xiety or excitement, may open or close the gate for all inputs at any site 

on the body, others obviously involve selective, localized gate activity. 

Men wounded in battle may feel little pain from the wound but may complain 

bitterly about an inept vein puncture...The sfeals, then, must be identified, 

evaluated in terms of prior conditioning, localized, and inhibited before the 

action system is activated. We propose, therefore, thatthere exists in the 

nervous system a mechanism, which we call the central trigger, that activates 

the particular, selective brain processes that exert control over the sensory 

input." 

The'authors than note that Certain pathways projecting in the brain 

•stem and thalamusare extreMely, fast, and that messages arriving On these. 

pathways could activate selective brain processes to :receive subsequent afferent 

volleys arriving' over more sloWly, condUcting fibers. • 	• 	›. ' 

' Each of . these theories are built around the . role of match-mismatch • 

error. signala indicating variety).n.the.environment which Must be attended to. 

We must now explàin . how  the subsequent information  is analyzed. 	. 

Perceptual analysers  
• 

Perception  is not determined simply by the stimulus 
patterns; rather it is a dynamic searching  fo t the 

 best. interpretation of the availaole data... 
It seems clear that perception involves going 
beyond the immediately given data of the senses; 
this evidence is assessed on many grounds and 
generally.we make. the  best bet, and see things 
more or less correctly. But the senses do not 
give us a picture of the world directly; rather 	. 
they.provide evidence for . checking hypothèses 
about what'lies.before us. Indeed, we may 'say - 
that a perceived. 'object is a hypothesis, suggested 
and tested by aensory. data.' 

Gregory, 1966 
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• The process of perception will be illustrated here only with res-

pect to the visual channel. While  the  detailed processes of perception are 

very different for other channe1s, we assume here that at higher levels, 

-much the same principles apply. 

The retina is composed'of rods and cones, the rods being connected 

in large groups to secondary nerve fiber conductors, the cones being con-

nected to fewer individual nerve fibers. The experiments of Hilbel and 

Wiesel (1962) conclusively demonstrated that the retina fiinctions essen-

tially as a pattern recognizing device. Single celle in the visual  area 

of a cat's brain proved to resPond only to certain patterns  of stimuli-is 

• on the retina.  •A bar of light would stimulate a given cell only when pre-

sented at a certain angle; for other angles the cell remained silent. 

Different cells respond to different angles. The general principle which 

these results illustrate had been stated as early as 1942 by Lashley: 

line principle involved is that the reaction is determined by relations 

subsisting within the stimulus complex and not by association of a reaction 

with any definite group of receptor cells." This accounts for the fact 

that we see the same object even though its image happens to fall on a dif-

ferent part of the retina. 

Cells which:are deeper in the brain in . turn respond only to more 

generalised characteristics. .(11llbel . and Wiesel, 1962). We'are led to view 

perception, from this 'evidence, as a process of identification Of  dimensions 

of stimuli, of increasing generality-as higher order mental prodeSses are in 

volved, and infoimatiOn . is integrated from additional sensory Channels. 



Visual impressions, finally, "consist of organized objects, seen\against a 

less coherent background. Discriminative reactions, when analyzed, are found 

to be based upon certain generalized features of the stimulus." (Lashley, 1942). 

The primary task of perception in this view is identification and 

classification. This suggests an explanation for our earlier observation 

that although the senses provide on overwhelming ensemble of information, the 

organism as a whole seems to transmit little. The point is  made  by Morrell 

(1967): "...Information is processed in parallel in thousands of cells 

so that the organism need not depend on the reliability of any single element 

for identification of an experience. These parallel chains need not all carry 

exactly the same information and, strictly' speaking, therefore may not ne-

cessarily be redundant. It is only necessary that the nervous system receive 

enough information about an expérience  to identify it even if some aspects 

are left out or distorted. Furthermore, it is likely that on first exposure 

to a stimulus, the nervous system \specifies it less precisely than after many 

exposures. Ultimately, the code must be transformed from one based upon a 

discharge pattern through time to one that is more stable, i.e. immune to 

electrical interference, more disseminated, and susceptible of very much faster 

read-out." 

The point we are making is nowhere better illustrated than by reference 

to the classical question of why the world remains apparently stable when we 

move our eyes - why we do not experience the "swish-pan" effect of a film : 

or television camera system which also depends on an optic system similar in 

some ways to that of the eye. 
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Evidence now appears to clearly support an outflow theory of Helmholtz, 

which states that command signals flowing outward  to the eye/head effector 

system are monitored by an internal loop in the brain and fed into the ana- 

lysis process in order to correct for head movements and thus retain sta- 

bility of image (Gregory, 1966). 

The importance of active analYzing processes becomes even more 

salient when we turn to the question of recoding of perceptual information 

into symbolic forms. 

SyMbolic representation of stimuli 

We have proposed that the process of perception includes a recoding, 

or "read-out", component; the necessity to suppose the existence of a read-out 

mechanism becomes péculiarly evident when we turn to the question of how per-

ceptual data gets to be represented in symbolic (above all, linguistic) form. 

The simplest explanation - that each symbol of the language becomes, through 

conditioning, associated with certain stimuli and thereafter functions as a 

sign of the original significate - was effectively shown to be in certain res-

pects grossly inadequate by Chomsky in his 1957 review or Skinner's Verbal  

Behavior.  The theoretical difficulty is that the grammar of a natural lan-

guage is capable of generating on infinite number of syntactically well-formed 

sentences, and indeed in ordinary discourse "new" senténces are constantly being 

produced. If meaning were the result only of conditioning, we ought to expe-

rience great difficulty in understanding new sentences. The fact is however 

that we are often presented with novel sentences, and may have no trouble in 

comprehending them. 
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Furthermore, the process of human thinking, by universal experience, 

involves the manipulation of symbols to arrive at conclusions which 

are not derived directly from empirical evidence, although they may 

subsequently be so tested. S - R theories of language provide relati-

vely poor explanations for such a process. 

A "read-out" Model assumes that incoming sensory data are re- 

cognized as comprising one or another pertinent pattern. Thinking about 

the world requires first that sensory impressions be mapped into a domain 

of symbolic forms or images, such that, ideally, a one-one correspondance 

can be supposed to hold between the symbolic image of the world and the 

world itself. All inputs originating as non-symbolic events may be thought 

of as transformable into symbolic equivalents. If the image, or symbolic model 

of the world, is explicitly linguistic, then it consists of an ensemble of . 

sentences. 

The problem which the individual faces is to keep his model up to 

date. How is this accomplished? First, we assume that he receives indica-

tion of a mismatdh between his existing image and the real state of the world 

(perhaps via the orienting reflex discussed earlier). To alter the model, 

a new sentence, or sentences, must be generated. These may in turn be veri-

fied by comparing them with available sensory information. Wà should have to 

suppose that sentences are generated sequentially, tested, and depending on 

the sign of the test, either the model is adapted, new sentences are generated 

and/or additional sensory information is sought. Another way to express this 

process is to describe it as hypothesis - testing. 
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Since the number of possible sentences is infinite,-theprocess is in •

principle nonterminal. Presumably however other Mechanisms come into 

play to  limit  the process. . 

How are hypotheses confirmed and discOnfirmed? Thé sentence • ' 

which is generated xall have two logically distinct components: a referent. - 

 or referents and a predicate which attributes soMething about thé referent (s) 

or:states a relationship.between referents.  The referent may be an explicit 

object (s) or class - (és) of objects. In the sentence "That.rôsè is red"',. 

the referent is "that rose" and the predicatels "red". In order to.' Verify-

such a . statement, twO.steps are required: first, a set of measure's will haVe . . 

to be decided on a priori  for the Concepts rose and.red. In their simplest 

form, such measures.aresimply 'categories; in other cases, a scele may be . 

implicated. The consequence for the organism is that before encountering 

senàory stimuli, he has available à set of classes into which'we can Order 	. 

observations. Such an essumption is consistent with phySiological evidence 

indicating that brain - analyzere are aétivated before other stimuli appear. 

Second, upon encountering sensory impressions, à decision must,then bè made. 

concerning how to claèethe seneory impressions. Objects àre discriminated, 

There are thus two phases:-application' of measures  and classification of 

observations.  

When the measuring and classifying . taèk has Seem:completed, one 

further step remainà, tà compare  the data againSt the original hypothesis: 

the observations obtained are nOt data until theyere madeto serve the 

function of mismatch Or error signals(in the sense of hypipthesiscônfir- . 

 mation and.disconfirmatiOn).' 
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The complete process from hypothesis generation to data analysis is regarded 

as a feedforward  process: perception, in this model, consists not of passive 

reception of stimuli, but active obtaining of feedback  signals serving to mo-

dify a pre-existing image. 

This approach . assumes that perception resembles motor activity, 

with the difference that to effect motor events, instructions ,  rather than 

hypotheses are generated - ("Cut the red rose"-rather that "That is à red  rose"). 

The instructions are broken down into separate actions, the changes of state in 

the effectors are signafed by means of proprioceptive channels and evaluated 

as mismatch.or error eignals. -The'process is illustrated in Figure 	111-1 

• . Feedback and information  

• . Within the approach outlined above, the role of feedback has been: 	- 

given a central place; it is seen to le essentlal to perception e -to - the effacting 

of motor activity, and tà the control of behavior itself. At this pàint, it 

ià, pertinent to - enquire what revisions-in oür conceptimlization of information 

are required' within.thie - altered TerspectiVe.. 

The subject in a task situation is in a state of:uncertainty, first 

as  to the nature of the stimulus which is to be presented to him,. secondly 

as to the nature of his response, .thirdly as to whether hi-s response was 

correct", in thé sense -that:ft reduced'mismata signals to within acceptable 

limits. In the latter case, the task has been accomplished. 	• 

It was seen earlier that the amount of information . contained in the - 

input signal is identical with the reduction of uncertainty (and hence depends 
- 

on the ensemble from which the input signal was drawn). 
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Feedback provides knowledge of the results (KR) of his response. It reduces 

uncertainty concerning the outcome of his response. The information value 

of the KR, or feedback, depends on the number of kinds of KR which could have 

been sent to the subject, i.e. on the variety in the KR message ensemble. 

We may define two types of KR: (a) intrinslc KR, which is feedback 

. that is either the result of proprioceptively aVailable information , (muscle• 

stretch cues are an example), or is usually present to the individual in 	. 

the performance of A particUlar task (as for example in steering tasks, - 

whelwvisual information can be used to supplement kinesthetic cues); and 

(h) extrinsic,  or augmeated, KR, which is present only when an additional 

feedbeck.loop to.those Usually present is found. This latter type  of KR 

is peculiarly susceptible to exPerimenter manipulation: it may in many cases . . 

simply consist' of the experimenter -(or his stooge) informing the atibjeet how 

he has done. Augmented KR provides a means to "train" a subject to perform 

a task according tà certain criteria: the subject should*be expected to con-

tinue to.modify his behavior until he has eliminated or reduced the mismatch 

signals.- in this sense the application of extrinsic KR is equivalent to that 

a reinforcement schedUle.. . 	. 	. . 	_ 

• 	This distinction permits a further. We may disCriminate between 

two types of experiment, according to the role played in each by augmented 

KR: (a) skilled performance, and (h) concept formation  experiments. 	: 

In skilled performance experiments, the criterion for satisfactory 

performance of the experimental task is unambiguolls. In an experiment of 

Trewbridge and Cason (1932), four groups of subjects were required to draw 

100 lines all of a specified length. 
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After each attempt, the • experimenter provided augmented KR of three kinds: 

111, 	
(1) spoken nonsense syllables, (2) right/wrong messages, and (3) magnitude. 

of error messages. In the control condition, no KR wa-é provided. The results 

indicated the importance of information to the 'subjects: in condition (1)  and 

 the control condition, there was  no  improvement of performance; in conditions 

(2) and (3) improvement occurred, with  maximum  learning in the case of .(3).. 	• 

The choice reaction experiments to which the hypOthesis of infor-

mation  overload has been most frequently related are based upon;  •for the most 

part, skilled performance tasks. The effects of augmented feedbabk,do not in 

.these researches appear to have received a great deal of attention. The 

cation of extrinsic feedback by the experimenter, in Order to "teaen the sub- 
. 

jeet a standard of performance, violates.the concept of a.transfer functiOn. 

The subject  must  learn to discriminate the aPprOpriate  stimuli,  understand 

which response can .be aeceptably associated with each  stimulus, Sand finally.. 

'learn to perform the eorrect.response. In concept formation experiments the 

learning of thé rules governing the appropriate correlation between stimulus 

. and response are made Much more complex. With respect to this type of expe-. 

riment, it  will  be:seen,  it  is more appropriate to ask how màch information, 

is used, or must be used, to complete a single  correct resPonse. 

Hypothesis testine and the formation of concepts  

"One might speculate that, in the adult human subject., 
. any task that.leads to the search for a rule, for 
example one.that relates the subject's response.and 
.the exPeriMenteries 'reinforcement' must first .produce 
the specification of .the rule before the.tule can - 
be applied... There fs now adequate eyidence that 
.the adult.human organism will - usually,generate'rules 
or hypotheses whenever the environment demands some 
consisteney in behavior". 

Handler, 1964. 



"The nimber of ways in which an array of events 
can be difierentiated into classes will vary-with . 
the ability of an.organism to abstract features 
which some of the events share and others do not 
Categorization at the perceptual level ConsiSts of 
the process of identification, lfterally an-act of 
pfacing . a stimulus input by virtue of its defining 
attributes into a certain class -... By categorizing 
as . equivalent discriminably differnt things, the 
Organism reduces - the complexity of .1.ts environment ,.. 
To know bY virtue of discriminable dc:fining attributeS 
and without need for further direct tes t w‘,.; is to 	- 
know in advance about  appropria te and inappropriate -
actions to be taken. 

Bruner et al.. . 1956 

Experiments in concept...learning are, conc(?rned. with human being's 

use of jnformation to learn or 'reCognize"patterns" In  n.  series of ex- 

perimentii Conducted during.the fifties, Bruner, Coodnow and Ans tir? (19.56) .  

Investigated seme of the conditions under which,subiects were able to-atain 

new OflCCPLS 	n a concept attainment eperiment, the subject is required 

to discover a principle of gronping stimuli 4.11 - qui..vi'..lenee classes: he - 

must determine the.intrinsic attribute properties wIlich  serve te 

members of a given Class, Experimentally two main eleMentS ;2,r• required for 

the performance of the task: a) a sequence of instances >  consin. ting o2 pic 

turcs' of  objects, geometric patterns or even words, - each. instance being dim- 

racterized by a.set Of attributes - -geometrical iTiu .,:es varying  in siz, 

shape, color, nuMber, orientation, •  etc, which in anothet.. experiwental slLua-: 

lion would be simply referred to as stimuli, Subjects . .are then required .to  

produce a single .response to a Stimulus Set according .to the desired attri-

bute dimensions. '(For ey...imple ›  "sort instances of all red'forms regardless 

of shapes as opubsed.tc otrer-colored forms:5. b) The second element consists 
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of knowledge of the results of his eittemptS at identification >( 1(1t)1  or - 

validation fàr each presentation-of an instance.- The subject must be-  ' 

able to assume an underlying pattern in the sample of stimuli presented: 

to him,.and accurate feedback on the results of his guesses. Eacb at-

tempt at identification followed by validation provides the subject with 

information, Since it constitutes a test which liMits the number Of at-

tributes the subject has to take into accouhtIp.:attaining the concept« 

There are two main types of  concept:  formation experiment, de-

pending .  on the Method of presentation Of stimuli, and the 'freedom of the , 

Subject tocontrol'his-feedback. Those two types of:experiment may be termA 

(a) array sorting >  and  (h) serial  sorting experiments,', 

In .array Serting,.subjectS are pre,ented with:any n7.:.ray of:instan:e .  

and are required to'sort them.into groups. 

In s'arial sorting, instances are-présented in sequence, either 

pre-determined or random, and Subjects , are asked to make a . placement of 

groups according-to desired  stimulus  attributes.. . • . 

. 	 . \ . 	. . 	 . 	. .. 

In array sorting, the subject redeles feedback aboUt choices 

he malus as to vific:therke is- right or'wrong, but Le is also free tO select Ube 

neixL ...1.1istancos becauSe . the array is displayed' before him -.• In principle 

this allevn, him to choose  instances  so that  lie  can maxim:I.ze. the inform!- 

at.3.ou in the KR. 

In 	rial  sorting, the subject  in; slloWn one instance of the concept' 

and must choose Whether or not'it is part of. the  concept; then  lie - -is tolo. wbether 



he is right or wrong. Here, the experimenter  cari  control the next ins- 

tance in the sequence and therefore the.subject cannot maximize inform- 

ation received from knowledge of results, 

• The importance of a "program" model of informatien processing 

is more immediatelY evident when we turn to look at concept formation  cx-

periments than for . .skilled performance experiMents, in. 1.1 	because the 

individual is required'by the design of the experiment - L6 adopt a more 

 active exploratory. role. The description of the,"strategies" employed 

by subjects given by Bruner and his associates conforms very well to 

model of subroutines: subjects tend U., follow well-defined strategies, 

conservati 	focusing"„ "focus gambling", etc. ' The amcinnti of informatiOn 

to he gained from a stimulus depends, in part; on the subject:a previous' 

choice. This considerably extends the concept of the . cheic reaction 

periment, and.allOws  us  to place.it in a diffrent perspeetive: as a sub- 

class of sequentual : choice experiments which do not eneourage hypothesis- 

formation. 

Bruner andiliS'asseciates found, among other things, that the choice 

of strategies varied systematitally as a function of the.  informational, ::train, 

and risk characteristics of the problemS. lnformation'was Varied.by both amobn.:' 

provided and by the:form (positive versus 'begatiVe instandes) 	Cognitive • 

strain was varied'in several ways,.of which tbe One most salient to our . 

earlier discussion was a stepping up  of, the  pace of .presentation: Under  con-

ditions of mode rate Informatien and loW cognitive stress, subjects followed 
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,, • 
a prOgram certain to provide a certain amàunt of information per choice. 

Undor , no Lime  pressure, this "strategy" guarantees eVentual suceess. 

When time and other limitations were imposed, it was,fonn“hat - subjeCts. 

'tended to shift to.a "strategy" in Which, if they were lucky, they could' , 

obtain much information quickly, but which involved considerable risk. - 	. 

It was also found that under firessure of tiMe subjectS . tended to fall 	- 

back on cues that seemed in the past .to have.been uSeful, Cues that were 

most easily availaMe or most•easily discriminable. Ft:.nally, they-noted ' 

under acceleratAdtim pressure, subjects began vo east about in 	• .. 

search of almost any available piece of information, even though the re- 

sult was to overWhoim their limited information-Carrying capacity. It ap •-i,Jax.s 

•that with increanng stress, tile: strategies show atendency • to degenerate 

from orderly systematid seardh towards -random 

A further limitation discovered by  brumer, •Goodnow and hustin can 

be traced to limitationS of memory. 111 e  subjec Lis  required to store the re-

sults of previous•positive and negative choices‘ it js for this reason that 

Bruner. et al. hypothesize that "negative"  instances  tend to be underntil:i.zd 

by subjects: a greater memory straâiis involved. 

oti-l: rrsearch, S(lescider, Driver and Strel::. nIt:ct: (1967) used a 

war  ganta  simulation .which required subiects to integrate avaItabLe inform-1 . 

ation in order to  issue a serieS of commands resulting In  the  deployment 

of their ferces.on an imaginary island against a similar enemy force. The 

experimenters elried the amount of information presented', input:  Tate, and 
• . 



the proportion of results called  positive and negative. They  foui-ici  that 	. 

increases in the rate of presentation of information at first iMproved 	_ 

the information processing performance of subjects,  but  that beyond a 

certain point severe decrements occurred, They also found, - like Bruner et 

al, that negative . instance3depress performance. Under conditions of low• 	- 

' 	• 
stress, subjects.used More dimensions of information thanunder high stress, 

when judgments tended to take . on a black and white cast, stereotyped 

thinking become evident, end eemplexity of integrations dec1ined. 

The.rsults'reported by Schroder ét al, siipport the view that• „ 	. 

under conditions' of  stress,' it i8 the nature Of the progri.up-utilized 

the information .  precessor which is affected; . 	• 

TheA.nternal envirdnment 	 . . 

In the : previous discussion it was Shown that KR, knowledge of the 

results of  one 's  choices, may• be a Source  of information Whicb is as important 

b 

as stimillus inforMation. In this,2„section„ we look' at a. furthel neglected do, 

• 

main, that of intéroceptive stiMulatioa: 

The role of. the retidular formation, and in p4Licular . of. the thalamus 

in the control of behavior in:general, and the ex. eoution of many 'sjmple 

program of behavie::, las afready been noted, Adjacent toithe thalamus' . I  

in the brain stem is the h n:pothol.amus, Which ia an important center for-the - 

control and regulation of viseeral processes of the body; body temperature,  and  

the Oandular system. 'Hess• (1957) found>that stimulation of CellS in 

the hypothalamus affected rate ano depth of breathing, blood pressure, heart 

and caused voMiting avid body . elimination.. Appetite is apparentiy con- 
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trolled by the hypothalamus: destruction Of a part of this-regien>Will 

prevent an-animal from eating no  mat: ter  bow hungry, or will cause it 

to keep on eating, no matter how Satiated... In addition, emotion éan 

be aroused in an animal by stimulation of hypothalamus sites, fear, hos-

tility, rage. Additional work . by Olds (1950,.Brody,  (1:9.58) and  others 

demonstrated the.emistence of pleasure Smd iny.mishment centers in the 

brain, stimulation.  of which produced.evidence of hunger reward, se›;Mal reward, 

intense pain - in the absence.  of othe.r exiernal 

Since the body for its continued functioning, requires the main- • 

tenance of homeostasis within a great variety of subsystems '(Cannon, 1932);. 

it is . net:  surprising that the system responsible for•momitoring. and control-

_ling ac';1_\'ities of the  body  should be closely  associai cd.  with the program . - 

directing•mechenism'of the body responsible for activity upon the c:s.;:ernal 

ronment.  [ho  organism remains iÈdormed  about statœof the envirônment in twO1 

ways:' (1 ) diree.tly  fi om the extereeePtive system, and (2) il 	'.J 	as a: 

result of changesMccurrimg within the- internal environment which 'cab  be traeod 

to changes  in-  tile external - environment. We are hecominr, accustomed, for 

ezample; to measuring pollution as . much by . its effects on our infernal good • 
. 	1. 

health, as by smell and tastes which often does.not provide* good informatiom. 

The state of the internal enyironment is of primary'importance,.since if its • 

continued•efficient functioning Cannot be .asSured, -  the existence of  the orga- 

----------- 
1.An ini„;enious use of this fac'c i8 ill!ustrated in - cl- ;- periments of Schaeter 

chacter . indi.!ced subjects under another pretext to tc.ke epinephrine, 
which produces symptoms of paipitalion, cremors„ a ec„,.-.1 a t rA breathing. 	. 
Schaeter found that subjects -labeled-their emotion by rofercnce to conditions 
in their eXternal environment, 	. . 	 . 
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nism is threatened. The state of the internal environment is a criterion 

by which we sometimes evaluate states of the external environment. Beside 

beliefs stand feelings, beside intentions, wants. 

Most choice reaction experiments have assumed the states of the 

internal environment to be constant; however, there is at least some evidence 

in the Schroder et al.  experiments to indicate that effects of emotion cannot 

properly be disregarded. These experimenters found effects due to what they 

termed "noxity" and "eucity", roughly unpleasant and pleasant *environmental 

reward. This suggests that the monitoring of changes Of state, resulting in 

adoption of program change, and the evaluation of possible effects, is not 

restricted to those occurring in the external environment; the internal en-

vironment is also implicated. 
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The role'of communication in the information processin system.' 

The effect of communication, the consequence of symbolic inter-

change, is to link information processing.systems. We ask people to tell 

us what they see, and act on what they tell us. We request opinions and 

advice. We issue instructions and others carry them out; we commit our- 

selves to certain types of program because of our relationships with others. 

Someone has access to direct experience of the external environment, but 

it may not be us. We live, in effect, a vicarious experience. 

Let us restate this point slightly. 

Evèry human neede  information and advice on what program to carry 

I 	- 
out. Every individual is susceptible  to  'information management and direct 

methods of control, and hence to the domination, or manipulation by others, . 	. 

and ultimately to . the accomplishing of the objectives Of others,  and  the 

neglect of those of self.. Each indiVidual has to measure the implications 

of others . ' messages in terms of his own self-interests. Social-roles .can 

be defined by  the messages  appropriate to them: it follow's that every 

message either reinforces or changes . a role'relationshiP. There is in ,  

. all communicationsrelations this built-in tension. The nee of the word 

"tension" in the sentence  above - is equivalet in part to saying that there 

The importance of communication has been seriously neglected in the 
literature on information overload with unfortunate results in limiting 
the generalization Of laboratory results. leilithin the "wired nation" 
the increasing importance of symbol exchange may be Confidently predicted. 
The individuals who will be subject to information oVerload in that society 

. more likely than not will have had their information' paseed to them by 
. someone else.. The effects of this interdependence do not appear to have . 
been examined experimentally.  One index of this dependenée seems the . 
wirespread and aiopàrently increasing phenomenon of  viewerr  suspicion of 
the news servites.' 
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is a further eleMent Of uncertainty (and hence another source of informa-

tion) which is a function of being in a - linked set of information-proces-

sing systems. there are in fact two - new  sources of information of which we 

must take account. 

Every linguistically-encoded message contains information on 

two different leVels: (a) referential  .(b) relational information.  First,-  a-sentence 

has some propositional content which refers  to an external world. The 

content of sentences may be described as falling in the category - either 

.of (a) reports,  (h) commands.  Reports are due to'the operation of pro- 	• 
• 

cesses of PerCeption; - -coMmands.are intended to resultA.n.the'effecting •*: 

of .a plan... Reporta refer to a world which already existsi.coMmanda.to' 	' 

a world which does not yet exist, except in imagination. Images model 

perceived worlds, and projected, or possible worlds. 

The external environMent is something we  assume  to be direct/y 

given to all of  us throUgh . Our respective senaory:aysteMs: -  one main 

function of language is to refer, or point'tà,.things-in the common en .- . 

vironment. By contrast, our internal environments are our Own,'and only 

we  have immediateitcoess to them. For each Of us our basic knowledge Con-

sistanot only of.beliefs about the -state  of  the external' environment, 

including our explanations:of its dyhamics, but also of our feelings. which 

represent the states of our internal environment -. Not only ''There are 

rosés in my garded! but also "I:lové the aMell of roses" ... The,common in- 

formation syétèm Which results from  communication in a dyad has One general 

external environment,: - (with.however two . images of it) but 'twO internal - . 
• • 

• , 

environments. • Let us  represent the latter as a set of ordered  couples.  

(Newcomb, 1953) 
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Then this set defines a .relationshio. Every communication potenti
1
alty 

carries relational information: it may Specify whether first the two believe 

the same things,  and second have'the same objectives, want, intend,.feel 

the Same things,. Subh information IS never fully attainable by direct > 

 sensory experience: it can be arrived at onlY by inference. ' 

Problems - of the'determination: of referential  information  content • 

The fact that messages Can conVey  information (about  events  in  

an external environment) has to do with the existence of a mapping between 

the symbols of the Message and the elements, eates or eventS of that World. . 

There must exièt Some equivalence  relation  between the two domains of message 

and world.. In the' discussion of .chapters 1 and g however-  the measure  ,of• 

information was a . ftinctiononly of relations between the syMbolé themselves,,, 

that  is to say of internal constraints (associated with contingent proba-._ • 

bilities, for exaffiple). 

Garner (1962) has distinguished between the significance  of a 

message, and its structure. The significance of a word is "the particular 

specifying or indicative relation for any single event or symbol". Signi-

ficance may be either external  or internal. The external significance of 

a word is what it referS to: the significance of the word "tree" is the 

object it stands for, or some other symbol of the object (such as a pic-

ture, or a word in another language meaning the same thing). The internal 

significance of, a symbol is its set of associations, i.e., the other 

symbols which it brings to mind. 



Structure may equally be partitionned into internal . structure 

and external structure. By the word "structure" is meant "the totality 

of the relations betWeen events". As relations between- events or symbols, 

structure is amenable to quantification, using an information-theoretic. 

metric.. Internal.structure measures . the amount of relatiOnship between .' 

the elements of, the.message itself, the pattern or formal- constraint. 

External structure . is measUred by,thatotality. 	of .the relations between 

the elements of the-symbol event and events of the external -environment, 

"as long as there is'a high correlation between the tWo  sets  of eventi". 

,(The high correlation is.necessary to  assure  that,a - specifying, or.indi7;. 

.cating relation exiSts, that is to say that the information in thé message 

'continues to . reflect uncertainty in the environment, rather  than  in the' • 

symbol-events thémselves independent of their external .  referents), For  

.example, the.meaning of a radarscope comes from what it reveals abàut the., 

structure of events in the.outside world, for eXaMplathe moveMentof 

aircraft. 

The Internal,structure of the aYmbol ayetem 

Thé most imPortant.symbol syatem is language ... ,The bàsis Of Ian- . 

guage is a set of . names, which in turn refer to classes.- .UnderiYing all 

of our linguistio.lehavior, accordingly,  is a'clasSification system,_which 

constitutes the internal structure .of language. The ClasaeathèMselvei 

are ordered into.larger groupings, hierarchically,called "taxonomies". 	. 

Two principles are employed: inclusion, and-contrast. 	Examplée of taxo- 

nomies.  are easy'tO find:. for example we include both "houses" and "barn!' 

 under. the heading of buildings;  but, in  turn we,distinguish 



between ."ranch houses" . and "mansions " . 

AGE 

BUILDINGS 

contrast 

o 

ci 

H. 

HOUSES 

RANCH ' 	MANSIONS 
HOUSES 

. BARNS • 

The principle of inclusion works vertically, from  the  mOst fin e . 

discriminated level of categorization, to the most, inclusive. The principle 

.of contrast determines how ,  many discriminations are made-ateach level. 

-The prinCiples of contrabt and inclusion depend . on the operation 

of semantic features,  or,components  of .meaning. (Goodenough, 1958 ). 

TO give onlY one brief example, we diSCriminate between:a "bull" and a 

a "steer" -, à "bullock" And A "heifer". Tymake thesè  discriminations:  

we employ two basic semantic dimensions, sex and age. "Cows", "bulls" and 

"bullocks" are adult, "steers" and "heifers" are notfully grown. "Cows" 

and "heifers" are feffiale -, "bulls" male,. "bullocks" and "steers". neuter. 

SEX 

MALE 	FEMALE 	NEUTER 

ADULT 	"Bull" • 	"Cow" 	"BullOck" 

IMMATURE 	"Heifér" 	"Steer"- 

Such an arrangement is termed a paradigm. 
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The complexity of a taxonomic system (and of coding .systems gene-7 
 • 

rally) depends on two factors: a) the number of features employed (or the 

number of types of oontrasts used), and b) the "fineness" of discrimination 

at each contrast level. In the example above sex and age are diffèreht 

semantic features;.three categories of sex are discriminated,.and (in the 

partial jheme above) two categories of age.. MacKay (1969).refers:to  the ' 

first as the structural information content of a representation, or its 	• 

logon-content  ("the limber of definably independent respects in which it . 

could vary - its dimensionality or number of degrees of freedom")  and to 

. the second as metricàl information-content, or metron-content ("the  number 

of logical elements  in a given group or in the total pattern") . . 	. 

• There is nothing predetermined about the number of features or 

the fineness of a system of representation. As Tyler (1969) notes: "It 

is through naming and classification that the whole rich world of infinite 

variability shrinks to manipulable size and becomes bearable. Our methods of 

classification are entirely arbitrary and subjective. There is nothing in the 

external world which demands that certain things go together and others do not 

 It is our perception of similarities and differences together with a set of 

hierarchical cues that determine which things go together. We not only react 

to certain discriminable stimuli as if they were the same, we name them and 

organize them into groupings". 

A classificàtoty, or'representational system is still an "ensemble" in 

the language of infotMation theory, but  one in whichthere éXists already .  

an internal constraint. If such internal structure did not exist, the 

system could not function to. represent the.external-environment. - "Within 

any fixed system of symbols or events,.structural meaning is prerequisite 

to signification meaning. Unless correlation exists between à..symbol system 

and another symbol system or à system  of. real events, there dan be no' 
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external signification. Unless the symbols themselves - ate correlated 	- 

there  an  be no specific rules by which the internal signification can 

be learned". (Gainer, 1962), 

The meastirement of total information content of the ensemble 

or system of representation must take into account both the internal struc-

ture of the system itself, and, since the symbols are correlated with ex- 

• ternal events, external structure. How frequently a given symbol appears 

has to do with the.frequency of the event it stands for in thè.world of 

phenomena, and idiosyncrasies of the coding system. That the Shannon 

information theory measure can be adapted to handle Semantie information 

in systems of representation is well-known, and requires no .psrticular 

'extra assumptions (McGill, 1954; Garner & McGill, 1956; Garner, 1958, 1962; 

• and Watanabee,. 1954, 1959, 1960). 	 • 

. The existence of a common.ensemble of symbols, with common re- • 

• ferents, is a pre-requisite to  communication. Verbal communication between 

individuals does not however consist of the transmission of single symbols. 

Messages consist of concatenations of symbols (sentences) which are cons-

tructed according to generative and transformational rules (Chomsky, 

1957). The number . of such sentences which can be formed from a finite voca- 
. 
bulary in a language system which permits of recursiveness and imkedding  

is however infinite (Chomsky, 1957). 	This assumption of an infinitely 
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extensible ensemble of possible messages introduces a serious complication. 
• 

One solution which has been proposed is based on the procedure 

by which sentences are produced. At the core of all linguistic systems 

are a set of elementary propositions  (or kernel  sentences in Chomsky's 

original formulation). An elementary proposition contains one or more 

points of reference ("subjects" and "objects" of the sentence) and posits 

something about it or them. The positing takes in general two forms: a) 

it assigns an attribute to the point of reference ("Roses are red", "Children 

run"), or b) it states a relationship between two, or more, points of  reference 

("Horses eat grass", "Ottawa is between Toronto and Montreal"). 

Each elèmentary 'proposition stands for a state of some part of 

the external environment. Now the set of all elementary propositions is 

finite, and infact the total set of such propositions :constitutes a state- 
• 

description of the environment. Furthermore, to each state-description • 

can be assigned an a priori probability. Hence for the set of all elemen- 

tary propositions., when weighted by their probabiliteS,.an  information con- 

tent value can be defined. The transmission of a message, hence, conveys 

information about the environment. 

It should certainly be recalled at this point, however, that 

the information content  of messages (as we Saw in Chapter 1) is a measure 

of the amount.of uncertainty associated with . the ensemble as.a whole, and varies ' 

with the average reduCtion.in'uncertainty per message'. .It is not,intended 

to measure the information . carried by any particular  message.. Hence, if ' 

we wish to know, in a . reallife situation, how much information overload 

an individual is subjected to; we should have to know how frequèntly-he 
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receives messages, and, secondly, what is the  totall  uncertainty in his 

environment. 

Problems of the determination of relational information content  

The disCùssJon which preceded suggests the need for a revision 

of the Shannon model to incorporate ideas of a common code, or system 

of representation, and reference to -an external environment. 

FIG.III-2 

It has been proposed (Jakobson, 19.10) that parallel to the se- . 

veral relations  implicit in this model  (source-message,  message-recipient, 

message-code, message-referent, message-channel, message-message),  commu-

nication  has several discriminable functions (and hence several  points of 

• reference): 

a) Expressive:  many messages (verbal-, non-verbal iconic) report 

the state of mind of the sender. This function is . enshrined in but not 

limited to phrases. Suclras•:"I feel", "he believes", "she is angry","we  

wish", etc. The 'total structùre of the message, including.eXternal.struc-

ture, may have to account for the total uncertainty of the_sender's inter- 

nal states. 



h) Referential:  the relation between message and  external envi- 

• • ronment has already been discussed. 

C) Metalinguistic: -  some messages concern the code itself:1'when 

- I say X, what I Mean 	 . 	There is always 

some uncertainty about thé code, and henée messages can infàrm the reneiver 

- about the code itself. 

" 	d) Ehatic: . the term "phatic" haa been emPloyed to refer  tomes- 

sages whiCh are about the Channel itself . (keeping it open, terminating . 

the connection, etc.) In ordinary conversation it sometimes appears that 

inordinate number of messages have a mainly phatic function. 

. 	. 

e) PoetiC:  "as Garner (1962) has noted, there is internal as well 

as external significance. Some messages refer to  the association within 

language, and theée are appropriately termed the "poetic" function of "com-

munication. 

f) Conative:  sentences phrased:in-the imperativaare clear exam 7  

• 
ples of the Conative, or "effective ", function of communication. This 

is•what MacKay (1969) has inmind when he writés: "The "Meaning of a  message 

can be defined.vèry Simply as its selectiVe function on the range of the 

recipient's states of , conditional readiness for goal-Airected activity; 	. 

so that the meaning of a message - to  yu  is  its selective.fiinction àn  the  

'range of your statesef conditional readiness".: 

.Let us,develop'this idea•siightly fbrthèr..  

: 	When a" message reaches its recipient (intended  or otherwige), 	- 

it may . produce a'Contingency bètween the subsequent output of the•recipient 

Cf. Searle (1970), p. 48.' 

an 
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and the message. MacKay calls this the "meaning" of the mIssage. Austin 

(1962) termed it  the  illocutionary force of the message. He argued for 

a distinction between  the performance of an act  of  saying something,-and the • 

performance of an . act in saying something.  The latter  constitutes  the per-

formance of an illocutionary act. He was thus led to distinguish between 

the force of a message, and its meaning, What MacKay called .."meaning", 	. 

Austin meant as "force". Thus one further point of reference of a message 

is the domain of uc ts produced by the recipient upon its reception. 

A . similar point has been Made by Newcomb (1952). NewcoMb argued 

that acommunicatiVe act  links three elements:' a coMmUnIcator, a per -son 

'being communicated to, .ah enVironment. 'This triad he termed an  "A,B-X" . 	. 

system. A communicative act:must assert something abOut an environment 

(what Sêarle, 1969, terms its propbsitional content).  At  the same. tiMe, 

.and at a different . lever, it constitutes a'state of the A.43.-X  system. 

'"It is presuMed that a giVen . state of the system- exists whén a'siven 

tance of AtoBrèx Oecnts, and that'as'a result of this occurrence thé syS. 

tem undergoes some change (eVen through the change may be regarded  as 

 only a reigorcement of the pre-existing state)" . , Thuà all  communicative  

acts at once describe  a state (on one level), and are a state (at another•

level, that of the A7B-X system). They report an experience, and  they  

impose  a response. 

Another wey to make the distinction is to consider the difference 

between  "information-transmission" and ."signalling"., The result of infor- • 

mation-transmission, as of direct  experience, Is to increase the recipient's 

certainty aboUt. something where there was, previoUsly, an absence' of knoW- -  

ledge. Signals, hOweyer,'clistomarily  set off, or trigger,.sequenCes of 

activity,  as for  exaMPle when A hockey referee-drops the puck.  Communication  
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serves both to transmit information and to signal. 

Mahl (1959) has referred to the distinction between a répre-

eentional model  and an instrumental model  of communication behavior. It 

"A"mishes "B" to chodse a . certain line of behavior, he chooses those mes-

sages which his past experience has led him to believe are.most likelY 

to produce the respdneeà he WieeS. He may not represent directly either 

his own state, or the response he wishes. He may not say: "Ism cold; 

close the door", but .rather "it gets cool early these dayà, doesn't- it?" 

He chooses - a message having the illocutionary force appropriate to the. • 

situation. 	• 

What is the nature of the "force" involved? - Searle' (1970) has 

- noted a distinction betWeen '!brute"  facts, and "institutional)! facts. - 

Acts which owe their force to brute. facts have their basiS in the physical 

realm. Institutional facts owe their reality tci the opération of What 	r 

he terms'"constitutive"...ruleS,•of . the type: ."X counts as  Y in context 0"'. 

Saying "I will)! in à chùrch,-- before a minister, to soMeone•oithe opposite 

sex, folldwing the:phràse-"Do yoU . take this man:(woman) in' hdly wedlock?" 

constitutes marAl_ng that persbn. Even though the -expenditime Of 'physical 

energy is feeble, the'effectà mày well le moMentous! 

In the interpretation of messages, there ,appear to be- twci decoding 

stages: one based on the system of representàtion Underlying.the communica-

tive act, and one based on a system of interaction.  It is thià latter 'coding 

system which determines how We':assess the expressive and conàtive content  - of 

the 'messages. • 

The concept of "interaction" will lead in turn to thatof "rela- 
• • 

tionship". 
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Illustration of the concept of interaction  

In Fig. III- 3 -a there is no interaction between A and B. Each 

state (s and t) of the two individuals can be explained as a function of 

previous states of the individual, and of external influnces. With inter- 

action arises the possibility of mutual influence. It is however an •in- 

fluence of twci goall-directed systems,(III- 3 -b) . 
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Hulett (1966) has shoWn how a completed interaction sequence 

might be analysed: 

	 4 

Patch - mismatch 

(Verification) 

A ' s ffoals 

q's  Act  
	1 

• 

>  

- In general these  are the  stages: 

a) goal identification: "To the extent that A's orientation 

either toward X or tàward-B is contingent upon B's orientation toward 

. A is motivated to influence.and/or to inform himself about B's orientation 

toward X". (Newcourib, 1952) 

b) choice of,instrumentality. Given the need tà do something: 

to undertake a particular act, express opinion, reveal his - feelings, the 

means to accompliàh this end. is the delJ'very of a particular "Atarex" 

which, it isboped, will elicit the desired response on the part of B. . 

c) B's response ("BtoAreX"). 

d) Validation of the response. The coffimunicator now finds his 

original objective (one particular BtoArex) either confirmed - or disconfirmed; 

if disConfirmed, PréSumably, the need is intensified and  .the likelihood 

of a new (probably  "*ronger") AtoBreX increàses. • The cycle  is repeated, 

.but with the difference that A's pre-existing image is now changed, with 

A ' s interné 
3tat.cc,: 	 

s C o l s  
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consequent implications for the selection of the next instrumental act. 

. The choice of a certain illocutionary act, in a specific situation, - 

has to do with the c.ommunicatore S perception of the relationship between 

himself and the object of his message, in'other words with the constitutive 

rules he considers appropriate for this context ("X is to count as Y in 

context C"). 

The interpretation phase of the sequence raises à different point: .  

The issuing of a communication is invariably infamative about the state  
1 

of the organism who executed the act. 

One function of communication is thua, in Newcomb's words, "to 

maintain simataneous orientation toward one another". 'The  information 

. contained in the message.concerning the communicator's states, and his 

choice of,act, are criticalto the determination of the other's attitudes . 

towards self. Hence one Motive which may underlie a communicative act is 

the attempt to•either.assert or re-assert something  about the  essential .  

J. luis  follows logically froM the mutual presenting of . tWO persona to each 
other:  "in one  sense all acts are communicative (cf.* Watzlawick et al's  
(196 7) axiom "One cannot not.communicate". 

A similar point. of view is expressed by Leach, 197 0: "When an individual 
acts as an individual, operating upon the world'outside himself -;-;,e.g. 
if he uses a spade to dig a hole in the ground -- he is not coneerned 
with symbolisation, but the moment.some other individual: comes onto 
the scene every ..action, however trivial, serves to communicate information 
about.the actor ro the observer -- the observed details are interpreted 
'as signs, becanse observer and actor  are in relation". 
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relationship between the two communicators. For the recipient of, such 

a relationship-related communication, the proéess of interPretati6n.May 

be complex, and based on elaborate procedures on inference. 

.Harold kelley (19up has made a carefial analYsiS:of the struc- 

ture of the communicative act which we call a "threat". The illocutionary 

act, in Austin's terms, may be formalized a nA cause Y, unless B cause X" 

or "not (B cause X) iMplies (A cause Y)". From this, We  may  infer that: 

(a) A wants X to bemir e  (h) is indifferent or negative to the occurrence' 

of Y, (e)  B does not want X to occur (at least by his agency), (d) B 

*strongly does : not Waljeto occur, A intends X to occur,' A - intends /.to.occur given 

not.X, B does not expect Y to occur, '(e) A s beie'ves XIS feaSible, 

Y is feasible, (g) B beli&res X is feasible, (h) B belieyesYY is feasible, 

(i) A ià not strongly attracted to B,.(j) B ià 'not strongly attracted to . 

A, (k) A assumes B's'interests to differ . from Ills,. (1) A is asking that ' 

his interest take . priority over B'S, (M) A is relatively stronger thdn 

B. .These inferences appear to be related to the concept of:threatening -

itself; Kelley*argues hoWever that in thè interpretation of the threat - 

B may also have tO consider what might be termed contextual factors: in 
. 	. 

particular, the strength of A's need for X, A'S perception  of the  coSt .  

to B, and, the relative pre-existing statuses .oiA and B. If Ais perceived. 	. 

to be motivated by a very strong desire, then "his threat is more, in the 

nature of a frantic plea for help than an attempt at intimidation". 	. 

That is to say, the intended threat fails to meet the requirements of the' ' 

communicative  act of threatening, even if itaucceedsas a plea, and,hence  

accomplisheà.the purposes of the communicator. Thus, the-intended threatener 

must take care not to express an emotional state, e.g. extreme anger, whiéh • 
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is consistent with the assumption of very strong underlying need, elee - 

"he reVeals a weakness which enables .others 	comply with his threats 

without loss of face". 	His weakness consiàts in his dependence on the 

threatened person for satisfaction of a very important desire 7- he opens 

up the possibility Of blackmail. Conversely, argues Kelley, "the lesser 

the indicated need .... the greater the extent to which the latent mes- - \ 

sage reads,  I don't'really care about this thing i'm asking. This iS 

simply an occasion for setting you straight about who iS  on' top in our 

• relationship". 

ThomastSchelling (1960) has  demonstrated that in'order 

Municate .effectiely a threat, the threatener must also effectiVely'express 

an apprcpriate attitude towards Y. The most effective means tà communicate 

such an attitude is.to  show that in the event of the non-occurrence of-X$ 

A's motivation to Cause Y - becOmes very strong:. In this case $  thè establish-

ment of a causal Condection.letween the tWoevents .  means,that "the.  threat' 

'is no more than a communication of one's own incentives, dasigned to:impress 

on the other the automatic ConsequenCes of his. act". - In . thià event,  the 

"threat" appears to degenerate into a "warning"; nOt .  uncommonly, coMmuni-

cators specify: "No, I'm not threatening you $  I'm just warning you" in 

such circumstanceè.. To establish a threat,-the coMmùnicatormust.Commu-. 

nicate, Schelling proposes, his relative indifference to.the . occurrence 

of y! should it becoMe clear that he actively desires the non-occurrence ' 

- of Y e  then the threatis unlikely to have the intended effecti - : 

• EVery statement of a point 'of  view by,  an individual is part of 

his presentation  of • 'self:  'the two dimensions Of transmission' of informatiOn 

and assertion of a.detérminable and consistent eelf.amage cannot bè aisen-

tangled-"Since most persons lave a positive*conception - of self, a very 

pervasive tendencY in social interaction is to Maintain a presentation 
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of self consistent with the favorable conception... In -any Social interaction 

a person is attempting to validate his occupancy of several  important social' 

positions".  (Allen,  1968): 

• 

• 

Every interaction may be Weighed in terms of its potential effect 

on raising or lowering a chosen strcliaValue. The value cannOt be measured 

against an absolute social scale f the individual is foréVer in the- 'Situation - 

of attempting tolassess the Underlying scale on the basis of a seriee of-

paired comparisons. -He therefore requires sources of information, consis-' 	, 

ting of (a) the choiCe of communicative acts on the part of others, directed 

tbwards him, and (b) 'the feedbaCk to his own coMmuniCativeacts directed - 

towards others. Potentially, therefore, no-interchange:is irrelevant to .  

- his attempts to maintain social value. 

iletwork oVet‘loaci  

Through- out moat ,of the discussions on overload e -both in this. 

report and in the literature generally, the question of,effects has.been 
- 

posed at the level of the individual. . Our discussion of information and  

communication has-opened, the . possibility of proceeding to a higher level 

of system, at which . we may ask what is known concerning -network overload. 	. 

The importance of this  aspect ofthe problem  is  this: just as it is true 

that overload at the individual level may have extremely serious by-products 

(in the form for. eXaMple of nervous disorders, nines% shortening of life-

span), we should expect network overload to have similar dysfunctional - '- 

consequence% in theform of reduced efficiency . of group functioning,,,lowered 

organizational efficiency, and eventually the breakdown of social Organixa- •

tion itself 
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• 	 Since, contrasted with the field of individual information processing, 

no well.developed body of literature related to network information-processing 

exists, our approach will be slightly different. We will first suggest 

a certain number of ways the question could be addressed. We will then 

consider some of the available experimental evidence, in order to develop, 

as far as possible,'.the empirical basis for our assumptiOns.. We proceed 

In two steps: first we examine networks in which referential information 

is transmitted; second, we turn to.the question of the effects of'varying 

• amounts of relational  information. 

'The transmission of information in networks 

• A first question we may ask is what is the effect of increasing 

the size of thé network. First -  wè note that for any fillly-connected..network,  

where everyOne can communicate with everyone, the potential nuMber 

of messages whfch cen be received D'er - 1-.)dsi.t1eMin t 1à-aftilidtion Of the.num 

ber of  nodes  in the network:: 

M#X . 

.Xi = 

where "xi" repreSents the number of possible simultaneous'received messages 

fora node, and "n" the number of nodes in the rÈtwbrk. For networkswith 

two elements, only one message per instant may be reCeived. SeenetworkS 

with three elements, •wo messages may arrive siMultaneoUsly:- FOr four nodes, 

3. Etc. 
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Illustration ofnumber of possible simultaneous message for a given position  

For totally connected networks,  the total numberof possible 

simultaneous messages, for all positions, is: 

max n 
Y 	= n(n-l) 

i=l i 

. Even though, since neither proCessing nor  transmission  time are 

accounted. for in this formula,  the maximum Would rarely - be attainedi stitl 

it is obvious that even minimal increases in the size of. network•are likely 

to inc.rease materially the load on individuala.in the network. 

Let us assume  that each node has some average maxiffiuM output, 

which we may want éo represent in térMs of information theory  as a certain 

number "a" of bits per period of tiMe "t" 	Then the actual information 

input of a node is . 	• • 

r =a  k 
t 

and  the  maximum input per position  is 

max 	max 
. z = a x 
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The maximum acceptable input is not necessarily the sàme as makiMunq - 

output: the individual may  sélect pertinent informatien, ma3i "chunk" it  in 

 different forms, may store it, etc. Hence increases in available inferMation. 

will not lead in themselves to overload. However it is reasonable to assume. 

that the maximum output is some (possibly.variable) function'of the input,. -  

which we might therèfore represent by a weight -"w". Maximum output is then 	' 
max 

w . z • . 

Suppose the value  of  w  is set so that the output of one  mode is 

sufficient to accupy tbtally the attention of another, in a given time 

period, and overload occurs as.soon .  as one individual 'ha's to pay attention .. 

the production of more  than  one  other person. The system as a whole may 

still not overload lecause communication is not continuous. :Neverthèleas, 

increases in sizè  cause  increased pressure on the system. - There are twO' - 

 ways adjustment can occur; first, the total time spent in communiCating may. 

increase and second; the frequency with which.oneçommunicates with any 

• other given individual.may deCline. 	. 

To illustrate, lèt-A be in a network with two other-.individuals, 

B and C. Each spends 3/4 of his:time communicating. làch Spends ata maximum 

(in the fully-connected network) 50% of:his tiMè rèceiVing.comMunicationa 

(leaving him-25 7.  for communication and 25% "free")„ 1\16W-4 movès into a . 

• 5- Man network, Since he now has 4 input channels, each 25%. oecupying 

of his time, he fias no time left - for communicating. His soIutiOn is (à) 

to increase his totartime spent in communication - (both sending' 	' 

57 
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and receiving), (b) to reduce the frequency with which he commtinicates to . 
- 	- 

any given individual, by restrictions, for  example, on the alr-channel -  

characteristics of the netwOrk. 

As soon às network restrictions occur, another problem atisea:- 

saturation. If for-one reason or another,.becaUse of phYsicat, 

or other constrainta, nodal capacity or actual  nodal.perforMance is not 

standardized, then one position may become ,11sattirated",_in ,the sense of. 

being unable tohe.ndle all the . traffie directed. thrOugh 	. 

Finally, it should be observed that the uncertainty of the environ- 
• 

'ment is the other critical faCtor. How quickly a netWork lGads is presu,.. - 

mably a filnction of how complex the  information-transformation  requireMents 

of the taSk are. 

Experimental results 

- A number of the propositions  advanced here  have  been investigated-

experimentally. Walker .(1954) discovered for example that o . as the size 

of network increased:from three to five, group efficienéy (in terms of 

problem solution tiMeS, and errors) decreased, group morale deciined,: .  

the number of messages increased and unanimous selection  of .a  leader de-

creaéed. This reeilt tends'to Support the assumption . that increases in 

size place additional:strain on groups and increase overall', levels of 

communication. 

The concept of "saturation" was proposed by Gilchrist et al 

(1954) to describe the condition associated with a super-9p ,tima1 load of 
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number of messages for a given position. Two type s.  of .  saturation'were'iden-

tined: "channel saturation" and "message unit saturation". The former  

refers to the number of.channels a position must handle, the latter to 

the number of messages.
1  

Shaw (1964) discriminates further between input 

saturation (task:information to be transmitted), noting at the seme.time 

that saturation refers to the total requirements placed upon an.individual 

in a given position, including non-communication-relatedinformation deMands 

such as data manipulation. Shaw (1954 a,b) showed that the central PersOn 	' 

in .centralized nets tends to  • ecome overloaded by the Comffiunication,réqui- 

rements of his post, . 	 - 

Environmental complexity seems to have received less attention. 

Tuckman (1964) concluded tfiat grOups tend to,become hierarchical tinder 

stress induced . by envirOnmental complexity. Slew (1964) hOwever conclu-

ded from his review of the  evidence that contralized grOuPs 

fective in solving  simple  Problems (essentially the exchange or collation 

of pre-assigned data), while decentralized networks did better on more , 
_ 	. 

complex problems . (solving arithmetic problems) . .. 

The concept of centralisation embodied in the experiments repor- 

ted by Shaw has been criticised fiy . Mackenzié ( 1968 	who notes a 

confusion between en assumed,netWork'struCture and thè'.real: sti'uctu're.: . 

derlvd frôni actual obsèrved 'gi;-(DulD interaction:patterns. ,  

1 Mackworth and Mackworth (1956) .' projected up to 12 sources of. infor-
mation  simultaneously to subjectsthrough separate windows. 'Deérements ' 
in performance were associated with . (1) the number  of  windows emploYed 
and (2) the.aMciunt of.overlap of messages. . . 	 . 
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Relationship and information transmission  

Our previoils argument led us to believe that in order to 

• 

	commu- 

	

nicate individuals have to learn two basic COdeS: a system of'represen- 	-- 

tations which determine how symbols are mapped to external .- referents,,sarid 

a system of constitutive, or instittitional,rules which determine.how mes- 

sages are to be taken, inSofar as they specify responses ottthe part of the 

recipient, andImply attitudes on the part of the sender.. tiale relationship$ 

between'individuals. arise whenever standardized patterns of nièssage»exchange 

emerge, either by agreeMent &r  from practice:. 

We expect stability of rôle  relationship to be associated with 

frequency and length of interaction. In a frequently-cited .experiment, 

Schacter (1951) introduced a confederate .  into a group programmed to produce . 

deliberately discordant communications. Other members initially intensified 

themumber of communications addressed to the "odd mail . oUt", - ,and when he . 

remained recalcitrant they then sharply reduced communications to him, 

effectively relegating> him to Conventry. In general, continued interaction 

appears to lead to a measure of stabilisation (hormaliaation), of relations, 

at least to a reduction of uncertainty concerning the probable behavior of 

the other. 

As uncertàinty is reduced concerning the pattern of interpersonal 

relations, the number of communications concerned with this domain tends to 

diminish (although not necessarily in a smooth curve). Let us represent this 

assumption as a function: 
• 
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Then, as one's network increases, total uncertainty concerning 

relationships increases, as a positive function (the flatness of the 

curve reflecting on assumptiàlÈthat -networks InCrement 	- 

• 
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Furthermore,. since, in a large, and culturelly diverse,  popula-

tion, agreement concerning the code of constitutive institutional rules 

is likely to bellighly variable, the functional relationShip Imtween - dtirà-, 

tion of interaction and the proportion of communications devoted to RelaL. 

tional/Referential:information is affected  by the extent of cultural si- 

• • milarity. 

8 
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Hence the steepness of the curve in Figuré III -8 . ià a . functicin of"culturà. 

diversity. In generà1, also . the larger the network', the more heterOgeneous 

culturally it is likely to be, ànd hence the greater the probability of 

high relational uncertaint3i, in large networks. 



• 
Assuming"that - each individual is only.  able  to deal* With a limited . 

amount of total uncertainty, then an increase in.relational uncertainty, 

' should produce à reduced efficiency With:resPect to the propesSing of re-

ferential information. This is the Conclusion réached'by Shaw as a result 

,of his sùrvey of relevant experiments.Hedefines a concept "independence" . 

which is determined by the perception Ofindividuals of their role, in 

the group, and then adds: "The effect of independence upon -performance 	• 

is due.., to the'individual's willingness and ability to perform under- 

-- the mere'autonomous  conditions.  That is, lowered independence net only 

.. directly limits the 'possibilitiesfor action (Sence perfOrmence), but.aLso .  . 	. 

reduceà the . person's'vnllingness,to -perform at. his. optimarlevel".. 

Experimental support 

• 	The literature appears to be relatively peor - deit-.concerns the . 

points raised above. Some support can'be foùndAn.the wbtk Of Baleb Y (Éales, - 

1953 ; DunPhy, 19 66) to.SupPortfthe idea that the develcipment of  in- 

terpersonal sYstemS proceeds in several . phases, as More cOmplex interac-

tion patternsdevelop. - To eccoedate this idea the function Shown in 'Figure 

III - 6 	' shoulA incôrporaté a cyclical  pattern. 	. 

Since soMe kind.of balance between reletionShip-modifying  and  

information-transmission processes is implied by our argument, we might 

ask, conversely, what happens to social organization under conditions of 

extreme pressure to transmit information. A number of experiments (e.g. 

Hovland and Weiss, 1952; Kelman, 1958) show that information transmission 

is affected by the perception of relation; we have not however been able 
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to discover any experimental evidence concerning the reverse situation, 

and particularly concerning the effects of information overload on the 

perception of relationship. 

Perspective  

In this final chapter we have sketchèd in, s11 too lightly, the 

general outlines  of an  integrated theory of information, and program over- 

load. In doing So .wé have not been able to draw on thé rich-sources of . 

,eXperimental findings that were available at the level  of the individùal 

organism. There ià, clearly, a great need for systematic.theory and ,re- 

search  at the group level. Individuals function within groups, and some 

of the priMary side-effects of  the communication explosion  are not to be 

found by looking only, at individuals. A evernment office, a garage, a : 

university are systems, just as.the 'individual is, and their.processès. -  . 

Can also be discussed with the same kind of precision'as the cognitive 

processes of theperson. Wé need howeverfiner instruments than we:now - 

possess, to permit.uslto dèscribe properly phenomena. of coMmunication 

' in networks. The  discussion inthià chapter,is intended.td,be a Contri7 

• bution towards this gàal. 

At the begining of:obr investigation we  warned:that,. although' 

we had a pranticalnal in' view, some of our  discussion  would seem abstract.' 

This should not be read às - àn'apology. There is a dynamic interplay bet-

ween theory and practical which must never be neglected.... Those reaponsi-

ble  the  devel*pigertiof theery . snd research must learn,from practical expe .- 

rience - by putting their ideas to the test.' Those respenaible for praCtical 

planning are equally likely.to  miss the boat by asking: 

• 
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questions which are set at too low a level: in no other century has it 

been so evident how practical is theory! We are constantly in need of 

conceptual bads; otherwise we risk the pursuit of empty information. 

To quote Simon (1968): 

"Science does not advance by piling up information. -- 
it organizes information and -compresses it... In the - 
scientificendeavour»knowing' haS always meant ' 
'knowing parsimoniously'. The information that nature 
presents to us is unimaginably redàndaàt. When. we 
find  the  right way to surrimarize and characterize that 
informatiOn -- when we find the Pattern hidden.in it -.- 
its vast bulk compresses into succinct equatibnà, each' 
one enormously informative. 

Herein liés the real significance of today's infor-
mation . révOlution. Information and the procesbing 
of information are themselves for the first time be-
coming the 'objects of systematic scientific investi-
gation..' We are laying the foundations for à science 
of information processing that we èan 
greatly increase our effectivenesS in handling the : 
information  around us", 



One  important conclusion which can be reasonàbly drawn .from 

our,discussion is that  the  real problem of the wired nation is not that 

of information overabundance as such but of the Undertaking of too many 

.separately interesting tasks which together resiilt in the condition me 

term"program overload". In Chapter t of this report it waS ncited that 

_ 
the introduction of new technologies haf two Conséquences: while it . 

augments' availableinformation, it also:leadà.individualstinterâct 

within wider networks The latter fact seems to•us to bethe .  more 

important, - and the More neglected. It implies thatiindividuals tend. 

to  get involved,siMultaneously,in à nUmber Of transactions .. 

• 	The danger.of overabundance of available information . can be 

easily exàgerated. -Thé-mechanisms of perceptionare.adapted to inhibit, 

or :suppress, Unneeded  and  unwanted  information. Milgram (1970). 	has 

demonstrated that individuals:living in information-richSèW Ygbrk City 

exhibit equal ability to select needed and screeil'out unwànteà infor-

mation in this environment (whiCh they chose indeed because of . its. 	. 

information chavacteri.stics as MumfprcLand -  other iirbanolcsies havê  long 

been at pains-to pciint out). 

By comparison,  the  Individual 	disastrousnon-adapted t 0 . 

de  al with program Overload, 1:11Às .  we take tO.be .tbe signij:icance Of a' 	' 

recent article b .$,. Lipow51 ,,i (1:i71), wbO axg'ur: "a major .geoture Of the :  

afflue.nt, Lechnologial and Open society . is ,thitt.' It e›;pose. it's'raember'Lô: 

an 'over.lead. 6 -1 ittraoti:ve 	 Liposki defines ."attwactive 

ét'thos ,2yhi .ch "arOuse'aPpetiil ye and.approach't,endeheis", '1"ne :y/•invOlVeH 

npao...z.tr to ''p'oe es coc apprOay2h nnd...c.nuMmate"- Iii cor terms , 

this would•bu.: re-interPreted  as  the ten ,-1 O,)cy to become,involved  in more 

th;a1' can bc,adequtely hanoled  h the:individual, 

bis 
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The process is insidious: each new activity Is initially attractiVe, and . 

the individdal may tend to underestimate - its time reqiiiremerits oVer a longer  

. period. EventliallY, he is conimitted to more actiVities than can be managed'. 

at once, each with.accelerating information processing requireMents. The 

final product may .well be confusion and breakdoWn... 	- 	. • 	. . 

The evidence ‘,7e do have indicates that program Overload can prevent 

successful concepuformation, and' heuce reduce the indiVidual - to stereetyped - 

• responses: As M3ier : (1962) writps: "rile culture. of citier,cannot grow and 

.develop unless manlà interprotqtionof the universe and man's'atudy- of nan 

supplies'new  concepts and  imres  marc  rapidly than:they  are  lost". 

. Another  question  WhiCh has received little ettentien ik the 

available literature is the role Of hUman coniMuniceien: To  a surprising 

extent, we have been'led by the influence of a coMmunication . model based 

in engineering research  to suppose.that the analysis  of information  System-

could be cenducted withOut regard-to : Other - communication variables . . Thie, 

situation needs te be•rectified, partictilarly sinCé . i.t.  iset'this level,. 

above all others, -that the social (as  opposed -  to the pSychological), effectè 

of technological inneVation'yill bemostevident. 

We have reasoned as'follows: man requires'  information  (verifi- - 

cation and-comparison of his'hypotheses-and  perceptions), but  he is Vul- 

nerable to control. ' • . 	. 



.much . information is accepted from others?. 

social arramients? Toes cori.probension d£:-.eline?-.:Are. there -...effects on  

• .. 	. . 	_ 	. 	. . 	 . . 	 . 

have. gai.ned us little 	(1:Xt :"(1 -3 -.1.ng our menns to communicate.. with each 

others, we succeed 	in : the process, in  destreyibg the very basis on whiCh ::  

CommanicaLion .hae. as cr..E. effect the Unking.ef infol:Mation 

transmission systems into chains, in which (because of Lhe Symbolic cap,ùbility 

of man) one ca:1 serVe arupner As his eyes and his:handiltis 	7  
. 	_ 

because ce:thie"controlimension of > communicatien,HOVen.mord than beeause. 

of the informe.tionalthat'individUars establish SYsteMs made uP-Of statuses 

and roles, which (a) a:E.:sure tG individUal.S .  a Certain stability in thch;' 

communication relationships,'and :(b)..create tho. bai s of an . organized 

society . Mhat has bot been asked:in the:literature.pninfOrmatiOn overload - 

is the effoct-that.intensified inforMationprocessing'may .  be '.ç.pected to 

have' on  the:social structure which the  information-ControJ sYstem suPPOrtS. 

As the indivAual be:Comes overloaded,.does the.r'esulting stresS:make So  

increasing depondenceon others? Or decllno in-  trust?. Under'conditions 

overload, do. ithecOme increa...lingly difficult tO:Orpanize. the necessary 
• 

The answerS to:,these and similar.q.uestions..cannot . be.foundin  the  

existing li t erature,. yeL...thisinformatiob is . of inereased Urgency:it will • 

our sôciety can be-organized... We need to learn. not only how to handle.More 

information; but  at the Same:time bow to re-organiZe the - .accempanYing.social 

arrangements: "The-  breaking up .of....rganization,•or its . reduCtion to  

impotency due to  Communications, Overload, is,;..;freclilentiy due to,inadequacies 

• 
in the basic formula for dOing husiness•or  in the  informal  .cules  

gaine'  set.by  occupatiensand profeSsions"- .(Heier, 1962). 

of -  the 
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• 
It is in this perspective'that  thé  present report has.been 

undertaken.. Out goal .  must  be the intelligent planning of our own 

• communication systems. 
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